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ABSTRACT

This study is concerned with the budgetary impact of fed-

eral grants on provincial expenditure with respect to post-

secondary education in Canada. À Lheoretical model of pro-

vinciat spending behaviour is presented and empirically

tested using annual time series data as well as pooled

cross-Section and time series data for the ten Canadian

provinces over the fifteen year period 1967-82.

This study begins with a review of the historical devel-

opment of federal contributions to post-secondary education

in Canada from 1867 through 1986. The emphasis is placed on

the federal funding arrangements at various periods as well

as their financial imPlications.

It is followed by a theoretical analysis of the provin-

cial expenditure response to federal grants for financing

post-secondary education in both diagrammatic and mathemat'i-

cal terms. The analysis includes four types of post-secon-

dary grants: (i) unconditional grant; (ii) open-ended con-

ditional matching grant; (iii) closed-ended conditional

matching grant; and (iv) conditional nonmatching grant. The

conclusion drawn from the analysis is that an open-ended

conditional matching grant has a price effect and thus stim-

ulates more provincial expenditure on higher education than
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the other three types of grants. When a ceiling is placed

on the conditional matching grant, however, the price effect

would be eliminated once the ceiling is reached. The prov-

ince would respond to the closed-ended conditional matching

grant as if it were an unconditional- one.

The 15 percent growth ceiling placed on post-secondary

education transfers in 1972 is then examined in order to as-

certain whether the ceiling was binding on the recipient

provinces. An analysis of the 15 percent growth ceiling in-

dicates that the ceiling is effective for aII the provinces

on the matching grant formula. The evidence suggests that

the ceiling essentially eliminated the price effect for most

provinces in 1g74-75 and for all by 1975-76 and thus con-

tributed to provincial spending restraint on higher educa-

tion

The theoretical expenditure model is tested empirically.

Provincial expenditure functions for post-secondary educa-

tion are estimated for the ten Canadian provinces over the

period 1967-82. The empirical estimates reveal that a con-

ditional matching grant has a price effect as well as an in-

come effect while a conditional nonmatching grant has only

an income effect. The implication is that an open-ended

conditional matching grant is more effective than a non-

matching grant in inducing provincial spending on post-sec-

ondary education.

1V
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

Over the last three decades there has been a rapid in-

crease in provincial government expenditures in Canada. To-

tal expenditures on public goods and services by the provin-

cial governmenls increased by thirty-four-fold in nominal

terms (by ten-fold in real terms) over the twenty-five-year

period from $1 .8 billion in 1 955-56 to ç62 billion in

1980-81,1 These expenditures are made for general government

purposes, protection of persons and property, transporta-

tion, communication, health, social welfare, education, nat-

ural resources, environment' recreation, Iabour, housing,

and regional development. Às a result of the raPid growth

of provincial government expenditures since the mid-fifties,

the provincial governments have been faced with increasing

financial strain because they have only limited revenue

sources. The major sources of revenues to the provincial

gOvernments are taxation and own source revenues. PrOvin-

cial taxation comprises of consumption taxes, real property

taxes, personal and corporation income taxes, while ovln

Source revenues include licence feeS, natural resource rev-

enues, and the returns on their investments. In addition to

Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Provincial Government 1955, P. 1

vincial Government Finance 1980'

Financial Statistics ofz;ilc@
p. 9.

-1



2

taxation and own source revenues, the provincial governments

receive funds from the federal government through the vari-

ous grant programs.

Tab]e 1 presents the major revenue sources of the provin-

cial governments between 1955-56 and 1980-81. Às indicated

in Table 1, the provincial governments relied heavily on

taxation (51.1e. of total revenues in 1980-81) and own source

revenues (28.7e") aS the majOr Sources of revenues. However'

dependence on taxation and own source revenues decreased

gradually from 92.1 percent of total provincial government

revenues in 1955-56 to 79.8 percent in 1980-81.2 On the con-

trary, federal transfers as a proportion of total provincial

government revenues increased substantially over this twen-

ty-five-year period from 6.9 percent of t,otaI revenues in

1955-56 to 20 percent in 1980-81, represen!ing an annual

growth rate of 20.3 percent per year in nominal terms over

this period.

. In spite of the growing importance of federal transfers

in the budget of the provincial governments' comparatively

little attention has been devoted to the analyses of dÍffer-

ent grant programs offered to the provínciaI governments'

the fiscal response of the provincial governments to these

tranSferS, the impact of federal grants on regional economic

development, and the design of the federal grant policy. In

2 UnIess otherwise
are expressed in

stated, aII years mentioned in this study
fiscal years only.
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particular, the impact of each grant program on provincial

expenditure decisions has been neglected in the empirical

studies of Canadian provincial government expenditures.3

Consequently it seems important that considerably more at-

tention be devoted to studies of the provincial budgetary

response of a grant program in Canada. One area of interest

is how the federal transfers for post-secondary education

affect the budgetary decisions of the provincial govern-

ments.

Since 1967, federal grants have been a major source of

revenues to the provinces for financing post-Secondary edu-

cation. About 59 percent of the funds to finance post-sec-

ondary education expenditures in 1981-82 came from the fed-

eral government through the federal grant program.4 In spite

of Lhe relative importance of federal grants in the financ-

ing of post-secondary education, universities and colleges

There have been three previous studies on Canadian data
which attempt to analyze the impact of federal grants on
provincial expenditures. See Jean McCans Ma1ey, The.Im-
bact of FederãI Grants gn Provincial Bugqets: CanEda, (Un-
publisheA pti. O. Thesis), Rochester: University of Roches-
ler, 1971¡ Helen M. Hardy, "Budgetary Responses of
Individual Governmental Units to Federal Grants", PubIic
Finance Ouarterlv, Vol. 4, 1976, pp. 173-186¡ and D. K.
@ Pubric Finance in ontario: An ErnPiric?I
enalvsis of ttre l,ast fwenEv-f ive @, Toronto: Universi-
E of Toronto press, 791i. Another study conducted by Mi-
chas is concerned with the effect of federal grants on
combined provincial and municipal expenditures' see Nicho-
las À. Michas, "Variations in the LeveI of Provincial-Mu-
nicipal Expenditures in Canada: An Econometric Analysis",
Public Finance, Vo1. 24, 1969, PP. 597-613.

This figure is computed from Statistics Canada, Financial
Statistics of Education, 1982, p.65.
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across Canada have experienced severe cutbacks in recent

years. These cutbacks have led to numerous financial prob-

lems to post-secondary institutions such aS overcrowded

classrooms, insufficient Iaboratory equipment, reduced 1i-

brary hours, staff layoffs, shrinking research funds, and

cancellation of programs. AS a result, uDiversities and

colleges have been forced to raise tuition fees and impose

enrolment quotas in order to solve these problems. Indeed'

the financial situation of the universities and colleges has

reached an alarming stage where further cutbacks could place

the quality of Canada's higher education in jeopardy.

The central questions are: v¡ere the financial difficul-

ties of Canadian universities and colleges caused by reduc-

tions in federal- transfers? to what extent vIaS the provin-

cial spending on post-secondary education influenced by

federal grants? Did the provincial governments substitute

federal grants for funds that would otherwise have been

spent on post-secondary education by the provinces? tn or-

der to answer these questions, it is necessary to examine

the budgetary impact of federal grants on provincial expen-

ditures on post-secondary education.

The purpose of this study is

use of federal granLs for financ

in Canada with special reference

these transfers on Provincial

to review and analyze the

ing post-secondary education

to the budgetary imPact of

expenditure decisions. s A

5 Throughout this study, the term "higher education" is used
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theoretical model of provincial expenditure response to

grant arrangements is presented and applied to time series

dat,a f or the ten Canadian provinces between 1967 and 1982.

In order to demonstrate the impact of the federal grants on

provincial spending decisions¡ âD observed pattern of pro-

vincial expenditures on post-secondary education is present-

ed. It should be emphasized that the approach taken in this

study is a positive analysis. No attempt will be made to

analyze the normative aspects of grants. The results of

this study should be useful in understanding the budgetary

impact of different types of federal grants on provincial

government expenditures not only in post-secondary educa-

tion, but also in other programs as well.

Since the pioneering work of Fabricant (1952), there have

been numerous studies which have attempted to analyze the

variations in government expenditures. Most of the early

studies offered no theoretical basis or explanatory modeI.

Most postulated that government expenditure was a linear

function of Several variables, including intergovernmental

transfers (Kurnow, 1963; Sacks and Harris, 1964; BahI and

Saunders, 1965, 1966; Pogue and Sgontz, 1968; O'Brien,

1971). These empirical. studies, which used mainly cross-

Section data, Suggested that intergovernmental transfers
yrere a major determinant of state and loca1 government ex-

pendi tures .

interchangeably with the term "post-secondary education".
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In an attempt to formulate a formal model of government

expenditure behaviour, a number of studies done in the Unit-

ed States used the consumer allocation model of utility max-

imization as the basis for analysis. Under this approach, a

government is postulated to choose a mix of public and pri-

vate goods in such a vray that the utility of the community

is maximized subject to a budget constraint. Government ex-

penditure eguations are then derived from the utility-maxim-

ization modeI, which provide a theoretical justification for

statistical estimation (Henderson, 1 968; Gramlich, 1969;

Struyk, 1970¡ Strauss, 1974; and McGuire, 1978)- The empir-

ical results of these studies on the spending behaviour of

the recipient governments tend to support the hypothesis

that a conditional matching grant has a greater impact on

public expenditures than an unconditional grant.

ÀIthough the empirical literature on the budgetary impact

of intergovernmental transfers on state and loca1 govern-

ments iS vol-uminous in the United States, the number of sim-

ilar studies using Canadian data is relatively small. A ma-

jority of these studies were modelled on their American

counterparts, which were essentially based on the utility-

maximization framework. The first two Canadian studies were

done by Michas (1969), and Bodkin and conklin (1971). The

study by Michas vras concerned with the budgetary impact of

federal grants on combined provincial and municipal expendi-

tures in Canada for 1951, 1956, and 1961. Based on pooled

cross-section and time series data, the combined provincial
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and municipal expenditure response to federal grants was

estimated statistically. Michas found the impact of federal

grants on combined provincial and municipal expenditures was

insignificant. Bodkin and Conklin tested a Iinear expendi-

ture equation with cross-section data for Ontario municipal-

ities in 1961 and 1966. The expenditure equations were for

fire protection, police protection, protection Lo perSonS

and property, water Supply, Sanitation and waste removal,

public works, and total current expenditure on non-education

programs. They found that both provincial and federal

grants had Ied to an increase in municipal expenditures by

an amount which was less than the grant.

Maley (1972) estimated the provincial expenditure equa-

tions for health, welfare, education, tranSportation and

cOmmunications, natural reSources, and tOtaI provincial ex-

penditures for the ten provinces using pooled cross-Section

data for the period 1947-65. Un1ike Michas, and Bodkin and

ConkIin, Ma1ey disaggregated federal transfers into uncondi-

tional grants and conditional grants. Maley found that

while federal conditional grants stimulated provincial ex-

penditures considerably, federal unconditional grants had an

insignificant impact on the level of provincial expendi-

tures.

Hardy (1976) also used a similar methodology to examine

the provincial expenditure response to federal grants for

New Brunswick and Ontario over the twenty-three year period

from 1948 to 1970. Based on annual time series data, Pro-
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vincial expenditure equations vrere estimated for general and

public health, hospital care, social welfare, education,

roads, fish and game, forests and lands. The empirical re-

sul-ts suggested that conditional grants stimulated provin-

cial spending on individual programs to a greater extent

than did unconditional grants.

Auld (1976) considered the budgetary impact of provincial

conditional grants on municipal expenditures for fifteen On-

tario cities for the years 1969 and 1970 using linear and

nonlinear expenditure equations. Àpplying pooled cross-Sec-

tion data to these two equations, Auld estimated municipal

expenditure functions for education, social welfare, public

works, and total expenditures. The empirical results Sup-

port the hypothesis that provincial conditional grants a1-

ways stimul-ated munic ipal expenditures.

Slack (1977 ) tested the effect of provincial grants on

municipal expenditure decision in Ontario. Two expenditure

models vrere developed and applied with pooled cross-section

data for ontario municipalities in 1973 and in 1974. The

conclusions drawn from the empirical results were that pro-

vincial unconditional grants increased municipal expendi-

tures on all functions but by an amount less than the grant.

However, results on the impact of provincial conditional

grants were Iess conclusive depending on the expenditure

category and the choice of functional form. The results

show that conditional grants stimulated municipal expendi-



tures for health and social services but the

other expenditure categories were inconclusive.

10

results for

UnIike the above studies which were based on a utility-

maximizatíon model, Foot (1977) used a partial adjustment

modeL to examine the provincial expenditure response to fed-

eral grants and other social economic variables in Ontario

over the period 1952-72. In the model, provincial expendi-

ture was specified as a function of personal disposable in-

come, Iagged provincial expenditures, federaL grants, and

other relevant variables such as urbanization, age groups of

the population, election, anC the introduction of retail

sales tax in 1961-62. The estimated parameters for federal

grants vrere between zero and one, Suggesting that there were

considerable substitution of federal grants for provincial

funds.

Cox (1979) examined the expenditure response of four Can-

adian regions (ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, and the Atlantic

provinces) to four federal grants (heaIth, social welfare,

vocational education, and equalization) over the 1947-65

period. The explanatory variables included in his model

vlere income, unconditional granLs 
' conditional grants for

each of the expenditure programs, wage rates (to measure

cost or price), and other social economic factors. The ma-

jor findings were that an extra $1.00 of federal conditional

grants increased provincial expenditures by more than $1.00'

whereas federal unconditional grants increased provincial

expenditures by a smaller amount than the grant.
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I n sum, most of the previous ernpi r ical studies f ound that

a conditional grant had a greater impact on the expenditures

of the recipient governments than an unconditional grant.

The approach in this study will, along the lines of previous

work discussed above, be based on a utility-maximization

model to explain the provincial budgetary response to feder-

al post-secondary education transfers. Specifically, the

derived model of provincial expenditure behaviour with re-

spect to post-secondary education will then be tested for

the ten Canadian provinces using time series data as weII aS

pooled cross-section and time series data over the period

1967 -82.

The study is organized as follows. chapter II reviews

the historical development of federal grant programs on

higher education between 1867 and 1984. It includes a sys-

tematic analysis of the different types of grants' their

trends, and their financial implications. Special emphasis

is placed on the issues that are related to the federal role

in financing post-secondary education.

chapter III develops a theoretical model of the provin-

cial budgetary response to federal grants for post-secondary

education in both diagrammatic and mathematical terms. The

first part of the chapter provides a classification of fed-

eral grants for post-secondary education according to the

conditions imposed by the funding arrangements on the recip-

ient province. Then a modified consumer allocation model,
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developed from the utility maximization process, is present-

ed. The model provides a theoretical framework for an em-

pirical model used to predict the budgetary response of the

provincial governments to different types of federal grants.

It is shown that a conditional matching grant has an income

effect as well as a price effect and is therefore expected

to stimulate more provincial expenditure on higher education

than an unconditional grant. However, when a ceiJ-ing is im-

posed on the conditional matching grant, the price effect of

the conditional matching grant is lost once the ceiling 1ev-

eI of spending is reached. The province is expected to re-

spond to the closed-ended matching grant in the same vray as

if it were an unconditional grant with an income effect

onIy. From this an empirically-testable model of provincial

fiscal response to federal grants is developed, and Subseq-

uently tested for the ten Canadian provinces.

chapter IV considers the application of the 15 percent

growth ceiling to federal transfers introduced into the

funding arrangements in 1972. The 15 percent ceiling was

placed on the national growth rate of the total federal

transfers rather than on the growth rate of federal trans-

fers to each province. Àn analysis of the marginal matching

rates reveals that the 15 percent growth ceiling was effec-

tive for all provinces choosing the mat.ching grant formula.

The ceiling therefore effectively transformed the grant from

an open-ended matching grant to a rather complex closed-end-

ed matching grant.
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Chapter V analyzes an observed pattern of provincial ex-

penditures with respect to post-secondary education. The

evidence is that the provincial spending incentive on post-

secondary education waS curtailed from 1974-75 onwards, when

the 15 percent ceiling became effective, rather than from

1977 when the funding arrangements vrere changed to uncondi-

tional grants under the Established Programs Financing ar-

rangement of 1977. The result is thus consistent with the

theoreiical predictions that the closed-ended matching grant

with an effective ceiling has only an income effect.

In Chapter VI, the theoretical model developed in Chapter

III is tested empirically and the results are presented. À

provincial expenditure function for post-secondary education

is estimated for the ten Canadian provinces over a period of

fifteen years from 1967 to 1982. À discussion of the data

used for empirical estimation is also presented. The main

finding is that the conditional nonmatching grant substi-

tuted for provincial funds whereas the conditional matching

grant 1ed to the stimulation on provincial post-secondary

education expenditures.

The final chapter summarizes the results, draws together

the conclusions, and presents the policy implications of the

federal grant program for post-secondary education in Cana-

da.



Chapter II

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL CONTRIBUTIONS
TO POST_SECONÐARY EDUCÀTION

2.1 TNTRODUCTION

This chapter provides a historical perspective on the ev-

olution of federal funding of higher education in Canada

from 1867 through 1986. It also compiles and presents a

consistent series of data for the federal contributions to

post-secondary education from 1945-46 onwards.

Since Confederation, there have been numerous changes in

the methods by which the federal government transferred

funds to the provinces in support of post-secondary educa-

tion. Because the arrangements for financing post-secondary

education evolved from the previous programs, it is impor-

tant to examine the evolution of these funding arrangements.

This format enables us to discuss the economic implications

of the various types of federal grants in subsequent chap-

ters.

Federal support of post-secondary education can be rough-

Iy categorized into five time periods based on the changes

in federal-provinc ia1 f i scal arrangements. These are: ( 1 )

federal participation in post-secondary education from 1867

14
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to 1945ì (2) federal participation through the veterans edu-

cation assistance program, 1945-1951; (3) federal participa-

tion through the direct subsidies to universities,

1951-1967ì (4) federal participation through the conditional

grants to provinces, 1967-1977; and (5) federal participa-

tion through the unconditional grants to the provinces,

1977-1986. Funding arrangements for post-secondary educa-

tion in these five periods are discussed in the following

sect ions.

2.2 FEDERAL
1867 TO

PARTTCIPATION IN POST_SECONDARY EDUCÀTION
1945

FROM

Canada's constitution explicitly indicates that aII mat-

ters relating to education are under provincial jurisdic-

tion. Section 93 of the sritish North America ( gN¡ ) ect

of 1867 states as followsl

In and for each Province, the Legislature may ex-
clusively make Laws in relation to education.6

The BNÀ Àct thus places major constraints on federal in-

volvement in the area of higher education. This helps to

explain why the federal government provided Iimited finan-

cial assistance to higher education before 1945"

6 Canada, Statutes of Canada, Ottawa
p. 23. However, the BNA Act is now
Act of 1867 since the rePatriation
tution in 1982.

: Malcolm Cameron, 1867,
called the Constitution
of the Canadian consti-
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In spite of the constitutional limitation, the history of

the federal role in higher education can be traced as far

back as 1876 when the federal governmenL established the

Rcyal Military College in Kingston.T Another example of fed-

eral participation occurred in 1885 when the federal govern-

ment granted a land endowment of '150,000 acres to the Uni-

versity of Manitoba.s During the first two decades of the

present century further federaL activities related to post-

secondary education took place with the passing of the Agri-

cultural Àid Act of 1912, the Agricultural Instruction Act

of 1913, the Technical Education Act of 1919, the establish-

ment of the National Conference of Canadian Universities in

1911, and the establishment of the National Research Council

in 1916.s In fact, the federal intervention in higher educa-

t ion was cons idered as a means of solving a I'nat ional prob-

Iem" and of helping to restore stability and prosperity in

the agricultural sector. lo From 1913 onwards, three veteri-

For a useful survey on the historical evolution of the
federal role in financing higher education, see Canadian
Association of University Teachers, The Fundinq of Canadi-
an Universities, PP, 2-7; Parliamentary-Task Force on Fed-
õaf -provirrc-iaf Fiscal Arrangements, Fiscal Federalism in
Canada, pp. 55-61; Stephen G. Peitchinis, Fifrancinq PoPt
Secondarv Education in Canada, PP. 21-92; Braham Prakash,
@Financinq of Hiqher Educatioq in Çala-
æt ppf-1119; Denlse t'1. Michaud, Federal Grants f or Hiqher
Education: À Historical Perspectives.

3 Parliamentary Task Force on Federal-Provincial Fiscal Ar-
rangements, Fiscal Federalism in Canada, 1981, p. 55.

I Parliamentary Task Force on Federal-Provincial Fisca1 Ar-
rangements, niscal Federalism in Canada, 1981, p. 56.

1o See Stephen G. peitchinis, Financinq Post Secondarv Pdt
cation in Canada ( Study Commissioned by the Council of
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nary colleges received federal funds on the basis of student

enrolment in each college under the Agriculture Instruction

Act.

The RoweII-Sirois Royal Commission on Domínion-Provincial

Relations was set up in 1937 to assess the federal-provin-

cial fiscal relations in all areas of spending and Èaxation.

The Commission outlined its objectives as follows:
(a) to examine the constitutional allocation of

revenue sources and governmental burdens to the
Dominion and provincial governmentsi

(b) to investigate the character and amount of taxes
collected from the people of Canadai

(c) to examine public expenditures and public debts
in general;

(d) to investigate Dominion subsidies and grants to
provincial governments. 1 I

The Commmission reported in 1940 and recommended modest

federal government assistance to the provinces by means of a

per capita grant for the support of universíties:

In these circumstances it is conceivable that even
the provinces might welcome a smal1 Dominion grant
to their universities made contingent on the main-
tenance over a period of some years of the provin-
cial grants to the same institution and on the
preservation of high academic standards. Tf this
is the case I a relatively small Dominion annual
grant divided among the provinces in rough propor-
lion to their population for the benefit of insti-
tutions which receive help from the staLe mighL
play a peculiarly useful part in our national
Iif e. r 2

Ministers of Education,
1 1 Canada, Report of the

vincial Relations, Book

Canada ), ottawa,

Roval Commission
1 , 1940, p. 10.

Roval Commission
II, 1940, p. 52.

1971, p. 23.

on Dominion-Pro-

on Dominion-Pro-1 2 Canada,
vincial

the
Book

Report of
Relations,
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The federal government did not, however, take any action

at that t ime . I ts attent ion v¡as diverted to t,he war ef f ort

from the outbreak of the Second World War. It was only from

1945 onwards that the federal government syStematically en-

gaged in grants to aSSist higher education, and through them

played a more substantiat role in the financing of post-sec-

ondary education in Canada.

2.3

With the rapid expansion of the educational system at all

IeveIs in Canada, including higher education, the financial

problems of the universities and other post-secondary insti-

tutions were aggravated by the surge in enrolments immedi-

ately after the Second t{orld War. This sudden increase in

university enrolment took place mainly because of the large

number of Canadian servicemen returning from overseas at the

end of the Second World War. Many of these veterans attend-

ed Canadian universities with federal financial assis-

tance. r 3 From 1945 to 1946, the number of war veterans at-

tending Canadian universities increased from 1 4 
' 
500 to

35, ooo. 1 4

The Department of Veterans Àffairs offered direct finan-
cial aèsistance to veteran students through bursaries,
monthly Iiving allowances, and veteran student loans.
These forms of direct financial assistance to veteran
students did not reduce university operating costs. On
the contrary, they might have increased the demand for
university education.

See Table 2 on P. 20.

FEDERAL PÀRTICIPÀTION THROUGH THE
ASSTSTÀNCE PROGRAM, 1945 - 1951

VETERANS EDUCÀTIONAL

f3

14
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FuIl-time undergraduate enrolment rose from 34,449 in

1944-45 to 61,529 in 1946-47.15 Since tuition fees at that

time covered about 40 percent of university operating costs'

a doubling of enrolment caused a sharp increase in operating

costS not covered by feeS.16 Hence, most Canadian universi-

ties were under Severe financial constraints caused by the

escalating operating costs and limited revenue sources.

The Veterans Rehabilitation Àct, introduced in 1945, Pfo-

vided a system of indirect support to universities through

an annual grant of S150 for each veteran student attending

full-time at a Canadian university.lT The annual grants from

the Department of Veterans Affairs were available to all

Canadian universities, public or private aIike.

The number of veterans and the annual federal grant to

Canadian universities under this fee supplement scheme are

shown in Table 2. The number of veteran students attending

universities peaked at 35,000 in 1946-47, enabling universi-

Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Hiqher Education in Cana-
da, 1944-46, Ottawa: King's Printer, PP. 16-17.

It should be noted that the tuition fee at that time was
roughly $2OO per annum, while the average university op-
eraling costs was $500 per student. The tuition fee did
not reþresent the marginal cost of educating an addition-
aI student.

In 1945, the average university operating cost was rough-
Iy S5O0 per student. The annual grant of $150 given to
uñiversities for veterans' univerSity education was cho-
sen on an arbitrary basis by the Department of Veterans
Affairs for convenience. Thus, the $150 per veteran stu-
dent was not related t,o the marginal cost of educating
each additional veteran student.

15

t6

17
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TÀBLE 2

TOTÀL NLIHBER OF VETERÀN STUDENTS ÀND ÀNNUÀL
IO UNMRSITIES, 1945-1951

Total number of
veterans attending

universities â

PEDERÀL PÀYMENT

Yea r Ànnual federal
grant.c

1945 - 46
1946 - 41
1947 - 48
1948 - 49
1949 - 50
1950 - 51

1 4 ,500
35,000
33,000
24 ,000
1 5,000

8, ooo

2, 175, 000
5,250,000
4,950,000
3, 600 ,000
2,250 ,000
1 ,200,000

1945-51
Total of
Veterans b
Supportec

Tota l
Federal
Grants

$ 1 9,425, 00053,788

aNotes: these figures include those veteran students who
voluntarlly uithdrew from the university programs
during their course of study. The numbers are roundeC
!c the nearest thousand.

b The number of veterans does not add
veterans supported over the period
veteran stuãònts attended universit
years '

c These figures refer to the veteran fee supplement paid to
universiiies by the Department of Veterans Àffairs for the
training of,r.iur"n stüdents. However, these figures do.not
include the federal grants contributed to higher education
by other federa). depãrtments and agencies for other specific
purposes. Furthermore, these figures exclude the amounts
ãt ãa¿itional aid given to universities and monthly J.iving
allowance and veterãn student loans given to veteran students
attending un iversities.

sources: Dorninion Bureau of statistics, cqnada !çar -þook.
r.ra I r e r s . 

-;; ;ã ;, - 
ñ 

" 
¡u È i r i t u i i å n -G@-gpç' "t-¡'l I'ottawa: oepartm-õni-õf veterans Àffairs' 1953'

up to the total of
1945-51 because most
ies for tvo or more
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ties to receive $5.25 million direct grants from the federal

government. By 1950-51, with the veteran enrolment down to

only 8,000 the federal government paid only 51,200,000 to

universities. The f ee supplement program ended in .1 951 .

From 1945 to 1951, the total federal payments to all insti-

tutions under the Veterans Rehabilitation Àct amounted to

$19.4 million (in real terms, this represented $42 million

in 1971-72 constant dollars). r I À total of 53'788 veteran

students received assistance under the program.

Tab]e 3 compares the percentage of veteran Students to

total university enrolment and the percentage of federal

grants to total university operating expenditures from

1945-46 to 1950-51. The federal grant as a percentage of

total university operating costs vras far below the propor-

tion of veterans to total university enrolment. In 1946-47,

for example, 15.8 percent of the university operating costs

vras covered by federal grants at a time when veteran Stu-

dents accounted for 32 percent of total university enrol-

ment. AS the proportion of veteran students to total uni-

versity enrolment feII, the federal share of total

university operating costs dropped even further.le

l8 The GNE deflator is used for deflation'
the base year.

with 1971-72 as

The falling ratios were contributed partly by the de-
crease in federal grants, and partly by the increase in
university operating costs.

19
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TÀBLE 3

VETERÀN STUDENTS ÀS À PERCENTÀG5 OF TOTÀL UNIVERS]TY
ENROLHENT ÀND FEDERÀL GRÀNT ÀS À PERCENTÀGE OF TOTÀL

T'lNIVERSITY OPERÀTING COSÎS, 1945_51

( in percentages )

veteran Students as I Federal Grant ås a
Percentage of Total Percentðge of Total

Year University EnroLment University Operatj.ng Costs

1 945-46

1 946-47

1 947-{8

1 948-49

1 949-50

1950-51

15.80

31.98

29.00

to ?ç

20.20

11 .70

8. 58

15.78

13.44

9.09

5. s6

2.89

Sources: Compu'-ed from Table 1 and Dominion Bureau of Slatistics,
Canada Year Book ( various Issues ).
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The subsidy for each veteran took the form of direct

grants from Ottawa to each university intended to offset the

operating costs due to increasing veteran enrolment. This

partially alleviated some of the financial difficulties

which the universities had experienced since the 1930S.2o

However, this education assistance scheme waS short-lived

since the degree of federal assistance to univerSity educa-

tion rapidly diminished as the number of veterans enrolling

in universities feIl and Canadian universities encountered

another period of financial difficulties by 1950.

)Ã, FEDERÀL PÀRTÏ CIPATTON THROUGH DIRECT SUBSTDIEìg TO

UNIVERSTTIES, 1 951 -1967

By the late -1940's, the Canadian government was increas-

ingly concerned for a Canadian identity in the cultural

spheres.2l The Royal CommiSsion on Nationaf Development in

the ÀrtS, Letters, and ScienceS, known as the MaSsey CommiS-

sion, was set up in 1949 to study the "cultural resources of

Canada". In establishing the Massey CommiSSion, PEime Min-

ister Louis St. Laurent said that:

...the Canadian people should know as much as possible
about Lheir country, its history and traditions, and
about their national life and common achievements. It
is in the national interest to give encouragement to
institutions which express national feeling, promote
common understanding and add to the variety and rich-

The $150 per veteran student did not represent the margi-
nal costs of educating one additional veteran student.

These areas included literature, broadcasting, films,
theatres, 9alleries, musicr science, and education.

20

21
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ness of Canadian life, rural as well as urban.22

The major objective of the Commission was to examine:

...the entire field of letters, the arts and scien-
ces within the jurisdiction of the federal state....
Our concern thròughout $ras with the needs and desires
of the citizen in relation to science, literature,
art, music, the drama, fiIms, broadcasting.23

Àlthough the Commission's primary function v¡as to investi-

gate the promotion of Canadian culture, it also investigated

areas relating to higher education. It observed that:

our universities are facing a financial crisis so
grave as to threaten thei r future usefulness
....rtre universities face the twin spectres of
falling revenue and rising costs ... the propor-
tion of revenue from endov¡ments and from provin-
cial grants in relation to total- revenue has de-
creased.2a

The Massey Commission's final report in

the importance of university education in

the national strength and unity of Canada.

1 951 recognized

conLribut,ing to

The Commission

recommended that:

a. the Federal Government make annual contributions
to support the work of the universities on the basis
of thé-population of each of the provinces of Canada.

b. That thãsé contributions be made after consultation
with the government and the universities of each
province, to be distributed to each university
proportionately to the student enrolment.

c. ff¡al these contributions be sufficient to ensure that

See ÀIbert A. Shea, Culture in Canada (a Study of the
Findings of the Royal Commission on National Development
in the Arts, Letters, and Sciences), Torontor 1952, p.4.

Canada, Report on the Roval Commission o{r the Tational
Oevelopmeñffi-tË Àrts,I,etters,and Sciences ( Massey
Commission ), 1951, p. 3.

Canada, Report on the Royal Commission on the Tational
Oevelopmeñffi-ttre Arts, I,.tt*, and Sciences ( Massey
Commission ), 1951 | pp. 140-141.

22

23

24
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the work of the universities of canada may be carried
on in accordance with the needs of the nation-

d. That all members of the National Conference of
Canadian Universities be eligible for the federal
grants mentioned above. 2s

Thus, the Massey Commission recommended that the federal

government make per capita grants to recognized universities

based on provincial population following consultation with

the provinces. The Commission did not recommend that the

grants go through the provincial governments.

In response to these recommendations of the Massey Com-

mission and pressures from the universities, the federal

government introduced a scheme of direct subsidies to uni-

versities in 1951 replacing the veteran fee supplement. The

federal grants were set at 50 cents per capita based on the

provincial population.26 These grants were allocated by the

federal government directly to the various universities

within each province in proportion to the full-time enrol-

ment of each university. These federal payments went only

to universities and excluded any other post-secondary insti-

tutions. In 1956, the per capita grant was doubled to $1.00

and the National Conference of Canadian Universities was

made the distributing agencY. The per capita grant hras

raised to $1.50 in 1958, to $2.00 in 1962 and to $5-00 in

25 Canada, Report on the Roval Commission oqr the
Development in the Àrt,s, Letters, and Sciences
Commission ), 1951, p. 355.

Provincial population figures were estimated as
of each year.

Nat i ona I
1 Massey

at June 126
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1966.

These direct federal grants to universities prompted the

first major federal-provincial confrontation on the consti-

tutionality of the federal role in the financing of post-

secondary education. The federal government had ignored the

Massey Commission's recommendation that provincial govern-

ments should be consulted on the distribution of federal

grants to universities. The unila|eral action by the feder-

aI government provoked a Strong reaction from the province

of Quebec in particular on the grounds that the province vras

noÈ consulted in the distribution of federal grants among

universities. Quebec argued that this s¡as an invasion of its

constitutional responsibilities since direct federal pay-

ments to universities had violated provincial autonomy in

education as laid down in the BNÀ Act.27 The federal govern-

ment perhaps assumed that as none of the provinces had ob-

jected to the veterans fee supplement to universities, the

provinces might not object to these new direct federal

grants to universities.

In 1952, the government of Quebec instructed the univer-

sities of the province to refuse the federal grants' with

the threat that if they accepted the federal grants their

provincial grants would be withheld.2s The issue was finally

27

28

See the discussion in the Social Science Federation of
Canada, Principles and Mechanisms f or the Fi!¡ancinq^9f
Universitv-P¿@qn and Research in Canada, 1981 , p. 28.

From 1956 to 1960, the federal grants were offered to
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resolved in 1960 through a special tax transfer arrangement.

The federal government lowered its corporate income tax rate

by 1 percent to make room for the Quebec government Lo raise

its corporation taxes correspondingly and finance university

education from the proceeds. À cash payment to the province

of Quebec made up the remaining portion of the grant to en-

Sure that the total amount received by the province would be

equal to what it would have received under the per capita

grant.

Table 4 shows the annual federal grants to Canadian uni-

versities under the per capita grant from 1951-52 through

1966-67. The federal grants to the provinces increased an-

nuaIly for almost all years between 1951-52 and 1966-67.

There were, however, occasional reductions in federal grants

in some provinces due to slight decreases in provincial pop-

ulation in Some of the years. The total of federal grants to

universities in all provinces increased from $6.9 million in

1951-52 to $99 million in 1966-67. This represented an aver-

age annual compound growth rate of 19.4 percent over the

period 1951-52 to 1966-67. The Lotal federal grants to Can-

adian universities in aII provinces combined amounted to

S418.5 million over the sixteen year period from 1951-52 to

1966-67. Universities in Ontario with the largest popula-

tion received the largest amount of grant each year, while

Quebec to finance its universities. The federal payments
would be held in trust by the National Conference of Can-
adian Universities until the universities sav¡ fit to ac-
cept them.
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Yea r

TÀBLE 4

ÀNNUÀL FEDERÀL GRÀNTS TO CÀNÀDIÀN UNIVERSITIES UNDER THE
UNIVERSITY GRÀNTS PROGRÀM, 1951-1967

( in current dollars )

Nf Id. P. E. I N.S N. B. Que.a

1 951 -52
1 952-53
1 953- 54
1 954-55
1 955-56
1 956-57
1 957-58
1 958-59
1 959-60
1 960-6 1

1 961 -62
1962-63
1 963-64
1 964-65
1 965-66
1966-67

1 80,700
1 87 ,000
19'l ,500
1 99,000
206,0oo
415,074
426,000
657,000
673,500
688,500
672,225
940,000
962,000
982,000
996,000

2,200,396

49,200
51 ,500
53,000
52,500
54,000
99,285
99,000

1 50, 000
1 53,000
154,500
157 ,783
212 ,000
214,000
214,000
216,000
557,819

321,250
326, 500
331,500
336, s00
341 ,500
694 ,717
702,000

, 055, ooo
,074,000
,084 , 500
,113,834
,492 , OO0
,512,000
,520,000
,522,000

257,800
263,000
268,000
213,500
279,000
554,616
565,000
865,500
885,000
900,0oo
880,812

,214,000
,228,00O
,234,000
,246,000

2,02'7_,800

:

4,628,3't8
4,758,000
7 ,326,000
7 ,498,500
7 ,699,567
7 ,888,8 1 6

1 0,732,000
1 0,936,500
11,124,000
11,314,000
28,904,2254 ,642 ,229 3 , 703 ,868

1 951 -67 1 0,576,89s 2,48?,587 18,079,529 14,618,096 114,837 ,786

Note: tFror 1952-53 to 1955-56, post-secondary institutions
in Quebec refused federal payments. Hence, - represents
no transfer payments. From 1955-57 to 1959-60, federal
payments were stilL offered to Quebec universities. If the
payments were refused by Quebec universities, they r¡ould
be kept in trust by the National Conference of Canadian
Universities. The amounts from 1956-57 to 1959-60 indicated
in the table represented actual federal payments given to
universities and included those that r¡ere held in trust.
FinaJ.ly, the federal government offered to abate the
corporation income tax in Quebec by 1 percentage point
in support of universities in the province between 1960
and 196?. The remaining portion of the grant was paid
in cash to make up for the difference in grants.
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TÀBLE4(continued)

ÀNNUÀL FEDERÀL GRÀNTS TO CÀNÀDIÀN UNIVERSITIES UNDER
UNI\IERSITY GRÀNTS PROGRÀM, 1 95'1 -1967

( in current doLLars )

Year Ont. Man. Sask Àlta. B. C. Total

1 951 -52
1952-53
1 953-54
1 954-55
1 955-56
1 956-57
1 957-58
1958-59
i 959-60
1 960-61
1 961 -62
't 962- 63
1 963- 64
1 964 -65
196'r-66
1 966- 67

2,299,750
2,383,000
2,448,500
2,523,000
2,591,500
5,404,933
5 ,622 ,000
I,704,500
I,928,000
9, 1 33,500
9 ,325 ,429

1 2,684,000
1 2,996, 000
1 3, 1 72,000
13 ,462,000
33 , 903,781

388,250
399,000
404,500
414,000
424,500
850,040
860,000

,305,000
,321,500
,348,500
, 395,064
,870,000
,900,000
,916,000
,924,000
,96C,400

415,850
421,500
430,500
439,000
444 ,500
880,66s
879, 000

1 ,332,000
1 ,353,000
1 , 365, 000
1 ,397,1 88
1 ,860, 000
1 ,866, 000
1 ,886, 000
1 ,902,000
4,4e1 ,766

469,750
485,000
501,000
51 9,500
533,000

,123 , 1 16
, 1 60,000
,801,500
,864 , 500

2 t'7 40 ,000
2,810,000
2,864,000
2,go2,ooo
7 ,064,660

1 ,921,500
2,008,684

582,600
599,000
615,000
633,000
6,52,500

1 ,398,464
1 ,487 , 000
2,316,000
2,355,000
2,409,000
2,409,060
3,318,000
3,390,000
3,476,000
3,578,000
9 ,439 ,657

6,991,950
5, 1 15,500
5,243,500
5, 390, 000
5, 526, 500

16,049,288
16. 556,000
aE ta1 c^^LJ, ¿La, JVV

26,112,000
26,707 ,561
2'7 ,248,896
37,062,000
31 ,714,000
38,388,000
39, 062, 0oo
99,858 .800

1951-6't 145,480,892 21,686,754 21,353,969 30,7't1 t210 38,658,281 418,550,501

Sources: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Survey of Hiqher
Educat ion, 1952-51

Financial Statistics of Education.Stat i st ics Canada ,

Statistics Canada, Unpubl i shed Data.
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universities in Prince Edward Is1and with the smallest popu-

Iation received the smallest amount of federal grants.

In real terms (1971-72 constant dollars) federal grants

to Canadian universities under the per capita grant from

1951-52 to 1966-67 are shown in Tab1e 5. It is interesting

to note that in real terms federal grants still increased

annually for aImosL all years between 1951-52 and 1966-67.

In real- terms federal grants to university education in all

provinces combined increased from $11.4 million in 1951-52

to ç121 million in 1966-67 (in 1971-72 constant dollars).2s

This represents a real average annual growth rate of 17 per-

cent over the period 1951-52 to 1966-67. From 1951-52 to

1966-67, the federal government transferred a total of

$564.7 million in 1971-72 constant dollars to universities

across the country.

Table 6 sheds some l ight on the overall trends of t'he

federal grants for financing university education. In most

of the years between 1951-52 and 1966-67, the federal grants

were under 10 percent of total university expenditures.

Over the period, the total federal grants to university edu-

cation increased gradually as a share of total federal ex-

penditure and of gross national expenditure (CHe). But to-

taI federal grants to universities were stilI a smaII

2s The GNE deflator is used for deflation. The choice
1971-72 as the base year for deflation is arbitrary.
preserve consistency, the same base year witl be used
deflating federal grants in subsequent years.

of
To
in
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Yea r

TÀBLE 5

REÀL FEDERÀL GRÀNTS TO CÀNÀÐIÀN UNIVERSITIES' 1951-61

( in constant dolfars, 1 9?1 -?2=1 00 )

Nf ld. P.E.I. N. S. Que.

1951-52
1 952- 53
1 953- 54
1 954-55
1 955-56
1 956- 5?
1 95?-58
1 958-s9
1 959-60
1950-51
1961-62
1 952- 63
1 963-64
1 964-65
1 96s-66
1956- 6'7

291 ,'t80
291,771
303,006
310,938
318,885
619,513
624,633
945 ,324
952,61't
966,994
93't ,552

,291 ,209
,294,751
,287 ,025

80,261
82,007
83,861
82,031
83,591

148,18?
145,161
215,82.1
216, ,40'7
216,994
220 ,060
291 ,209
288 ,022
280,472
273,418
6'76,144

524,062
519,904
524,525
525,'781
528,638

,036,891
,029,326
,532,374
,51 9,095
,523,1'l 4

, 553 ,464

420,555
418 ,790
424,051
421,344
431,889
827,785
828 ,446

,245,324
, 251 ,7 68
,264 ,045
,228,469
,661 ,582
,652 ,7 59
,617,300
,5'7't,215
,489 ,s31

3,301 ,994

-
6,908,021
6,976,540

10,541,007
1 0,606,082
10,813,999
1'1 ,002,533
14,'l 41 ,758
14 , 71 9, 381
14,579,292
14,321,519
35,035,424

2 ,049 ,451
2,034,993
1 ,992,136
1 ,926,582
5 ,626 ,943

1 ,260,760
2,667 ,147

1 951 -6? 14 ,312 ,905 3 ,383 ,652 24 ,447 ,339 19 ,712,859 I 53 
' 
553 ' 560
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TÀBLE5 (continued)

REÀL FEDERÀL GRÀNTS TO CÀNÀDIÀN UI.¡IVERSITIES , 1951-6'7

( in constant doffars, 1 971 -72=1 00 )

Year Ont. Man. Sask. À1ta. TotaL

1951-52
1952-53
1 953-54
1954-55
1 955-56
1 956-57
1 9s7-58
1 958-59
1 959-60
1960-61
1 961 -52
1962-63
1 963- 64
1964-65
1 965-66
1966-6'7

3,750,000
3,794,586
3 ,8'7 4 ,209
3,942,188
4,011,610
I,067,064
8,243,402
2,524,460
?,628,006
2,827 ,949
3,006, 1 76
'7 ,423,077
1 ,356,662
'7 ,263 ,434
7,040,506

633,361
535,350
640,032
646,875
657 ,121

,268 ,716
,260,991
,877,698
,87'l , 652
,893,961
,945 ,696

678,385
67 1,178
681,171
685,938
688,081

,314,425
,288,856
,916,54'l
,913,720
,917,135
,948,658

766,313
772,293
792,722
811,719
825,077

1 ,675,293
1 ,700,88C
2,592,086
2,637 ,199
2 ,7 02 ,949
2 ,801 ,512
3,763,736
3,781 ,965
3,753,604
3 ,6'1 3 ,418
8,563,224

950,408
953 ,822
973,101
989,063

1 ,01 0,062
2,097 ,260
2,180,352
3 , 332 ,3'7 4
3,330,976
3 ,383 , 42'7
3,359,91 6
4 ,55'l , 692
4,552,584
4 ,555,701
1,529,114

11 ,442,008

11 ,406, 117
8,145,701
8,296,677
8,421 ,875
8,554,954

23,954,161
24,278,592
36,723,022
36,933,522
3'7 ,510 ,528
38, 004 ,039
50, 909, 34 1

50,759,085
50,311 ,927
49,445,570

121 ,040,91 041,095,492

2 ,568 ,681
2,557 ,201
2 ,511 ,140
2 ,435 ,443
6,012,606

2,554,945
2,511 ,440
2,471 ,822
2,407 ,595
5 ,432 ,444

1951-67 196,848,820 29,422,530 29,082,340 41,614,990 52,191 ,860 564,596,180

Note:

I

In converting current federal grants to real federal grants,
Èhe GNE deflator is employed.

Sources: Computed from Tables 4 and E-7.
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Years

TRENDS OF FEDERÀL GRÀNTS

( in

Federal Grant as
a Percentage of
Total University

Expendi ture

TABLE 5

FOR UNIVERSITY FINÀNCING, 1951-67

percentage )

Federal Grant as
a Percentaqe of
Total Federal

Expendi ture

FederaÌ Grant as
a Percentage of
Gross National

Expend i ture
1 951 -52
1 952-53
1 953-54
1 954-55
1 955-56
1 956-57
1 957-58
1 958-s9
1 959-60
1 960-61
1961 -62
1962-63
1 963-54
1 964-55
1 965-66
1966-67

10. 14
7 .94
7 .20
5.50
5.29

13.83
10.90
13.99
1 1 .40
9.79
8.77
9.79
I .17
6.43
5.30

10.07

0.19
0.11
0.11
0.12
0 .12
0.31
0.30
0.43
0.41
0.41
0.38
0.51
0.49
0 .47
0.45
1 .00

0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.09
0 .08
0.08
0.07
0.16

Financia]Sources: Computed f
Stat i st ics
Gove rnmen t
Income and

rom Table 4; Statistics Canada,
of Education; Statistics Canada
Finance; and Statistics Canada,
Expenditure Àccounts.

, Federal,
NETTãnat
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proportion of total federal expenditures (1ess than one

percent) and less than 0.2 percent of gross national expen-

diture.

The confrontation between the federal government and Que-

bec in financing higher education resulted in much more than

a symbolic victory for the province of Quebec. The implica-

tion for the post 1960 federal-provincial financiaf arrange-

ments was that the federal government acknovrledged the pro-

vincial jurisdiction over higher education, thereby allowing

the provinces to gain financial control over the distribu-

tion of federal funds among universities. However' Quebec

was the only province which objected to this apparent feder-

a1 intrusion into provincial affairs. The other provinces

were prepared to accept some loss of constitutional autonomy

in return for the financial gains by restraining objections.

2.5 FEDERAL PÀRTICIPATTON THROUGH CONDITTONAL GRANTS TO
THE PROVTNCES, 1967 - 1977

At the Federal-Provincial Conference in Ottawa in 1966,

Prime Minister Lester Pearson assured that:

Education is, under our constitution, a matter of
provincial jurisdiction. The federal government
does not dispute this or wish in any way to do
so.3o

3o Canada, Federal-Provincial
Printer, October, 1966, P.

Conference,
7.

Ottawa ¡ Queen' s
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Subsequently, under the new federal-provincial fiscal ar-

rangements of 1967 direct federal grants to universities

vrere replaced with general payments for post-Secondary edu-

cation to the provinces, rather than directly to the univer-

sities. The federal government also expanded its financial

support to all leveI of post-secondary educaLion by provid-

ing direct grants to the provinces for financing post-secon-

dary education.3f Under the Federal-Provincial FiscaI Àr-

rangements Act of 1967, the provinces had the option of

receiving a fiscal transfer equal to the greater of 50 per-

cent of operating expenditures for post-Secondary education

or a $15 per capita based on provincial popu1ation.32 For

subsequent years, the provinces to which the 50 percent for-

mula $¡as applied remained entitled to transfers on that ba-

3 I According to the Federal-Provincial Fisca1 Àrrangements
Àct of 1967, post-secondary educat,ion refers to aIl lev-
el-s above junior matriculation. Junior matriculation
means the cómpletion of academic attainment at grade 12
Ievel in prinée Edward Is}and, New Brunswick, Ontario,
and British Columbia, and at grade 11 level in all other
provinces.

32 The Iist of categories of eIigible expenditures are:

Academic Expenditures academic departments' Iab-
oratories, summer schools, extension courses'
dean's and departmental offices, salaries and em-
ployee benefits, and other academic departmental
budget items.

Library Expenditures salaries, employee ben-
efits, books and periodicals, binding and sup-
pIies.

Àdministrative Expenditures operation and main-
tenance of administrative offices including sala-
ries and employee benefits.

1.

2.

3.
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siS, while the provinces initially on per capita basiS Yrere

to receive an annual increase in the grant based on the

growth in eligible post-secondary operating expenditures in

aII provinces combined until such a time as the 50 percent

formula would produce a higher entitlement.33 Seven provinc-

es opted for the 50 percent formula for financing post-sec-

ondary education in 1967 as the 50 percent formula enabled

them to receive grants in excess of the per capita alterna-

tive. Only three provinces (Nevrfoundland, Prince Edward Is-

land, and Nevr Brunswick) chose the per capita payment. ÀI1

three had expenditures for post-secondary education that

were below the national average. The $1 5 per capita grant

enabled them to Secure grants in excess of 50 percent of eI-

igible expenditures. In the base year 1967-68, the per cap-

ita grant in each of these three provinces far exceeded the

50 percent alternative. Hence, the 50 percent alternative

did not surpass the per capita grant over the period from

33

4. PIant Expenditures janitors' and cleaners' saLa-
ries and employee benefits, suPPIies, repairs,
fuel, electricity, 9âs, fire insurance, telephone
service and other operating expenses related to
physical plant and grounds.

5. Miscellaneous Expenditures legal and audit fees,
liability insurance, public relations' student
placement services and counselling services.

See Canada, The Canada Gazette, Part II, Vol. 102, Otta-
wa: Queen's Printer, 1 968, P. 396.

Theoretically, the eligible operating expenses should be
Iess than the actuaL operating expenditures. However'
the data obtained by Statistics Canada are inconsistent
with this assumption due to discrepancies in various
sources, i.e. Íiscal and academic years and the capital
costs.
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three provinces con-

over the entire peri-

The mechanisms which the federal government used to make

these payments to the provinces ¡{ere rather complex. The

federal transfers to the provinces for financing post-secon-

dary education consisted of three components:

a federal Èax abatement consisting of 4 percentage

points of the personal income tax and 1 percentage

point of the corporate income tax;

an associated equalization payment to raise the value

of each province's tax transf er to the per cap.ita na-

tional average; and

a cash adjustment payment designed to bring the total

fiscal transfer to each province up to the leve1 of

its entitlement as determined by either the 50 per-

cent or per capita formula.

These three components deserve further explanation. Federal

tax abatements were reductions of federal personal and cor-

porate income taxes so that the provinces could impose high-

er personal and corporate income taxes by corresponding per-

centages without increasing overall burden on their

taxpayers.34 Because each province had different tax yields'

34 To facilitate the transfers for financing post-secondary
education, the federal tax abatements were included as
part of the federal tax collections under the tax collec-
!ion agreements. Under the tax collection agreements of

1.

2.

3.
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the associated equalization payment was used to raise the

value of each province's tax transfer to the per capita na-

tional average tax yield. The cash adjustment payment was

made when the value of the total tax transfers ( federal tax

abatements plus associated equalization payments) vras less

than the value of the total federal transfers under the for-

mula funding. This ensured that the total amount received

by the province would be equal to the greater of $1 5 per

capita of the provincial population or 50 percent of the op-

erating expenditures of post-secondary institutions in the

province. In Sum, the federal tax abatements coupled with

associated equalization payments, and cash adjustment pay-

ments equalled the total federal contributions to post-sec-

ondary education for each given province.

Manitoba in 1967-68 is used as an example to illustrate

the calculation of the cash adjustment payment. In 1967-68,

Manitoba's total eligible operating expenditures for post-

secondary education were $36,286 r 000. 3 s Since the federal

1962, the federal government initially reduced its per-
sonal- income tax by 16 percent and corporation income tax
by 9 percent to create tax room of corresponding amounts
fór the provinces to raise taxes. The personal income tax
abatemenl rose gradually to 24 percent by 1966. In addi-
tion, the fedeial government increased its abatement of
succession duties from 50 percent in 1956 to 75 percent
in 1964. In order to include federal transfers for fi-
nancing post-secondary education in 1967, the personal
income-tãx abatement rose to 28 percent while the corpo-
ration income tax abatement rose to 10 percent.

The Ðepartment of the Secretary of State, Federal-ProYin-
cial FiscaI Arranqements Acts, 1967, 1?72, Pgst-Sçcondarv
educaElon AdÏustntertt Payments: ! Statistical Review, Ot-
tawa , 1982, p. 17 .

35
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of tbe eligible operating

expenditures, Manitoba vtas thus entitled to a total of

$1 8,1 43, O0O from the federal government for funding post-

secondary education under the 50 percent formula. Given the

federal tax abatement (including an associated equalization

payment ) of $1 0,447,000, Manitoba's cash adjustment payment

was determined by:

m1 nus

TotaI fiscal transfer

Federal tax abatement

$18

$10

, 143,000

,447,000

Cash adjustment PaYment $ 7,696,000

Hence, for financing post-secondary education in 1967-68,

Manitoba received a cash adjustment payment of ç7 t696,000 in

addition to a tax transfer of ç10,447,000. It should be

noted that the total fiscal transfer to Manitoba Y¡as not af-

fected by the size of either the tax or the cash transfer.

In the case of a lower t.ax base in Manitoba' a smaller tax

transfer to Manitoba was offset by a higher cash transfer

and the total fiscal transfer to Manitoba in 1967-68 re-

mained at $18'143'000.

This 1967 formula was modified in 1972 when the initial

five-year agreement expired. In 1972, the federal govern-

ment placed a ceiling on its total federal contributions to

post-secondary education such that the total of federal con-

tributions would not rise by more than 15 percent in any one

year over the country as a whole. For those provinces with
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grov¡th rates in post-secondary education expenditures below

15 percent, the 15 percent ceiling did not have any impact

on the amount of federal transfers they would receive. When

the total expenditures eligible for the federal matching

grant exceeded the 15 percent growth ceiling, those provinc-

es whose rates of increase exceeded the ceiling had their

federal contributions rolIed back in proportion to the

amount by which each exceeded the 15 percent 1imit.36 The

federal tax abatement system was discontinued in 1972 and

replaced by a direct transfer of tax room to the provinc-

es.37 SpecificaIly, the federal government reduced its per-

sonal and corporate income tax rates to allow provinces to

increase their tax rates by an equivalent amount of revenue.

Thus, the f ederal tax transf er vtas Set at 4.357 percent of

the federal personal income tax.38 In 1977, these cost-Shar-

ing arrangements for financing post-secondary education were

replaced by a new fiscal arrangement caIled "Established

Programs Financing" or EPF arrangement.

In Chapter IV, vre wiII demonstrate how the reductions in
federal transfers vtere parcelled out among the provinces
af ter the 15 percent ceiling vras imposed.

The federal tax abatement system ltas included as part of
the federal-provincial income tax collection agreements
introduced in 1962. Under t.hese agreements' each prov-
ince legislated its ovrn income tax and the federal gov-
ernment administered the provincial act and collected the
tax for the province free of charge. The federal govern-
ment then reimbursed the taxes that it collected on the
province's behalf to the province.

See Robin W. Boadway, Interqovernmental Transfers in Can-
ada, Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1980, P.22.

36
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Year Nf ld.

TÀBLE ?

ÀNNUÀL FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS TO POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION'
1967-197'7

( in current thousands of dollars

Que.P.E.I

1 967-68
1 968-69
1 959-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

?,500.0
9 ,393 .7

1 1 ,599 .4
1 4 ,009.8
1 6, 304 .6
18,145.3
20,969.0
24,138.2
27 ,'157 .6
31,893.5

'I ,635.0
2 ,041 .8
2 ,528.'Ì
3,054.1
3 , 554 .4
3,955.7
4,57 1 .4
5,260. 1

6,047 .2
6,948.3

1 5,878.8
1 9,884.8
24,891 .0
29,411.3
33,908.6
37 ,326.2
41,083.9
46,685.6
53,688.8
61,801.9

9,300.0
1 1 ,648.3
14,383.3
11 ,372.1
20,21'7.6
22 ,500.2
26 ,000.8
29,921 .3
34,413.1
39,540.7

127 ,381.0
1 50,531 .0
184,821 .0
227 ,4O0.3
275 ,244.6
315,843.5
386,920.6
446,003. 1

5 1 2 ,899.8
600,189.9

1967-77 181,711.1 39,602.7 364,561 .9 225 ,303.4 3 ,227 ,240.8

Yea r Ont. Man. Sask. À1ta. B. C. Tota L

1 96?-68
1 968-69
1 969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-7 3
197 3-7 4
197 4-7 5
1975-76
1976-77

1 48,904.9
197,623.3
248,557 .9
299 ,441 .8
345,358.7
366,646.9
408,217 .3
469,623.0
540,063.5
605 ,206.2

18, 143.0
23 ,198 .5
26,968.1
34,074.0
37,608.1
43,079.3
48 ,217 .4
55, 494 .5
63,822.3
7 3 ,60't .6

19 ,486.7
22,838.É
26,847 .3
30,166.4
32- ,523 . 0
36,611.5
40 ,47 4.8
45,354.0
52,1 52.5
60,380.2

39,760.0
48 ,853.9
61 ,523.7
73,176.6
81 ,347 .6
84 ,979.7
93,570.5

107,677.8
123 ,829.5
144 ,277 .5

33,895.8
41 ,393.2
48,948.0
57,869.9
68,952.0
87,568.9
99, 1 30.4

114,364.7
131,515.6
154,251 .4

421 ,885. 1

527 ,413.2
651 ,074.2
795 ,97 6 .2
915,019.3

,016,657 .4
,169,155.0
,344,529.4
,546, 1 90.0
,778,097 .1

1957-77 3,629,543.5 424,212.8 356,835.0 858,996.8 837,gbg.g 10,155,gg7.g

Note: The federal transfers take the form of both cash payments and
tax transfers.

Sources: Department of the Secretary of State, Ànnual ReÞorts.
Department of the Secretary of State, Unpublished Data.
Statistics Canada, Pinancial Statistics of Education.
Statistics Canada, Unpubl'ished Data '
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Annual federaL transfers to post-secondary education un-

der the 1967-77 arrangements are presented in Tab1e, 7. The

TabIe Shows that federal grants for post-secondary education

(in current dollars) increased annually in all provinces

from 1967 to 1977. Total federal transfers to all provinces

for post-secondary education (in current dollars) increased

from ç421.8 million in 1967-68 to $1.7 billion in 1976-77.

This represented a nominal average annual increase of 17.3

percent over the ten year period, but from 1967-68 to

1971-72, the federal grant increased at an annual growth

rate of 21.4 percent per year. ss The 15 percent ceiling

sl-owed the growth of federal transfers to each province con-

siderably after 1972. From 1972-7 3 to 1976-77, the annual-

national growth rate was exactly 15 percent.ao Over the en-

tire ten year period, the federal transfers Lo post-secon-

dary education totalled $10.1 billion in current dolIars.

Table I presents the real total federal transfers to

post-secondary education ( in constant dollars ) between

1967-68 and 1976-77.41 Over this ten-year period' real fed-

The rapid expansion of universities and colleges in the
late sixties caused a dramatic increase in post-secondary
operating expenditures. Consequently, the federal grant
increased substantially as the amount of federal grant
was determined by 50 percent operating expenditures in
seven provinces.

This is because the ceiling limited the national growth
rate of federal transfers to only 15 percent annualIy.

The GNE deflator is used to convert the current federal
transfers into real federal transfers' using fiscal year
1971-72 as the base year.

39

40

41
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Yea r

TÀBLE 8

TOTÀL REÀL FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS, 1967-71

( in constant thousands of doLlars, 1971-72=100 )

Nfld. P.E.I. N.S. N.B. Que.

1 967 -68
1 968-59
1969-'t O

1970-'Ì1
1971-72
1972-73
19't 3-'l 4
191 4 -'t 5
1975-76
1916-77

8,762
10,626
12,513
14,518
1 6,305
17,216
1 7,938
17,933
1 8,755
19 ,'l 48

1,910
2,317
2,728
3,165
3,554
3,753
3,911
3,908
4,086
4,302

148,810
1 70,280
1 99,380
235,650
275,240
299 ,660
330,980
331 ,350
346, 550
371,630

1 8, 550 1 0,864
22,494 13,17'l
26,851 1 5, 51 6
30,478 1 8,002
33,909 20,218
35,414 21 ,34'7
35,144 22,242
34,685 22,234
36 ,27 6 23 ,252
38,25? 24,483

1967-77 154,314 33,634 312,068 191,335 2,709,530

Man. Sask. ÀLta B. c.Yea r Ont.
À11

Provinces

1 957-68
1 968-69
1 969-70
1970-71
1911-72
19'12-7 3
1973-74
1974-75
1975-7 6
1976-17

22 t7 65
25,836
28,961
31 ,261
32,523
34,736
34 ,623
33,695
35,238
37 ,387

46 ,449
55,265
66,369
75,83'1
81,348
80,626
80,043
79,998
83,669
89,336

39,598
46,825
52,803
59,969
68,952
83,082
84,799
84,966
88,862
95,5! 2

492,860
596 ,620
702,35C
814,480
91 5,020
964 ,57 0

1 ,000,1 00
998,91 0

1 ,044,700
1,101,000

1 73,950 21 ,195
223,560 26,243
268,130 29,092
310,300 35,310
345,360 37,608
347,860 40 ,872
349,200 41 ,247
348,900 41 ,229
364,910 43,123
37 4 ,7 40 45 ,577

1967-77 3, 1 05, 91 0 361 ,496 317 ,025 738 ,934 705,358 8,630,610

Note:aThe GNE deflator is used for defLation, r¡ith 1971-72
as the base Year.

Sources: Computed from Tables 7 and E-7
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eral transfers to provinces increased at an annual growth

rate of 9.3 percent in real terms, from ç492.8 million in

1967-68 to $1.1 billion in 1976-77 (both in 1971-72 constant

dollars). From 1967-68 to 1971-72, real federal transfers

grew at 16.7 percent annua1ly. Betvreen 1972-73 and 1976-77,

the real national growth rate of federal transfers was only

3.4 percent as a result of high inflation rate and of the 15

percent ceiling on current dollar expenditures. The total

federal contribution for the ten-year period was $8.6 bil-

Iion in 1971-72 constant doIIars.

Federal transfers to post-secondary education between

1967-68 and 1976-77 on a per capita basis and in real (con-

stant dollars) terms are depicted in Table g. From the fig-

ures in Table 9, it is evident that the three Àtlantic prov-

inces (Newfoundland, Pr ince Edward I sland, and New

Brunswick) on a per capita grant formula received the lowest

per capita real grant in Canada from 1967-68 to 1976-77. For

example, the per capita real grant was only $28.00 for these

three provinces compared with the national average of $38.00

in 1970-71 (both in 1971-72 dollars). During this ten-year

period, Alberta and Quebec alternated between first and sec-

ond place in per capita real grant. From 1973-74 to 1974-75,

the per capita real grant dropped slightly for all provinc-

eS, and the national average per capita real grant fe}I

sIighrly, from $45.07 in 1973-74 to $44.35 in 1974-75.
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YEÀR

TÀBLE 9

FEDERÀL GRÀNT PER CÀPITÀ ON POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION,
1967 -71

( in constant do1Iars, 1971-72 = 100 )

NFLD. P.E. ] . QUE.

1 95?-68
1 958-69
1969-7 0
1970-71
1971-72
1972-7 3
1973-74
197 4-75
19't 5-7 6
1976-77

17.44
20 .84
24 .26
27 .96
30.99
32.28
33.21
32.89
33.89
3s.30

11.44
20.92
24 .69
28. s8
31.70
?? 1a

34.15
33 .62
34.69
36. 14

24 .31
29 .18
34 .49
38.83
42.83
44.31
43.50
42.53
43.99
46 .02

17.45
21 .02
24.76
28.59
31 .72
33. 19
34.22
33.71
34.62
35.94

25.25
28 .60
33.24
39.15
45.58
49 .43
54.28
53.89
55.85
59.33

YEÀR ONT. MÀN. sÀsK. ALTÀ. B. C.
All

Provinces

1 967-58
1 958-69
1 969-70
1970-71
197 1 -72
1972-7 3
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

24 .18
30.54
35.92
40 .67
44.54
44.28
43.77
43 .02
44 .40
45. 10

21 .94
26.93
29.70
35.89
38.02
41.19
41 .23
40.83
42 .39
44.50

23.76
26.91
30.46
33.56
35.35
38.22
38 .41
37.35
38.53
40.29

30.85
35.8?
42 .13
47.08
49.57
48.20
46.9s
45.77
46.33
47.68

20.04
23.06
25.23
27.79
31.16
36.60
36.28
3s.29
35.25
38.48

24.00
28 .62
33.22
38. 01
42.21
44.02
45. 07
44.35
45.7 4
47 .59

Sources: Computed fron Tables I and E-1.
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Yea r

TÀBLE 1 O

FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS FOR POST_SECONDÀRY EDUCÀT]ON ÀS À
PERCgNTÀGE OF FEDERÀL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ÀND GROSS

NÀTIONÀL EXPENDITURE (GNE), 1967-7']

( in percentage )

Federal Grant as Federal Grant as
a Percentage of a Percentage of

Federal Expendi ture GNE

1 957-68

1988-69

1969-7 0

1970-?1

1971-72

19i2-73

19'7 3-7 4

1914-75

1975-76

1976-71

3.68

4 .1'7

4 .62

5.00

5.02

4.8É,

4 .82

4.35

4.20

4.31

0.63

0.12

0.80

0.90

0. 94

0. 93

0.91

0.89

0.90

0.91

I

Sources: CaLcul.ated from Table 7; Statistics Canada,
Federal Government Fi nance; and Stat i st ics
Canada, National. Income and Expenditure Àccounts.
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Table 10 illustrates the significance of federal trans-

fers to aIl provinces on post-secondary education relative

to total federal expenditure and gross national expenditure

(eNn). As a percentage of federal expenditure and of GNE'

the total federal grants for post-secondary education both

increased from 1967-68 to 1971-72 but declined gradually

from 1972-7 3 to the end of the period in 1976-77. The total

of all federal grants to the provinces ranged from 3.68 per-

cent to 5.02 percent of total federal outlays and at less

than I percent of gross national expenditure throughout the

period.

The composition of the federal transfers to provinces for

financing post-secondary education deserves further examina-

tion. Às discussed earlier, federal post-secondary educa-

tion transfers took the form of both tax transfers and cash

transfers. Table 11 shows the tax transfer and cash compo-

nents of the post-secondary education grants to provinces

between 1967-68 and 1976-77. From 1967-68 to 1970-71 , the

tax transfer component declined as a proportion of the total

grant. However, after 1970-7 1 the tax transfer component

rose steadily because of the rapid growth in the tax yields.

In 1976-77, the last year of the shared-cost program, the

tax transfers to aIl provinces represented 65.1 percent of

the total fiscal transfers while the cash transfers account-

ed for only 34.9 percent of the total.
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TÀX ÀND CÀSH COMPONENTS OF
POST-SECONDÀRY

Tax Transfers a

Tota 1
(s'000)

Pe rce n tage
of Total

(e")

TÀBLE 1 1

FISCÀL TRÀNSFERS FOR PINÀNC¡NG
EDUCÀTION, 1967-77

Cash Transfcrs

Fiscal
Yea r

Tota I
(s'000)

Percentage
of Total

(%)

Tota l
Transfers

( s'000 )

1961 -68
1 968-69
1 959-70
1970-71
1971-72
1 972-7 3
19'13-7 4
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

239 ,681
293,521
345,043
380,708
444,041
530, 1 06
696 ,402
832,795

1 ,025,044
1 , 1 57,054

182,203
233 ,894
306 ,029
405,267
470,979
486,551
472 ,754
511 ,7 37
521 ,146
621,045

421 ,885
527,413
651 ,074
785 ,97 6
91 5,021

,016,657
,169,156
,344,529
,546,192
,778,096

56.8
55.7
s3.0
{8.4
48. s
52.1
s9.6
51.9
66. 3
65. 1

43.2
44.3
47.0
51 .6
51 .5
47 .9
40.4
38. 1

33.7
34.9

1 96't -7 7 5 ,944 ,395 58. 5 4 ,21 1 ,605 ¿1.5 1 0, 1 55,000

Note: aTax transfers include the associated eguaJ.ization paynents.

Source: Calculated from the Secretary of Ståte, Unpublished Data.
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In summary, there were some distinctive features in the

financing of post-secondary education during the period of

1967-77. First, the federal grant transfers went directly

to the provincial governments rather than to the universi-

ties. ThiS was a concession made by t.he federal government

in order to recognize the provincial jurisdiction over high-

er education. Yet, the 1967-77 shared-cost arrangements did

not lessen provincial dissatisfaction over the funding of

post-secondary education and many provinces stil1 regarded

cost-sharing aS an unwarranted federal intrusion into an

area of provincial jurisdiction in spite of the money they

received. a 2

Second, the federal government intended to use the

shared-cost program as a means of encouraging provincial

spending on higher education. In the absence of federal

transfers for post-secondary education, provinces might be

reluctant to provide adequate funds to higher education. In

order to expand higher education and make it accessible to

all Canadians, the federal government became involved in the

financing of higher education. The federal government chose

the conditional grant arrangement in order to encourage pro-

vincial spending in higher education.

42 See Department of Finance,
ranqements in the Eiqhties,
and Services Canada, 1981,

Federal-Provincial Fiscal Ar-
ær or supprv

p. 78.
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FinaIly, the federal government could not control the

amount of federal funds flowing to post-secondary education.

Under the 50 percent funding formula, the federal grants

vrere tied to the operating costs of post-secondary institu-

tions and the federal government vras obligated to meet half

the operating costs. Thus, the federal government could nei-

ther control nor accurately predict its dollar contribution.

As a result, in 1971-72 the federal government introduced a

15 percent ceiling on the total of federal transfers in or-

der to have a better control over the costs.

2.6 FEDERAL
TO THE

PÀRTICIPATION THROUGH THE UNCONDITIONÀL GRÀNTS
PROVTNCES, 1977 - 1986

In 1977, âs one of the components of the overall federal

transfer payments to provinces on social programs, the fed-

eral government replaced the conditional cost-sharing feder-

aI transfers for post-secondary education with an uncondi-

tional grant. The Federal-Provincial FiscaI Arrangements

and Established Programs Financing (epF ) ect of 1977 provid-

ed a new method of financing the three established programs;

hospital insurance, medical care and post-secondary educa-

tion. The term "established programs" implied that these so-

cial programs were by then well-established. The federal

government hoped that the provinces would not make major

changes in the structure of these programs in spite of

changes in funding arrangements.
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Under the new funding arrangements, the federal govern-

ment contributed a lump-sum block grant covering these three

social programs which replaced the separate grants for each.

However, of this block grant 32.1 percent of the federal

transfers were designated for post-secondary education, 50.5

percent for hospital insurance and 17.4 percent for medical

care expenditures. Àn important characteristic of this new

funding formula stas that for these three programs federal

contributions are determined independently of program costs

in the provinces. Growth in the federal contribution vlas

also tied to the increase in the Gross National Product.

Like the previous cost-sharing arrangements, the block

funding arrangement was fairly complex. The federal grant to

the province consisted of both tax transfer and cash trans-

fer components. The tax transfer component consisted of a

federal reduction of one percent of the corporate income tax

and 1 3.5 percent of the personal income tax in order t,o give

room to the provinces to increase their tax revenues by an

equivalent amount.a3 Since the yields from the tax transfer

differed widely from province to province, the tax points

43 with the transfer of 13.5 personal income tax points in-
stead of the 4.357 previously transferred for post-secon-
dary education, the actual federal tax base was reduced
by 9.143 points. But the actual provincial tax rat'e must
bé raised by 10.063=[9.143/ (100-9.143)x100] in order to
capture the full amount, of the revenue given up by the
federal government, provided the federal tax base is 100
points. See Robin W. Boadway, Intergovernmental Trans-
fers in Canada, Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1980'
p. 24.
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were equalized to the national average.4a

The cash transfer component was based on three different

sub-components. The first sub-component was a "basic cash

contribution" based on 50 percent of the national average

per capita federal contributions to the three established

programs in the base year 1975-76, plus $7.63 per capita.45

The Iatter amount represented the average cash equivalent of

one equalized personal income tax point per capita in

1975-76 and was designed to partly compensate provinces for

the termination of the 1972 revenue guarantee program.a6 In

subSequent yearS, this "baSic cash contribution" r,¡aS indexed

to the growth of nominal per capita GNP and the growth of

the province's population. a7

It should be noted that, in egualizing tax points, those
provinces which had tax transfers below the national av-
erage vrere brought up to the national average, but those
above were not brought down.

The rationale for choosing 1975-76 as an appropriate base
year is that the year is recent, enough to be relevant.
Furthermore, the chances for provinces to overestimate
the expenditures in the base year are assumed to be mini-
mized as t,he year ended bef ore negotiations began.

The revenue guarantee program introduced in 1972 v¡as a
five-year transition program to ensure that provinces
would not lose personal or corporate tax revenues as a
result of the 1972 tax reform. This is because the pro-
vincial personal income taxes collected under the tax
collections agreements were expressed as a percentage of
federal tax bases. If there was a tax reform, âDY chang-
es in the federal tax rate or tax base could affect pro-
vinc iaI tax collect ions . Hence , there vJas some uncer-
tainty concerning the tax rates that provinces would have
to set to obtain equivalent revenues. Under the revenue
guarantee program, the federal government would compen-
sate a province's revenue Losses resulting from the tax

44

45

46
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The second sub-component lras a "transitional adjustment

payment" egual to the difference between the basic casn con-

tribution and tax transfers in the intervening five years.

I f the value of the tax transfers felI short of the value of

the basic cash contribution, then the province would receive

the difference in the form of a cash payment. I t was de-

signed to ensure that no province r.'ould lose by accepting a

part of the federal contribution in the form of tax transfer

rather than in the form of a cash contribution.

The third sub-component was a "levelIing adjustment pay-

ment" designed to eliminate the interprovincial diSparities

in the per capita federal contribution. There vlere substan-

tial differences in the base year per capita federal contri-

bution among the provinces prior to the EPF arrangements.

reform. When the program expired in 1977, the provinces
asked for four points of personal income tax in compensa-
tion. The provinces settled for two personal income tax
points (one in cash, and the other one in tax transfers),
which were added to the tax and cash contributions under
the EPF arrangements. The cash equivalent of one equal-
ized personal income tax point given to the provinces un-
der the EPF arrangements vras intended to persuade prov-
inces to integrate the hospital insurance program into
the EPF arrangements.

47 The growth of the nominal per capita GNP can be expressed
by a three-year moving average of the GNP escalator. GNP
eêcalator is simply the cube root of the per capita GNP
of the previous year over the per capita GNP 4 years ago.
ALgebraically, the GNP escalator is defined by the foI-
lowing formula:

GNP escalator
=

in year t

It should be noted that the GNP per capita in both years
(t-l) and (t-+) are measured in calendar year rather than

GNP per capita in year (t-l)

cNP per capita in year (t-+)
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Hence, a levelling adjustment was needed to smooth the tran-

sition from the previous shared-cost arrangements to the new

block-funding arrangements. Those provinces whose per cap-

ita federal contributions h'ere below the national average in

the base year would be brought up to the national average

over three years and those provinces above would be brought

down to the national average in five years.

Table 12 shows the cash and tax transfers to the provinc-

es with respect to post-secondary education for the fiscal

year 1979-80.48 As can be seen from the figures in Table 12,

the total cash transfers to provinces exceeded the value of

tax transfers for aII provinces except Quebec and Alberta.

Quebec received only 40.1 percent of the federal transfers

in the form of cash, amounting to 5298.2 mi11ion. This was

because Quebec had previously opted out of the federal pro-

grams and received a special abatement of 8.5 personal in-

come tax points for the EPF arrangement in place of the cash

transfers. The value of these personal income tax points was

subtracted from the cash transfers and included in the tax

transfers for Quebec. with higher tax bases, richer prov-

inces such as Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia ended up

with a higher value of tax transfers.as As the tax points

in fiscal year.

See Tab1e E-11 in the Statistical Àppendix for the vari-
ous components of the tax and cash transfers.

This point has been confirmed by the federal Department
of Finance in Ottawa. See Department of Finance, Fiscal
Arranqements in the Eiqhties-Proposals of the Government

48

49
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TÀBLE 1 2

FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS TO POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION FOR THE FISCÀL
YEÀR, 1 979-80

( in current thousanos of doLLars )

Ca sh
Transfers

Tax
Transfersb

Tota L

Fede ra I
Transfers

Nfld.
ÞF r

N.S.
N.B.
Que bec
Ontario
Manitoba
Sask.
Àl-ta.
B. C.

Tota L c

39,080
8,451

58,461
4E,075

298,232
554,804

'7 1 ,468
66 , 116

121,225
154,790

65,913
14 ,27 2
98, 60 1

8Í,086
1 43 ,089
995,631
120,541
111,514
253,785
303, 166

100.0
r 00.0
10c. c
10c.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

59. 3 26 ,833 40 .'7
59.3 5,811 4A.-1
59.3 40,140 40.'7
59.3 33,011 40.1
40.1 444,85'7 59.9
55.7 440,827 41.3
59. 3 49 ,073 40 .'7
59.3 45,398 40.'7
4'r .8 1 32, 560 52.2
51.1 148,37b 48.9

1 ,425,025 51 .0 1 ,370,659 49.0 2,?95,684 100. 0

Noies: The cash transfers include the basic cash contribution,
the transitional. adjustment payment and the leveìl_ing
ad justment payrnent.

Tax transfers consist of one percent of the corporate
income tax and 13.5 percent of the personal. incòrne tax.
These figures jnclude federal grants to both yukon and
Northwest Terri torj t ies. Hence, thi s total i s greater
than the sun of al.L the provinces as shown in the Table.

Source: Computed from the Department of the Secrerary of State,
Unpubl i sheo Data .
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transferred r¡ere equalized to the national average, New-

foundland, Prince Edward Is1and, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,

Manitoba, and Saskatchewan all had 40.7 percent of the total

federal contributions in the form of tax transfers.so

The EPF arrangements marked a co-operative era in feder-

aI-provincial fiscal relations. The outcome of the fiscal

arrangements actually involved a political compromise among

the provinces. British Columbia and Àlberta init.ially want-

ed the transfers entirely in tax points, while the Àtlantic
provinces wanted the transfers entirely in terms of cash

transfers. Às a resuLt of the compromise, the actual trans-

fers were paid partly in cash and partly in tax points.

When the initial five-year agreements were renewed in

1982, some changes were introduced into the EPF arrange-

ments.sl The major change in the 1982-87 arrangements was

that the federal transfers to all provinces were egualized

in per capita terms, whereas under the 1977-82 arrangements

only the cash payments were equalized in per capita terms.

The total federal contributions to the three established

programs for 1982-83 and subsequent years were set equal to

of Canada,
21 -24 .

Ottawa: Department of Finance, 1981, pp.

5o rnitially, these provinces had per capita tax yields be-
low the national average. Hence, the tax points trans-
ferred Lo these provinces were brought up to the national
average.

s 1 The legislation requires the federal government to pro-
vide three years' advance notice for any modifications or
terminations of the EPF arrangement,s.
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the national average per capita federal conLribution in

1975-76, multiplied by the growth of provincial population

and GNP escalatoÊ.52 The value of cash transfers vras deter-

mined by deducting the combined value of the transferred

personal and corporate income tax points from the total fis-

cal transfers. In addition, the compensation for the 1972

revenue guarantee payment became an integral part of the

federal contribution and all reference to it was thus re-

moved. The complexity of the oId funding procedure was sim-

plified by the 1982 changes.

However, the new 1982-87 EPF arrangements 1ed to revenue

Iosses for the provincial governments for two reasons.

First, under the new arrangements, the combined value of the

transferred personal and corporate income tax points and the

associated equalization vras deducted from the provincial en-

titlement in determining the cash transfer. By including an

associated egualization as an inLegral part of the cafcula-

tions, the cash transfer to the province v¡as thus reduced.

Second, both the transitional and levelling adjustment pay-

ments were dropped as components of the cash transfer. I f

no provinces received these payments in 1981-82, then their

eliminations would have no impact on the size of Lota1 fed-

52 For a useful discussion, see David B. Perry, "The Feder-
al-Provincial Fisca1 Arrangements for 1982-87", Canadian
Tax Journal, VoI. 31 , 1983, p. 37; Canadian Tax Founda-
tion, The National Finances 1982-83 ' Toronto: 1983, P.
175¡ and Malcolm C. Brown, Established Proqram Financinq:
Evolution or Reqression þ Cánádian Fiscal Federalism?
TReseæ'r-aonograprr Ho. 3Ð, canberra: tt¡e eustiãIfan Na-
tional University , 1984, pp. 29-30.
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eral transfers. In factr no province received the levelling

ad justment payments in the f i scal year 1 981 -B 2.5 3 on t,he

other hand, all provinces except Albqrta and British Colum-

bia sti1l received the transitional adjustment payment until

1981-82. Thus, the removal of the transitional adjustment

payment in 1982-83 meant these provinces received less than

the amount they would have received under an extension of

the old arrangements.

In March 1983, the federal government announced that the

annual growth of per capita federal contribution for post-

secondary education would be limited to six percent in

1983-84, and to five percent in 1984-85. These restraints

on federal transfers to post-secondary education were an ex-

tension of the federal government's "six and five" inflation

and budget restraint program introduced in the June 1982

budget a program that limited the h'age increase of aII

civif servants and employees of the Crown corporations to

six percent in 1982-83 and to five percent in 1983-84 in or-

der to lower the rate of inflation.sa

53 See Department of Finance, Established Proqrams Financ-
inq¡ Special Interim Adiustment 1981-82, Ottawa, 1984, p.
¿.

s4 The "six and five" program was an incomes policy which
the federal government introduced in order to influence
v¡age and price f ormation in the economy. Thq limits on
the yrage increases of six percent in 1982-83 ( from JuIy
1982 to June 1983 ) and five percent in 1983-84 in the
public sector provided a signal to the private sector to
adopt a similar policy by limiting the wage increases by
six and five percent in these consecutive years. Conseq-
uently, the vrage and price increases in all sectors of
economy v¡ere expected to go up by only six percent in the
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Over time the federal government felt that most provinces

had taken advantage of the EPF arrangement and had diverted

the federal transfers designated for post-secondary educa-

tion to other purposes. In order to identify specifically

the federal contributions to post-secondary education, the

Established Programs Financing legislation was finally

amended in June 1984 (sift C-12) and retitled the Federal-

Provincial FiscaI Arrangements and Federal Post-Secondary

Education and Health Contributions Àct, 1977. The naming of

post-secondary education in the new Àct provided a clear

signal to the provinces that there vras a moral obligation on

the provinces to spend t.he whole of the post-secondary edu-

cation transfers solely on the post-secondary education sec-

tor. s s In effect, the ne$r legislation took three specific

measures to identify the portion of the EPF transfers that

were designated for post-secondary education.56 rirst, under

the new legislation, EPF funds were broken up into post-sec-

ondary education and heal-th components. Hence, the new Bill

r.ras intended to identif y not only the portion of cash trans-

first year and five percent in the second year, thus low-
ering the expected rate of inflation ( inflationary ex-
pectations ). This would cause inflation rates to drop
to the leve1s that were close to the six and five per-
cent.

ss See the discussion in the Department of the Secretary of
State, Givinq Greater Point and Purpose to the Federal
Financinq of Post-Secondarv Education and Research in
9anada, 1985, pp. 4-5.

s6 See Department of the Secretary of State, Givinq Greater
Point and Purpose to the Federal Financinq of Post-Secon-
darv Education and Research in Canada, 1985, p.5.
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fers for post-secondary education, but also the portion of

the tax transfers. Second, the growth of federal transfers

for post-secondary education vtas limited to only two years

in 1983-84 and 1984-85 under the "six and five" restraint
program. Às of Àpril 1, 1985, the post-secondary education

contributions were again subject to the GNP per capita esca-

lator. This indicates that the federal post-secondary edu-

cation transfers were essentially tied to a specific policy

objective. Third, the nevl legislation required the Secre-

tary of State to provide an annual report to Parliament on

the level of federal and provincial support of post-secon-

dary education in Canada in Iight of growing federal concern

over the provincial cutbacks in post-secondary education.

However, the amendments to the EPF Àct still did not in-

duce nor compel the provincial governments to spend the al-

Iocated portion of the EPF funds on post-secondary educa-

tion. From the provincial perspective, the EPF funding

scheme nas an unconditional grant which gave the provinces

complete freedom in deciding their expenditure levels with

respect to higher education. Thus, the provinces could

spend the deemed EPF funds on other programs if they pre-

ferred. From the federal government's standpoint, the EPF

arrangement did not encourage the provinces to maintain

their relative leve1 of financial support for post-secondary

educaLion. By identifying the portion of EPF transfers in

the new Act, the federal government hoped that the provinces
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v¡ould be morally obliged to spend the federal transfers on

post-secondary education. Whether such a measure wiIl lead

to a change in the provincial funding of post-secondary edu-

cation remains to be seen.

Äs mentioned above, the federal grant for post-secondary

education was based on 32.1 percent of the EPF total trans-

fers.sT Tab1e 13 presents the annual federal grant to the

provinces for post-secondary education under the EPF ar-

rangements from 1977-78 to 1982-83. Total federal grants

for post-secondary education increased from $2.1 billion in

1977-78 to $3.64 billion in 1982-83, representing a nominal

annual growth rate of 13 percent. Over the period 1977-78

to 1982-83, the federal government transferred a total of

$17.6 billion to the provinces (in current doIlar terms).

Table 14 presents the real federal transfers to post-sec-

ondary education from 1977-78 to 1982-83 (in 1971-72 dollars

equivalent). In real terms, annual federal transfers to

provinces were constant at $1.3 billion from 1978-79 through

1982-83. Thus, the annual national growth rate in real

terms was only 1.3 percent from 1977 to 1983. Between

1977-78 and 1982-83, the federal government contributed the

equivalent of $8 billion in 1971-72 constant dollars to

post-secondary educat ion.

s7 The annual federal transfers are intended not to show the
exact amount of funds allocated to post-secondary educa-
tion by provinces, but rather to indicate the designated
amount that the provinces are supposed to spend on higher
educat i on .
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TÀBLE 1 3

ÀNNUÀL FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS TO POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTIQN UNDER

THE ESTÀBLISHED PROGRÀHS FINÀNCING, 1977-834

(in current thousands of dollars)

1977-18 1978-19 1 979-80 1 980-8 1 1981-82 1 982-8 3

Nf Id.
P.E.I
N.S.
N.B.
Que.
Ont.
l'la n .
Sask.
ÀLta.
B.C.

can,b

48,685
9,985

'r 4 ,868
59,572

599,040
761 ,176

94,579
83,089

176,147
217,156

5'7 ,484
12 ,1 21
86, 590
1 0 ,361

664,5'Ì2
979 ,342
1 0?,638
97,090

209 ,211
256 ,867

65,913
14,272
98,601
81,086

743,089
995,631
120,541
111,514
253,785
303,165

72,683
1 5,802

108,571
89,514

821 ,775
1 , 102 ,3'18

131,857
123 ,57 4
298,852
348,393

80,721
1'7 ,419

120,501
ôô nr<

915,503
1 ,226 ,440

145 ,926
1 37,688
337,822
?q¿ 1?1

84 ,27 4
18 , 181

1 25,804
103,358
oca ?q¿

1 ,284,854
152,411
144 ,726
342,530
414,708

2 , 136 ,3'7 6

Notes:

2,448 t275 2,795,684 3,122,471 3 ,485,303 3,640,692

These figures include both cash and tax transfers.

This total includes federal grants to both Yukon and
Northwest Territories. Hence this total is greater
than the sum of all the provinces as shown in the Table

å

b

Sources: Federal-Provincial Relations Office, Federal-Provincial
Proorams and Àctivities.

Departrnent of the SecreÈary of State, Ànnual ReDorts-
Departtnent of the Secretary of StaEe, UnpubLished Data.
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TÀBLE 1 4

REÀL FEDERÀL ÎRÀNSFERS TO POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION I,JNDER THE
ESTÀBLISHED PROGRÀMS FINÀNCING, 1977-83A

( in constant thousands of dollars, 1971-72=100 )

197'7 -7 8 1978-79 1 979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1 982-83

NfLd. 28 ,272
P.E. r. 5,199
N. S. 43 ,417
N. B. 34 , 595
Que . 34'7 ,8'7 0
Ont. 445,510
Man. 54,924
Sask. 48,251
Àlta. 102,290
B.C. 125,110

31 ,224
6,584

4't ,034
38,222

360,980
477,640

58 ,467
52 ,7 38

113,640
139,530

32 ,1 68
6, 965

48,122
39,573

362 ,660
485,910
58,829
54 ,424

1 23,850
147,960

32 ,07 5
6,91 4

47,951
39,503

362,550
486 ,490
58, 1 94
54,534

'13'1,890
1 53,750

aa aaÉ

6,965
48, 181
39,594

366,050
490,380

58 ,347
55, 0s3

1 35,070
157,610

30,579
6,518

45,19'7
37 ,626

349,252
467,730
55,483
52 ,695

124 ,592
1 50,968

can.b 1 ,240 ,631 1 ,329,862 1,354,414 1 ,377 ,966 1 ,393,564 1 .325,334

Notes: uTh""" figures include both cash and tax transfers,
using the GNE defl-ator for defLation.

brhis total. incLudes federal grants to both yukon and
Northwest Territories. Hence this total is greater
than the sum of all the provinces as shown in the Table.

Source: Computed fron Tables 13 and E-7
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TÀBLE 1 5

REÀL PER CÀP]TÀ FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS TO POST-SECONDÀRY
EDUCÀTION, 1977-g3a

( in constant doLLars, 1971-72 = 1 OO )

197? -78 1918-79 1 979-80 1 980-8 1 1 98 1 _82 1g82_83

Nf ]d.
P.E.I
N. S.
N. B.
Que.
Ont .
Man.
Sask.
Àlta.
B. C.

50.35
48.04
52.05
50.35
55.23
53.04
53.34
51 .35
52 .56
50.04

55.49
54.15
55.99
55.32
57.09
56 .31
56.77
55.68
56.29
54 .40

56 .99
56.91
57.04
56.99
56. 99
s6. 93
57.34
56.91
59.04
s6. 37

56.51
56.88
56.63
56.73
56. s6
s5.60
56.81
s6.5s
60 .17
56.8s

56.65
56.72
56. 5B
56. 71
56.72
56 .64
56.61
56.47
59.39
57.02

s3.50
53.67
53.48
53.47
53.83
53.43
53.34
53.40
53.37
53.87

can.b 53.01 56.26 57.10 56. 96 s6. 96 s3. 58

Notes:

Sources: Computed from Tab]es 14 and E-1.

t Th"s" figures include both cash and tax transfers.
bfhis total includes federal grants to both yukon andNorthr¡est Territories, Hence this total is greater

than the sum of all the provinces as shown iñ tire Table.
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Table 1 5 presents the real per capita federal tránsfers

to post-secondary education from 1977-78 to 1982-83. Even

after the EPF was introduced in 1977, there were sti1l large

discrepancies in the per capita grants among the provinces.

In 1977-78, for example, Prince Edward Island received

$48.04 per capita while Quebec received $55.23 per capita.

From 1979 onwards, the differences in per capita among all

provinces except Àlberta narrowed under the 1982 EPF' ar-

rangements. ln 1982-83, the per capita real grant l¡as

equalized among the provinces. The figures also reveal that

the per capita real grant declined in most provinces from

$56 in 1981-82 to $53 in 1982-83.

Table 16 shows federal transfers for post-secondary edu-

cation as a percentage of federal government expenditure and

gross national expenditure (CHe). Under the EPF arrange-

ments, total federal transfers expressed as a percentage of

total federal outlays was fairly stable. Each year the per-

centage vras under 5 percent of total federal expenditures

for aIl purposes. Federal transfers as a percentage of

Gross National Expenditure were also relat,ively stable over

the period 1977-83 at just over 1 percent of Gross National

Expenditure, primarily because they vrere closely tied to the

growth in GNP.

In sum, the 1977 EPF arrangement,s changed the federal

funding of post-secondary education from a cost-sharing

grant to a lump-sum block grant for seven of the ten prov-
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TÀBLE 1 6

FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS TO POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION ÀS À
PERCENTÀGE OF FEDERÀL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ÀND GROSS

NÀTIONÀL EXPENDITURE (GNEI, 1917-83

( in percentage )

FederaL Transfers
as a Percentage of

Federal Expenditure

Federal Transfers
as a Percentage of

Gross National ExpenditureYea r

19'77-78

19't 8-7 9

1 979-80

1 980-8 1

1981-82

1 982-83

4.65

4.84

4.89

4.60

4 .42

3.87

1 .00

1 .03

1 .04

1 .04

1 .03

1 .00

Sources: Cal-cuLated frorn Tabl.e 13; Statistics Canada,
Fedçra1 Government Fi nance; and Stat i st ics Canada,National Income and Expenditure Àccounts.
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inces. Although the EPF arrangement represented an uncondi-

tional grant, it allowed the federal government to have a

better control and a more accurate forecast of the amount of

transfers since 1977 . This vras because the federal funds

vrere no longer tied to provincial expenditures on the basis

of a 50:50 cost sharing formula. lncreases in the operating

expenditures in higher education or in the other areas did

not lead to a corresponding increase in federal transfers.
As a conseguence, the uncontrollable feature of the matching

grants was eliminated.

Since EPF payments were unconditional, provinces were aI-
lowed to structure their own spending priorities over the

various social programs according to their own preferences.

Àt the same time, the provinces were ensured greater equali-

ty in per capita grants under the block funding. Thus, the

disparities in per capita grants among the provinces under

the previous cost-sharing program were narrowed.

2.7 SUMMÀRY

This chapter has provided an overview of the historical

evolution of federal assistance to post-secondary education

in Canada from 1945 to 1986. The veterans' fee supplement

program marked the initial stage of what became a program of

significant federal support of higher education. with an

end to the veteran support program, the federal aid was al-

tered into a scheme of direct payments to universities,
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leading to a federal and provincial confrontation over the

issue of constitutionality. As a result, direct grants to

provinces were adopted in 1967 in order to acknowledge pro-

vincial jurisdiction over higher education. However, the es-

calating costs of higher education and the persistent pro-

vincial resistance to the shared-cost program subseguently

persuaded the federal government to replace the conditional

grant with the block grant in 1977 under the EPF arrange-

ments.

At the same time, the means of transferring federal funds

to the provinces has become increasingly complex. Federal

grants previously paid in cash are replaced by a combination

of cash and tax transfers in 1967 as part of the lump-sum

grants. Prior to the introduction of block funding in 1977,

provinces complained about the federal intrusion into an

area of provincial jurisdiction; an intrusion which they

claimed distorted their spending priorities. They also com-

plained that the shared-cost programs caused them to spend

more than they needed to spend in order to provide a given

IeveI of services. In providing provinces with greater

flexibility with regard to program decisions under the EPF

arrangements in 1977, the federal government minimized pro-

vincial dissatisfaction on the one hand, and controlled its

own expenditures on post-secondary education on the other.

In assessing the size of federal contribution

ing post-secondary education, one must be careful

for

in

f inanc-

compar-
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ing the EPF arrangements with the cost-sharing program.

Problems arise from the inclusion of the revenue guarantee

payments in the federal contribution under the EPF scheme.sB

The revenue guarantee program introduced in 1972 was a five-
year transition program designed to ensure that provinces

would not lose personal or corporate income tax revenues as

a result of the tax changes. Hence, the revenue guarantee

payments were not included in the conditional grants between

1967-68 and 1976-77. Under the 1977 EPF arrangements, how-

ever, both the cash and tax transfers included not only fed-

eral contributions in lieu of the cost-sharing grants, but

also payments in lieu of the revenue guarantee payments.

The transfer of an additional two percentage points of per-

sonal income tax (one percentage point in the form of feder-

aI tax abatement and the other one percentage point in the

form of cash transfers), which represented revenue guarantee

payments to the provinces t dctually overstated the federal

contributions to post-secondary education. Thus, these two

personal income tax points should be subtracted from the

federal contribution so as to ensure consistency in the com-

parison of federal contribution before and after 1977.5s For

See Malcolm C. Brown, Established Prosram Financinq: Evo-
lution or Regression in Canadian FiscaI Federalism? (ne-
search Monograph No. 38), Canberra: The Àustralian Na-
tional University , 1984, pp. 26-27 .

Alternatively, the equivalent of two personal income tax
points could be added to the federal post-secondary edu-
cation transfers between 1967-68 and 1976-77 for the con-
ditional grant period. However, it is difficult to ob-
tain data on revenue guarantee payments prior to 1977.
For convenience, the revenue guarantee payments $¡ere thus

58

59
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this reason, a federal reduction of only 12.5 percent of the

personal income tax real1y represented an equivalent payment

for the cost-sharing grants. By the same token, the cash

eguivalent of one percentage point of equalized personal in-

come tax simply replaced the revenue guarantee payments,

which should be deducted from the federal contribution.

Consequently, estimates of federal contribution net of rev-

enue guarantee payments after 1977 were more appropriate to

be compared with the conaìtional grants prior to 1977.

Figure 1 shows the trend of total federal transfers to

the provinces for financing post-secondary education in both

current and constant doltars between 1 951 and 1 983.6o In

Figure 1, the revenue guarantee component vlas subtracted

from the federal transfer from 1977 in order to preserve

consistency in comparing federal contribution before and af-

ter' 1977. As shown in Figure 1, the nominal and real feder-

aI grants increased steadily from 1 951 -52 onwards. Tt

should be noted that the change of the funding formula from

a direct grant to universities to a cost-sharing grant guad-

rupled the federal transfers ( in both current and constant

dollars) from 1966-67 to 1967*68. on the other hand, there

were only modest increases in federal transfers when the

subtracted from the federal contributrons.
60 The total federal grants to universities for veterans'

education during the period 1945-51 are not included in
this Figure. This is because the size of these grants
was too small in comparison with those of the latter
periods.
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Figure I

Nooi¡ral and Real Federal Tre¡¡sfers to tbe Provi-nces-ior 
Fi¡tanciog Post-SeconCary Education, I95l-8l
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incost-sharing grant was replaced by the block funding

1977.

The per capita federal transfers for financing post-sec-

ondary education in both current and constant dollars be-

tween 1951 and 1983 are shown in Figure 2. These follow the

same pattern as the two graphs in Figure 1, the nominal and

real per capita federal transfers increased substantially

from 1966-67 to 1967-68 when the shared-cost program vras in-

troduced. It is interesting to note that the real per cap-

ita federal transfers remained relatively stable from

1979-80 onwards.

In summary, the federal government did not achieve a con-

sistent policy of financing posi-secondary education in Can-

ada over the period. As the constitution placed a major

constraint on federal involvement in higher education, the

federal government did not define clearly its role in higher

education. Nor did it develop a long-term strategy for the

funding of higher education. The federal government fre-

quently revised its funding methods and formulae as funding

problems arose. Consequently, the existing EPF arrangements

have been evolved from the last four decades' federal ex-

perience in financing post-secondary education.

The next chapter will present a theoretical model of pro-

vincial expenditure response to different types of post-sec-

ondary education grants in both diagrammatic and mathemati-

cal terms.
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Figure 2

Noninal ancl Real Per Capita Federal Grante to the Provincee
for Firanci¡g Poet-Secondary Eclucation, l95l-8J
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Chapter I I I

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROVINCIAL FISCAL
RESPONSE TO FEDERAL GRANTS

The previous chapter provided a historical review of the

federal grant programs for financing post-secondary educa-

tion in Canada. One important guestion is how the provin-

cial governments have responded to the different types of

federal grants for financing post-secondary education. Spe-

cificall¡2, how has the federal post-secondary grant-in-aid

system altered the resource allocation decisions of the pro-

vincial governments? To answer this guestion, a theoretical
model of provincial fiscal response to federal grants is
presented both diagrammatically and in mathematical terms.

This chapter first classifies the different types of federal

grants to the provincial governments for financing post-sec-

ondary education. A graphical utility-maximizíng model is

then presented to show the budgetary response of the provin-

cial government to these different types of grants for post-

secondary education in both income and price terms. The re-

mainder of the chapter develops the basic expenditure model

using a system of provincial expenditure equations, which

are derived mathematically from the utility maximization

process. The mathematical formula'"ion of provincial expen-

diture response to grants endeavours to separat,e the income

74
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and price components of federal post-secondary education

grants, in a vray which -wi 11 allow these two ef f ects to be

estimated statistically. This forms the basis for the em-

pirical estimation of the budgetary impact of the post-sec-

ondary education grants on provincial expenditures in Chap-

ter VI.

3.1 CLASSIFICÀTTON OF FEDERÀL GRÀNTS FOR POST_SECONDARY
EDUCÀTION

In this section the various types of federal post-secon-

dary education grants to the provincial governments are cat-

egorized to faciliate the discussion of the theoretical re-

sponse to grants presented later in this chapter. Not all

of the federal grants discussed in the previous chapter are

examined. OnIy those post-secondary grants which went di-

rectly to the provincial governments are included in the

theoretical model of provincial fiscal response to grants.61

Because federal grants to universities for veterans' educa-

tion (1945-51) and direct grants to universities (1951-67)

were not grants to the provincial governments, they are ex-

cluded from the discussion in this chapter and from the em-

pirical analysis of subsequent chapters. Thus, the categor-

ization of federal grants is confined to the two most recent

time periods: (i) the conditional grant period from 1967-68

6 r Such a narrow focus is necessary since the theoretical
model developed later wiIl be focused exclusively on the
budgetary impact of federal grants on provincial post-
secondary education expenditures.
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to 1976-77 ¡ and ( i i ) EPF arrangements from 1977-78 to

1981-82. The EPF arrangements are analyzed up to 1982. This

is because the grant arrangements were changed in 1982 and

there are not yet sufficient data to test the model empiri-

cally beyond 1982.

Tab1e 17 presents the classification of the different
types of federal transfers to the provincial governments for

financing post-secondary education between 1967 and 1982.

Federal grants to the provincial governments have been

grouped into different categories according to the condi-

tions imposed by the funding arrangements on the recipient
province. Tab1e 17 is divided into four columns - the time

period, the provinces, the basis of assistance, and the cat-
egory used for classifying the expected expenditure response

of the provincial governments. The "basis of assistance"

column states how the federal post-secondary education grant

is determined at each period. The last column classifies
each grant according to whether it is matching or nonmatch-

ing and whether it is open-ended or closed-ended. Each of

these federal grants is discussed below.

Federal grants can first be

unconditional and conditional.
fiscal transfers which provide

to the provinces and which do

categorized into two types:
62 Unconditional grants are

general financial assistance

not designate areas in which

62 For an overview of
Robin W. Boadway,
Toronto: Canadian

the structure of federal grants, see
Interoovernmental Transfers in Canada,

Tax Foundation, 1980, p. 2.
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TÀBLE 1 ?

CLÀSSIFICÀTION OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS
TO POST_SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION

Time Period provinces Basis of Àssistance Category

L Conditional Grants

1967 - 12 N.S., eue., Ont., 50 percent of matchinoMan., Sask., Àlra. I eligibJ.e open_enåedB.C. operating costs
Nfld., p.E. I . , payment per capita nonmatching
N. B. open_ended

1972 - 7'f N.S., eue., Ont., S0 percent of matchingMan., Sask., Àlta., eligible cLosed_éndedB.c. operating costs
up to the maximum
leve1 that is
limited by the 15
percent ceiJ.ing

Nfld. , p.E. I . , payment per capita nonmatchingN.B. up to the maximum closed_endãd
level that is Limit-
å3til"ån" 

15 Percent

II. Unconditionat Grants

1977 - 82 À11 provinces a rump sum payment open-ended
!

Source: Based on Èhe discussions in Chapter II.
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funds are to be spent. Conditional grants are federal trans-

fers to the provinces to help them finance specific provin-

cial expenditure programs, such as post-secondary education.

Às shown in Table 17, the grants to the provinces for post-

secondary education from 1967-68 to 1976-77 were conditional

whereas those from 1977-78 to 1981-82 were unconditional.

Conditional grants can be further classified as either
matching or nonmatching grants. Matching grants are trans-

fer payments in which the. recipient province is required to

"match" the funds provided by the federal government. This

means that the provincial government must finance a given

percentage of the expenditures on the aided category in or-

der to receive the federal funds. For example, seven prov-

inces chose a 50 percent matching grant for financing post-

secondary education between 1967-68 and 1976-77. The grants

to support. post-secondary education were such that the fed-

eral government paid 50 percent of the total post-secondary

operating cost and the provincial government paid the other

50 percent. Nonmatching grants are federal transfer pay-

ments to the province in which the recipient province is not

obliged to contribute any funds to the specific programs.

As shown in Tab1e 17, three provinces received a nonmatching

grant based on provincial population between 1967-68 and

1976-77.

Matching grants may be open-ended or closed-ended, de-

pending on whether an upper limit to federal rnatching funds
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is specified. Open-ended matching grants refer to grants in

which there is no limit on the total amount of federal funds

for which the province is eligible. Specifically, the total

amount of the grant is entirely determined by the matching

ratio and the amount that the province spends on the aided

program. For example, the grants to the provinces for fi-

nancing post-secondary education between 1967-68 and 1971-72

were open-ended; that is, where there l¡as no limit on the

grant totals. Under a closed-ended grant, the federal gov-

ernment imposes a ceiling on the amount of funds that can be

transferred to the recipient province. This ceiling may be

in the form of a maximum total grant, or in terms of an up-

per limit on the annual growth rate of the federal transfer.
Federal grants for post-secondary education fe11 into this

category during the period 1972-73 to 1976-77 when the fed-

eral government placed a 15 percent limit on the growth rate

of total federal contributions for post-secondary education.

For Newfoundland, PEince Edward Island, and New Bruns-

wick, the 15 percent growth ceil-ing on post-secondary educa-

tion transfers transformed the open-ended nonmatching grant

to the closed-ended nonmatching grant as shown in Table 17.

Like an open-ended nonmatching grant I a closed-ended non-

matching grant b'as simply a lump sum payment to the provin-

cial government. For simplicity, both the open-ended and

closed-ended nonmatching grants are referred as the condi-

tionaL nonmatching grant for later discussion.
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3.2 THEORETICAL RESPONSE TO GRANTS

Às discussed in Chapter I, most previous studies used a

utility-maximization framework to explain the budgetary ef-
fects of intergovernmental transfers on the recipient gov-

ernments. It is expected that different types of grants

will result in different expenditure responses in terms of

the income and price effects.63 However, the majority of

these studies failed to identify specifically the income and

price effects of grants on expenditures. Most authors tend

to ignore the price effect completely. Instead, they have

developed government expenditure behaviour models involving

an income effect only.

There are a few exceptions to these studies, such as In-
man .(1971), Ladd (1975), Slack (1977), and McGuire (1978).

Inman (1971 ) employed a utility-maximizing model to separate

the income and price effects of grants, while Ladd (1975)

used a median voter model, which the politicians were as-

sumed to maximize votes by choosing the tax and expenditure

levels that were preferred by the median voters, to isolate
both the price and income effects of grants. Following In-
man and Ladd, Slack (1977 ) and McGuire (1978) separated un-

conditional grats, which $rere assumed to have only an income

effect, from conditional matching grants, which were assumed

to have both price and income effects on the particular ex-

63 À theoretica
to federal
cussed later

1 analysis of the provincial fiscal response
post-secondary education grants wilI be dis-
on in this chapter.
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pendi tures .

It appears that the impact of intergovernmental transfers

on the budgets of recipient governments should be analyzed

in terms of the income and price effects. The model in this

study therefore extends the utility-maximization model to

the spending decision of the provincial governments by iso-

lating the income and price effects of federal post-secon-

dary education grants.

This section analyzes the theoretical expenditure re-

sponse of a provincial government to these different types

of grants for post-secondary education in terms of income

and price effects. À key assumption of the model is that

the provincial government endeavours to maximize the govern-

ment's utility subject to the provincial government's budget

constraint.6a It is also assumed that the provincial govern-

ment's utility is a positive function of the quantity of

higher education (denoted by Qt ) and the quantity of all

other public aoods and services (denoted by Qr). Both out-

puts are subject to the normal assumption of diminishing

marginal rate of substitution so that the provincial govern-

ment's utility function is convex to the origin. As weII,

64 The society's utility function of the province is not
used in our analysis for two reasons: firsÈ, it is dif-
ficult to ascerLain aIl individuals' utility functions
for the purpose of deriving a society's utility function;
second, even if individuals' utility functions are known,
it is rather difficult to derive a society's utility
function from individuals' utility functions by aggrega-
tion due to the problem of transitivity in individuals'
preference ordering.



all assumptions of the neoclassical theory of

haviour still hold in the model.

In the absence of federal grants, the model

pressed in terms of the following eguations:

max [J = U ( Qt, Qz )

subject to PrQr + PzQz = R

82

consumer be-

can be ex-

where U = the utility function of the provincial
government

Qr

Qz

Pr

Pz

quantity of higher education

quantity of other public aoods and services

per unit price of higher education

per unit price of other public goods and

serv ices

R = total revenues of the provincial government

from own sources6s

The pre-grant situation can be illustrated diagrammati-

cally in Figure 3. The quantity of higher education Q1 is
measured on the horizontal axis while the quantity of other

public goods and services Q2 ís measured on the vertical

axis.66 The provincial governmentrs indifference curves,

6s Provincially-raised revenue sources incl-ude consumption
taxes, real property taxes, p€Esonal and corporation in-
come taxes, Iicence fees, natural resources, and returnS
on provincial investment (..g. profits on liquor sales,
interest, and dividends).

66 It should be noted that the physical output of higher ed-
ucation can take many different forms. It can be measured
by the number of courses offered, the number of graduates
produced, the number of articles published, and the num-
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represented by Io, Ir, Iz and Is, indicate the various util-

ity levels of the provincial government. The higher the in-

difference curve, the higher the level of utility the pro-

vincial government wiIl have. It should be noted that these

indifference curves are presumed to be constant over time;

that is, there is no change in the provincial government's

expenditure preferences.6T The line AB represents the budget

constraint faced by the provincial government, which maxim-

izes its utility at point w where budget line AB is tangent

to the indifference curve I 1. ÀL the point of equilibrium,

the province spends OM units of Qr and OL units of Qz. For

simplicity, it is assumed that the price of Qr equals to one

(i.e. Pr = 1). Thus, the abscissa can serve to represent

both physical quantities and provincial expenditures on

Qr.68

The int.roduction of federal grants into this model wilI

increase the provincial government's total revenues and

change its budget constraint. Different types of grants

wiII cause different movements of the budget line. It is

67

ber of research contracts completed, etc. Hence, it is
difficult to combine the different forms of educational
output in the horizontal axis. For expositional conven-
ience, it is assumed that the output leve1 of higher edu-
cation is expressed in one single form only in our analy-
sis (e.g. number of courses offered). The same principle
also applies to other public goods and services.

This assumption is identical to the standard assumption
required for the consumer's indifference curves.

Unlike the assumption for Pt, the initial price of Qz is,
however, not assumed to be one for exposition. Thus, the
ordinate represents only physical quantities.

68
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therefore expected that the provincial government wiII
choose different expenditure responses in terms of the mix

of Qr and Qz under alternative types of grants.6s Based on

the classification of post-secondary education grants dis-
cussed in the previous section, the theoretical analysis

will consider the following four types of grant: an uncon-

ditional grant, âh open-ended conditional matching grant, a

closed-ended conditional matching grant, and a conditional
nonmatching grant.

3.2.1 Unconditional Grant

First consider an unconditional grant. It can be spent on

either 9r or Q2 since the funds are transferred to Èhe pro-

vincial government without conditions. The recipient prov-

ince can consider the grant funds as an additional revenue

that can be used in any manner. Diagrammatically, an uncon-

ditional grant, BC, results in a parallel shift in the budg-

et line from ÀB to CD, âs shown in Figure 4. The shift in

the budget line does not change the slope of the budget

line. The unconditional grant only alters the revenue of

the provincial government but not the relative prices of

6s For a discussion of the theoretical response to different
types of grants, see, f.or example, WaIIace E. Oates, Fis-
cal Federalism , 1972, pp. 1 05-1 1 8; James A. Wilde,t'Grants-in-Aid: The ÀnalyLics of Design and Responsêrt¡
National Tax Journal, Vo1. 24, 1971, pp. 143-156; Robin
w. Boadway, Pub1ic Sector Economics, 1979, pp. 423-430¡
or N. E. Slack, The Budqetarv Response of Municipal Gov-
ernments to Provincial Transfers:
1977, pp. 85-92.

The Case of Ontario,
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provincial expenditure programs.

The equation for the new budget line CD is expressed as:

Pr Qr + Pz Qz = R + UG

where UG = unconditional grant

If both Qr and Q2 aFê normal goods with positive income

elasticities, the provincial government wilI purchase more

of both goods. The provincial government would now maximize

its utility at point X where the new budget line CD is tan-

gent to the indifference curve I3. The unconditional grant

encourages the province to spend OP units on Qr and OQ units

on Qz. This indicates that the unconditional grant has re-

sulted in increased expenditures on higher education as well

as on other public goods and services.

3.2.2 0pen-ended Conditional Matchinq Grant

Now consider the effect of an open-ended matching grant

for post-secondary education under which the federal govern-

ment defrays a given percentage, say M1, of the total post-

secondary expenditures. Since the federal grant is condi-

tional, the recipient province is thus restricted to

spending the grant on higher education (Qt ). A grant of

this type reduces the cost of higher education to the pro-

vincial government and causes the budget constraint to shift

from AB to ÀC as shown in Figure 5.
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The equation for this new budget line AC is:7o
( I -Mr ) P.' Qr +PzQz = R

where M1 = ihe federal matching ratio ( O a Mr

Às illustrated in Figure 5, the new budget line ÀC is
flatter than the original budget line À8, reflecting the re-

duced cost of higher education to the provincial government

under the open-ended conditional matching grant. In the di-
agram, BC/OC indicates the proportíon of post-secondary edu-

cation expenditures contributed by the federal grant, which

is equal to the federal matching rate M1. The post-grant

equilibrium occurs at point X and the province purchases OS

units of Qr and OR units of Qz.

The conditional matching grant results in an income ef-
fect as well as a price effect (substitution effect). The

substitution effect encourages increased expenditure on Qr

and the income effect increases expenditures on both Qr and

70 The equation for the budget line is:
P1 Qr + P2 Qz = R + OGr

where OGr = open-ended conditional maLching grant

Since the federal government contributes the amount OGr =
M1 P1 Qr, the equation for the budget line then becomes:

P1 Qr + Pz Qz = R + Mr Pr Qr

Rearranging the terms yields:
( I - Mr ) Pt Qr + P2 Qz = R

See, for example, N. E. Slack, The Budqetarv Response of
Municipal Governments to Provincial Transfers: The Case
of Ontario, 1977, p. 89.
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Qz. The extent of the increase in the provincial expenditure

on higher education depends upon both the price and income

elasticity of demand for Qt.7 1 If the expenditure demand of

Qr is of unitary price elasticity, then the post-grant equi-

librium would be located at point Z and the province will

choose OT units of Qr. Under this condition, expenditures

on Q1 increase exactly by the size of the federal grant.

That is, a dollar increase in federal grants results in a

dollar increase in post-secondary expenditures. I f the

price elasticity of expenditure demand for Qr is greater

than unity, the post-grant equilibrium wiIl lie somewhere

along ZC. Therefore, the province wiII increase its expen-

ditures on Q1 by more than Èhe amount of the federal grant,

resulting in a corresponding decline in expenditures on Qz.

Finally, if the price eLasticity of expenditure demand is
less than unity (inelastic), the new equilibrium position

will be somewhere along À2. Since Qr is assumed to be a

normal good, it is expected that the post-grant equilibrium
position occurs somewhere between Y and Z rather than to the

left of Y.

For details see N. E.
Municipal Governments
of Ontario, 1977, pp.

Slack, The Budqetarv Response of
to Provincial Transfers: The Case
I 9-90 .

71
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3 .2.3 Closed-Ended Condi t ional Matchino Grant

Under a closed-ended conditíonaI matching grant I a ceil-
ing is placed on the amount of funds that the federal gov-

ernment will contribute to post-secondary education. Spe-

cifically, the federal government may agree to finance a

specified percentage of the post-secondary education expen-

ditures up to a maximum limit of certain amount. Àny expen-

ditures on post-secondary education in excess of the grant

limit must come entirely from the budget of the provincial
government. The introduction of a closed-ended matching

grant for post-secondary education rotates the budget line
AB outwards with a grant limit of BC as shown in Figure 6.

( l -M1 ) Pt Qr + P2Qz= R forCGr

P1 Qr +P2Qz =R+CGr forCGr >L

where CGr = closed-ended conditional matching grant

L = maximum amount of the grant allowed by the

ceiling ( represented by BC )

The closed-ended matching grant has features of both the

open-ended matching grant and the unconditional grant. If
the maximum grant L is not reached, the ceiling is irrele-

Accordingly, the post-grant

province is ADC, and can be

equations:7 2

budget constraint facing the

represented by the following

of Municipal Gov-
Case of Ontario,

72 See N. E. Slack, The Budqetary Response
ernment,s to Provinc ial Transf ers: The
1977 , p. 91 .
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vant and the grant will change the relative prices of

provincial expenditure programs in the same vray as the open-

ended matching grant. On the other hand, once the maximum

grant is reached, the grant has no marginal price effect but

rather only an income effect and behaves like a nonmatching

grant. T 3 In this case, the equilibrium position will lie

somewhere along the segment DC. If the grant equals the

maximum grant, the equilibrium position wiIl be located at

the kink D.

3.2.4 Conditional Nonmatch i nq Grant

The final type of federal grant considered is the condi-

tional nonmatching grant. As noted earlier, a conditional

nonmatching grant requires no matching funds from the pro-

vincial government to finance post-secondary education. The

only restriction imposed on the recipient province is that

the federal grant must be spent on higher education (Qr ).

When the federal government gives the provincial government

a conditional nonmatching grant of size BC, the budget con-

straint is changed from ÀB to AzC, âs shown in Figure 7.

In the absence of a grant, OÀ is the maximum of Qz thaL

could be purchased by the provincial government provided

that no Q1 lrâs purchased at all. Even after the introduc-

tion of the grant BC, OA remains to be the maximum of Qz

7 3 Since the DC portion of the
alle1 to AB, there is only
vincial government.

budget constraint ÀDC is par-
an income effect to the pro-
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that could be purchased with the provincial government's to-

tal financial resources.T4 Consequently, only section ÀZC of

the kinked budget line is available to the provincial gov-

ernment. However, the post-grant equilibrium is Iikely to

occur only on the segmenL zC unless provincial demand for

post-secondary education is satiated at a very low leve1.

The equation for this post-grant budget line is represented

ctÞ a

P1 Qr + Pz Qz = R + NGr for OÀ is the upper bound on Qz

where NGr = conditional nonmatching grant

Since the post-grant budget line zC is parallel to the

initial budget Iine AB, the conditional nonmatching grant

will have no price effect, only an income effect. Given

that both Qr and Q2 âE€ normal goods with positive income

elasticities, it is expected that the provincial government

will provide more of both goods. À post-grant equilibrium

at point V enables the province to spend ON units of Qr and

OJ units of Qz. Thus, a conditional nonmatching grant wiIl

have the same stimulative efffect as an unconditional grant

once an initial leve1 of spending egual to the grant has

been reached.

74 The provincial
clude its own

government's total
source revenues and

financial resources in-
the nonmatching grant.
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3.2.5 Comparison of the Several Types of Grants

By vray of summary, the several types of grants are com-

pared in Figure 8. First compare the differences in the im-

pact of an unconditional grant and an open-ended conditional

matching grant on provincial program spending. An open-end-

ed conditional matching grant results in a ner,¡ budget con-

straint AF, which reflects a lower relative price of Qz to

Qr. The post-grant equilibrium at point X allows the prov-

ince to spend OS units of Qr and OR units of Qz. An uncon-

ditional grant of an egual dollar amount shifts the budget

constraint to CD, without altering the relative prices. Àt

the new equilibrium point y I the province wiIl spend OI

units of Qr and OJ units of Qz.1 s Since point Y is located

to the left of point x, it implies that. the open-ended con-

ditional matching grant with budget line AF will stimulate

Qr to a larger extent and Qz to a lesser extenL than an un-

conditional grant with budget line CD. Thus, the open-ended

conditional matching grant incorporates both income and

price (substitution) effects, while the unconditional grant

involves only an income effect.

75 By revealed preference analysis,
choose a point on the segment XC.
point on the segment XC must yield
point X. Thus, there are points on
utility than at X, and they must
of X.

the province will not
This is because any

Iess utility than on
CÐ which have greater

be located to the left
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Now compare the relative effects of an open-ended match-

ing grant with a conditional nonmatching grant of the same

size.75 It is assumed that the budget l-ine AF represents an

open-ended matching grant while the budget line ÀGC repre-

sents a conditional nonmatching grant. The province wilI

spend OS units of Qr (on point X) under the open-ended

matching grant due to a combination of the income and price

effects. But it will spend only OI units of Qr (on point Y)

under the nonmatching grant because of the income effect.
This implies that the open-ended conditional matching grant

with budget line ÀF will stimulate provincial expenditure on

higher education more than a nonmatching conditional grant

of equal size. Thus, a conditional nonmatching grant has

the same stimulative effect on provincial spending as an un-

conditional grant.

A closed-ended matching grant is also compared in Figure

8. with the budget constraint of a closed-ended matching

grant shor+n by AXC, the slope of the budget constraint is

the same as that of the open-ended matching grant. There-

fore, if the grant ceiling is not reached, the closed-ended

matching grant will be more stimulative of provincial expen-

ditures on higher education than an unconditional grant.

From x to C, the slope of the budget constraint is the same

76 As discussed earlier, a closed-ended nonmatching grant is
not separated from an open-ended one in our discussion
for expositional convenience because the ceiling has vir-
tually no impact on the nonmatching grant from a theoret-
ical perspective. BoÈh grants are merely lump sum trans-
fers to the provincial government.
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as the unconditional grant so that beyond the kink at X the

closed-ended matching grant has only the income effect.
Thus, a closed-ended matching grant with a budget constraint

ÀXC will generate the same pattern of provincial expenditure

as an unconditional grant with budget line CD once the ceil-
ing of the grant is reached.

Finally, a closed-ended conditional nonmatching grant

with budget constraint ÀGC and an unconditional grant with

budget line CÐ can be compared in Figure 8. The province

will choose point Y and spend OI units of Qr under either
grant program. A closed-ended conditional nonmatching grant

has only an income effect and will generate the same level

of provincial expenditures on higher education as an uncon-

ditional grant.

3.3 MATHEMATTCÀL FORM OF THE THEORETICÀL MODEL

From the previous graphical analysis, it is clear that

the budgetary response of the provincial government to post-

secondary education grant is contingent upon whether the

federal grant has an income effect or a combination of the

income and price effects. Several questions arise. Can

t.his simple model of government expenditure behaviour pre-

sented be tested empirically in terms of the income and

price effects? Is a matching grant with its accompanying

combined income and price effects more stimulative on pro-

vincial expenditures with repect to higher education than
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other grants with only an income effect? It sor what is the

magnitude of stimulation on provincial spending resulting
from the combined income and price effects compared with

that from the income effect alone? In order to answer these

questions, in this part of the chapter a system of provin-

cial expenditure equations is derived mathematically from

the utility maximization process for use in the empirical

analysis of Chapter VI. The mathematical formulation of the

provincial government spending behaviour attempts to decom-

pose the price and income effects of a grant, in a way which

will allow these two effects to be estimated statistically.

À specific utility function which alIows the separation

and the empirical estimation of the price and income effects
of a grant is the Stone-Geary form.77

Consider the Stone-Geary utility function:78

9t ßz
[J = ( Qr - 7t ) . ( Qz 7z )

77 The Stone-Geary utilit.y function is chosen for its sim-
plicity and for its ability to identify the price and in-
come components of a grant. Other utility funcLions such
as a quadratic form can also generate expenditure equa-
tions which are polynomials in provincial government rev-
enues and federal grants. However, expenditure equations
derived from quadratic utility functions cannot separate
out the income and price components of a grant.

See Richard Stone, "Linear Expenditure Systems and Demand
Ànalysis: An Application to the Pattern of British De-
mandfr, Economic Journal, VoI. 64, 1954, pp. 511-527; R.
C. Geary, "A Note on a Constant Utility Index of the Cost
of LiviDg", Review of Economic Studies, VoI. 18, 1949-50,
pp. 65-66. The Stone-Geary utility function v¡as also
used by SIack (1977) and McGuire (1978) in their empiri-
cal models.

7A
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vrhere 1t = a minimal quantity of higher education

( t,
7z = a minimal quantity of

and services ( l, > 0

ßt = marginal budget share

(o
9z = marginal budget share

and services ( 0

other public Aoods

)

of higher education

of other public Aoods

It is assumed that the provincial government will pur-

chaseQlandQzinexceSSoftheminima1quantities(Ql>

7t and Q2 > 7z ). Given that the total revenues received by

the provincial government are all spent on Q1 and Q2, the

sum of. 0t and þz must be equal to one.

The theoretical model maximizes the provincial government

utility function subject to the provincial government's to-
tal revenues (the budget constraint), as in the graphical

analysis. For an unconditional grant (UO), the utility max-

imization process can be formulated in the following equa-

tions:

þt þz
Max U=(Qr tt ) . ( Qz 'tz )

subject to P1 Q: + P2 Qz = R + UG (3.1)

where P1 is the per unit price of higher education; Pz is

the per unit price of other public Aoods and services; R is

the provincial government ovrn source revenues; and UG is the

unconditional grant.
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Alternatively, the appropriate Lagrangean expression to

maximize is:
L=ßt In(Qt ^tt )+þz In(Qz 7z )

+À(n+UG P1 Qr P2Qz ) (3.2)

where À is the constraint parameter. Maximizing equation

(3.2) with respect to Q r , Q.z , and I yields the f ollowing de-

mand equations:7 e

0t
Qr = ßz ^tt + ---- ( R + uc 7z P2 ) (3.3)

P1

þz
Qz,= þt 7z + ---- ( R + UG 7t Pr )

P2

As the focus of this study is on higher education, the

demand function for other public goods and services (Qz) can

be disregarded. Multiplying the demand function for Qr by

P1 gives the provincial expenditure equation

E1 = P1 Qr = þz ^tt P1 + þt ( n + uG 7z P2 ) (3.4)

where E1 is the gross provincial expenditure on higher edu-

cation. The price of Qr is initially taken as one to sim-

plify the analysis. Thus, equation (3.¿) becomes

Er = þz 7t + þt ( n + uG 7z P2 ) (3.5)

7s The first-order and second-order conditions for this sys-
tem of equations appear in Appendix B.
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Equation (3.5) postulates that the provincial expenditure on

higher education is a linear function of the provincial gov-

ernment own source revenues (R), the size of unconditional

grant (uc), and the price of other public Aoods and services
(p, ) . Of particular interest is the unconditional grant

which increases the amount of income available to the pro-

vincial government and thus enters the expenditure equation

as an income variable.

The Stone-Geary utility function is used to derive the

provincial expenditure equation for higher education t.or an

open-ended conditional matching grant (OC.' ). The Lagrangean

expression for the open-ended conditional matching grant is
analogous to that for the unconditional grant in aLl re-

spects with the only exception of the budget constraint.
The utility maximization problem then becomes:

L = þt In ( Qr - .yt ) + 0z ln ( Qz rz )

+).In-(l-M1 )pler P2ez ] (3.6)

where Mr is the federal matching ratio,
as defined above.

ßt
Qr = þz 7t + ( n 1z P2 )

(l-M1)Pt

The demand equations are obtained by maximizing equation

( 3.6 ) wit¡r respect to Q L Q,z, and tr: 8 o

and the other terms

(3.7)

80 The first-order
tem of equations

and second-order
also appear in

condi t i ons
Appendix B.

for this sys-
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Az
Qz = þt tz + [ n - 7t ( I - Mr

P2
) p, l

Multiplying the

following:
demand function for Qr by P1 gives the

ßt
E1 = P1 8r = ßz -tt Pr + ------ ( n - Iz P2 ) (3.8)

( I - M1 )

Equation (3.8) represents the provincial expenditure equa-

tion for higher education under an open-ended conditional

matching grant. An examination of equations (3.8) and (3.4)

sheds light on the provincial fiscal responses to the open-

ended conditional matching grant as well as the uncondition-

aI grant in terms of the stimulative effect. A comparison

of these two equations reveals that the expenditure equation

for the open-ended conditional matching grant has a steeper

slope than that of the unconditional grant. The slope in

equation (3.8) exceeds that of equation (3.4) by an amount

equal to l"lt/( 1 - M.r ).8 t The implication of the dif f erence

in slope between equation (3.8) and equation (3.4) is that

an open-ended conditional matching grant is more stimulative

on provincial expenditure than an unconditional grant, the

same conclusion drawn from the previous graphical analysis.

81 As the fraction 1/( 1 - t'f., ) is equal to I + ur/(1 - Mr).
Thus, the slope þr/( 1 - t'tt ) of equation (3.8) can be
expressed as þt I I + ut/( 1 - ¡tt ) ].



Multiplying both sides

yields the following:
( I - Mr )PtQt = ßztt( 1

of equation ( 3.8 ) by (l
105

- Mr )

M1 )Pr + gr( R - 'yzPz ) (3.9)

Rearranging the terms gives:

PrQr = ßzlt( 1 - Mr )Pr + þt( R TzPz ) + ¡arPrQr (3.10)

It should be recalled that the open-ended conditional
matching grant is based on a specified percentage of the

provincial expenditures ( i.e. OGr = MrPrQr ) . Substituting

OGr = MrPrQr into equation (3.10) yields the following ex-

penditure equation:

PrQr = þztt( 1 - Mr )Pr + þr( R - ^rzPz ) + oGr (3.11)

Since it is again assumed that P1 = 1 initially, the pro-

vincial expenditure equation can be simplified and rewritten

as

E1 = þzlt ( I - Mr ) + ßt ( n - TzPz ) + oGr (3.12)

where the term (l - M1) is the net price of higher education

that the provincial government faces, and represents the

price effect of the conditional matching grant. Equation

(3.12) is the provincial- expenditure equation under the

open-ended conditional matching grant with four explanatory

variables. Provincial expenditure on higher education is a

linear function of the neL price of higher education to the

provincial government (l - Mr), the provincial government

own source revenues (n), the price of other public aoods and

services (pz), and the open-ended conditional matching grant
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(oct). Since (l - Mr) has already captured the price effect
of the conditional matching grant, OG1 reflects the income

effect alone.

Under a closed-ended conditional matching grant (CG.' ),
the first-order conditions are more complex as the budget

constraint involves two inequalities rather than an equali-

ty. In order to deal with the inequality constraints, the

Kuhn-Tucker conditions are applied to the maximization of

the nonlinear programming problem in which a nonlinear ob-

jective function is maximized subject to ineguality con-

straints. 8 2

The utility
form of:

maximization problem can be written in the

MaxU=(Qr7t) . ( Qz 7z )

subject to Pr Qr + Pz

( I -M1 )P.'

ßzßt

and Q1, Qz

nonlinear programming

function, two inequal

restrictions. The

respectively, in the

+cG

zQz
(3.13)

formulation consists of an ob-

ity constraints, and two nonne-

coef f ic ients of Q I and Q2 , P r

first inequality differ from

1

<R
Qz<R

9r + P

This

jective

gativity

and Pz

82 For a discussion of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, see wil-
liam J. Baumol, Economic Theorv and Operations Analysis,
Englewood CIiffs: Prentice-Ha1I, Inc., 1977, pp. 156-175¡
and À1pha C. Chiang, Fundamental Methods of Mathematical
Economics (fnird Edition), New York, McGraw-Hi11 Book
Company , 1984, pp. 722-753.
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those in the second inequality. To avoid confusing the coef-

ficients of Qr and Qz in the two inequality constraints, P1

and P2 êr€ replaced by four constant termst êrlr ã12t ãz1t

and azz.83 Thus, the maximization problem becomes

þt ßz
Max {J=(Qr 7t ) (Qz-72 )

subject to arrQr + atzQ.z S R + CGr

(l-M1 )aztgt+azzQ.z<R

0 (3.14)

ã21¡ and 422 are the price coefficients of

two inequality constraints. 84

form of the Lagrangean expressÍon can then

and Q1, Qz

where âttr è1zt

Qr and Qz in the

The explicit

be expressed as

L = Érln (

a trr (

+ trz t

+ p2J-n ( Qz 7z )

ar rQr - atzQz )

M1 ) azrQr azzQz )

Qr 7t

R + CGr

R-(r

)

(3.1s)

where Àr and Àz are the respective Lagrangean multipliers.
The optimal solutions for Qr and Qz can be obtained by sat-
isfying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions:8 s

In fact t ã1 1 t dlzt ã21 t and azz are aII positive con-
stants but with different values.

The double subscripts can serve to identify the coeffi-
cients of Qr and Qz in the inequality constraints. The
first subscript indicates the appropriate row, whereas
the second subscript points to the particular type of
good.

8s The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for
appear in Appendix B.

83

84

this maximization problem
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( ar, ãtz ) n + azzCGt
Qr = -------- (3.16)

ãttãzz - ( 1 - ¡at ) d.tzãzt

l(l - Mr)azr arrl R + (1 - M1)azrCGr
Qz = (3.17)

( I - Mr ) aztatz a11a22

Multiplying both sides of equation (3.16) by P1 gives the

provincial expenditure equation :

( ar, - arz ) R + azzC3t
E1 = PrQr = P1 (3.18)

àttàzz ( 1 - M1 ) atzazt

Given the previous assumption that P1 = 1 initially, the ex-

penditure equation then becomes:

( an dtz ) n + ãzz CGr
Er = (3.19)

ãttãzz ( I - Mr ) atzazt

Under the closed-ended conditional matching grant, the pro-

vincial expenditure equation for higher education is influ-
enced by the provincial government own source revenues (n),

the closed-ended conditional matching grant (CG1 ), and the

net price of higher education to the provincial government

(l Mr). The structure of this expenditure equation is
different from that of the expenditure equation for the un-

conditional grant. This is because the optimal solutions

for both Q1 and Q2 under the closed-ended conditional match-

ing grant most like1y to be a corner so1ution.s6

86 Diagrammatically, the utility-maximizing equilibrium is
Iocated at the kink D as illustrated in Figure 6. Theo-
retically, the post-grant equilibrium could Iie somewhere
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As discussed earlier in the graphical analysis, a condi-

t ional nonmatching grant (¡lC.' ) requi res no matching f unds

from the provincial government for financing post-secondary

education. The federal government merely transfers a lump-

sum grant to the provincial government for the funding of

higher education. The Lagrangean expression with respect to
the conditional nonmatching grant is to maximize:

L=þt In(Qr 7t )+ßz In(Qz 7z )

+ À ( n + NGr pr er pz ez ) ( 3.20 )

By solving the

mand functions

Ql = þz 7t +

first-order conditions for a maximum, the de-

can be written as:87

þt ( R + NGr 7z Pz )

P1

(3.21)

þz
Qz = 9t 'tz + ( n + NG' 7t P1 )

Pz

Multiplying the demand function for
provincial expenditure equation:

Qr by P1 gives the

E1 = P1 Qr = þz 7t P1 +þt ( n + NGt 7z Pz ) (3.22)

along the ÀD segment (to the left of kink D) or the DC
segment (to the right of kink D) of budget constraint ADC
in Figure 6, depending upon the preferences of the recip-
ient province. For simplicity, however, these two equi-
librium positions are not considered in mathematical
terms.

87 The first-order and second-order conditions for this sys-
tem of equations are identical to those of the uncondi-
tional grant. For further details, see the mathematical
expositions for the unconditional grant in Appendix B.
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Substituting Pr = 1 (assuming the price of higher education

is initially equal to one) into equation (3.22) yields
Er = ßzyt + þ, ( R + NGr 7z Pz ) (3.23)

With a conditional nonmatching grant, the provincial expen-

diture is determined by the provincial government own source

revenues (R), the conditional nonmatching grant (NCr), and

the price of other public Aoods and services (pz), as indi-
cated in equation (3.23). Like the unconditional grant, the

conditional nonmatching grant enters the expenditure equa-

tion as an income variabLe.

In sum, the mathematical formulation of the different
types of federal grants can result in a system of linear ex-

penditure equations for later empirical estimation. It was

shown mathematicalry that an open-ended conditional matching

grant contains an income effect as well as a price effect,
whereas the other three types of grants contain an income

effect. Thus, ân open-ended conditional matching grant is
expected to be more stimulative of provincial post-secondary

education expenditur.es than the other three types of grants.

3 .4 STIMMÀRY

In summary, this chapter has presented the theoretical
expenditure model and analyzed response of the provincial
government to federal transfers for post-secondary education

both in diagrammatic and mathematical terms. The graphical
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analysis demonstrates that the budgetary impact of a grant

on provincial expenditure depends Iargely on whether the

grant has a combination of the income and price effects or

an income effect aIone. Àn examination of the graphical

analysis reveals that a conditional matching grant has both

income and price effects which is expected to stimulate

greater provincial expenditures on higher education than

would an

placed on

unconditional grant. However, if a ceiling is
the federal transfers, once the ceiling is

reached, the incentive effect of the conditional matching

grant is lost. Such a closed-ended matching grant will have

only an income effect once the ceiling is reached and will
therefore generate the same amount of provincial expendi-

tures on higher education as would an unconditional grant.

The mathematcial formulation of the utility-maximizing
model was developed which separates the income and price ef-
fects of a federal grant in a way which al-lows these two ef-
fects to be estimated statistically. The provincial expen-

diture equations derived from the utility maximization

process are consistent with the graphical analysis. They

Iikewise show that a conditional matching grant which con-

tains both an income effect and a price effect is like1y to

be more stimulative of provincial expenditure on post-secon-

dary education than grants which contain an income effect
alone.
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However, Iike many other theoretical models in economics,

the utility-maximization approach to the expenditure deci-

sion of provincial government is not without Iimitation of

its own. The main problem with such an expenditure model is
that the model considers only the impact of federal grants

on provincial post-secondary education expenditures. II

does not include all of the relevant factors in explaining

the spending behaviour of the provincial government. For

example, the model does not consider the political elements

in the spending decision of the provincial government. In

spite of the above timitation, the utility-maximization ap-

proach is st.iIl useful in explaining the provincial expendi-

ture response to different types of federal grants.

The mathematical expenditure model specified in this
chapter will be modified to enable the empirical testing of

provincial post-secondary education expenditures under the

several forms of federal grants in Chapter VI, using annual

time series data as well as pooled cross-section and time

series data for the ten Canadian provinces.



Chapter IV

APPLICATION OF THE 15 PERCENT GROWTH CEILING TO
FEDERAL TRANSFERS

4.1 INTRODUCT]ON

The expected fiscal response of provincial governments to

federal grants for post-secondary education, presented

graphically and mathematically in the previous chapter,

showed that an open-ended conditional matching grant is more

stimulative of provincial expenditure than an unconditional
grant. The former has a price effect as weII as an income

effect, whereas the latter has only an income effect. It
was also shown that the imposition of a ceiling on the

matching grant will eliminate the price effect once the

grant ceiling is reached and result in provincial spending

restraint. In view of the theoretical discussion in Chapter

III, it is important to analyze the 15 percent growth ceil-
ing on federal post-secondary education transfers in this
chapter.

À major question which must be answered before conducting

any empirical testing of the model is: Did the 15 percent

growth ceiling placed on federal post-secondary education

transfers in 1972 convert the grant from an open-ended to a

closed-ended conditional matching grant, thus eliminating

- 113
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the price effect and constrain provincial spending? If so,

then the post-secondary education matching component and

provincial spending incentives were eliminated in 1972 rath-
er than in 1977 as is widely believed.

The answer to this question is not that easy since the 15

percent growth ceiling was applied to the aggregate of fed-

eral post-secondary education transfers rather than to the

transfer to individual provinces. rhis complicates the ap-

plication of the ceiling. À review of the vray in which the

ceiling nas applied is required to determine exactly when

the ceij-ing became effective.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how the 15 per-

cent growth ceiling v¡as applied to post-secondary education

transfers in order to ascertain whether the ceiling was

binding on the recipient provinces and if so when it became

binding. The first part of this chapter shows how federal

transfers to the provinces were determined after the intro-
duction of the 15 percent growth ceiling. The second part of

the chapter examines the matching rates of federal transfers
at the margin for those provinces on the matching formula in

order to ascertain whether the ceiling was binding on the

recipient province. This chapter follows the theoretical
chapter because the discussion of the 1 5 percent growth

ceiling is based on the expected fiscal response of the pro-

vincial governments to federal grants.
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4.2 APPLICÀTION OF THE 1 5 PERCENT GROWTH CEI LI NG

At first glance it might seem that the application of the

15 percent growth ceiling to post-secondary education trans-
fers was quite simple. However, the actual application of

the 15 percent growth ceiling to post-secondary education

transfers was rather complex. The complexity arose because

the 15 percent growth ceiling was placed not on the growth

rate of the federal transfer to each province, but rather on

the national growth rate of total federal transfers to all
provinces. As a result, annual increases in federal trans-
fers in some provinces were allowed to exceed 1 5 percent as

long as growth in the other provinces had falIen short of 1 5

percent. In 1973-74, for example, even after the applica-
tion of the 15 percent growth ceiling to total federal

transfers, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New Brunsvrick

and guebec each received federal transfers which exceeded 1 5

percent over the previous year. This was possible because

post-secondary education expenditures in the other six prov-

inces grevr by less than 1 5 percent . I I Consequently, the

guestion of whether the 1 5 percent growth ceiling yras

reached and whether the closed-ended matching grant had a

88 After the application of the 15 percent growth ceiling on
total federal transfers, the annual growth rates in fed-
eraÌ transfers for the provinces between 1972-73 and
1973-74 vrere: Newf oundland (15.56e"), Prince Edward Island
( 15.56e.) , Nova Scotia ( 10.07e") , New Brunswick ( 15.56e") ,
Quebec (22.5e") , onÈario (11 .34e") , Manitoba ( 11 .93e") , Sas-
katchewan (10.55e"), Alberta (10.11e"), gritish Columbia(13.2e"). These growth rates are calculated from the fig-
ures in Table 7 of. Chapter II.
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price effect cannot be determined by direct observation.

IÍ. the 15 percent growth ceiling on post-secondary educa-

tion transfers represented a separate upper limit on the an-

nual increase in federal transfers to each province, then

each province whose rate of increase exceeded 15 percent

would have its federal transfers reduced to a strict 15 per-

cent increase. Under these conditions I a closed-ended

matching grant would have no marginal price effect and the

grant would become like an unconditional grant. If a prov-

ince kept the increase in its post-secondary education ex-

penditures below 15 percent, then the ceiling would not be

operative and the closed-ended matchíng grant would still
have a price effect and stimulate provincial expenditure on

higher education in the same way as an open-ended matching

grant. Given the constraint of a 15 percent maximum in-
crease in transfers to each province, the determination pro-

cess of the price effect for the closed-ended matching grant

would be directly observable should the ceiling on post-sec-

ondary education transfers be a strict 15 percent Iimit on

the amount of federal funds that each province could re-

ceive.

This section examines how the federal transfers for post-

secondary education are determined after the introduction of

the 15 percent growth ceiling. Provinces which had federaL

transfers exceeding the 15 percent growth limit were subject

to reductions in proportion to the amount by which each ex-
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ceeded the 15 percent limit.8e Hence, only those provinces

which would have received federal transfers above the 1 5

percent growth ceiling were affected by the application of

the ceiling. For those provinces with growth rates below 15

percent, the 15 percent ceiling did not affect the amount of

federal transfers they would receive.

Table 1 I shows the annual growth rate of federal trans-
fers for post-secondary education had the 15 percent growth

ceiling not been imposed.s0 In the absence of the 15 percent

growth ceiling, federal transfers to Newfoundland, PEince

Edward Is1and, New Brunswick, and Quebec would have exceeded

the 1 5 percent increase in 1973-7 4 because growth in the

other six provinces would have fallen short of 15 percent.

Hence, the national growth rate in federal transfers would

have been 15.84 percent in 1973-74. It would not be possi-

ble, however, for Newfoundland, PEince Edward Island, New

Brunswick, and Quebec to have transfers exceeding 15 percent

if all the other six provinces had a growth rate of 15 per-

This is confirmed by the federal Department of Finance.
See the letter of BiIl Murphy of the Federal-Provincial
Relations Division, Department of Finance in Appendix C.

It should be stressed that the growth rates in this table
are the growth rates in federal post-secondary education
transfers if they had not been constrained by the 15 per-
cent growth ceiling. In the absence of the '1 5 percent
growth ceiling, the federal transfers to those provinces
choosing the matching grant formula can be calculated by
using equation (À.1) in Appendix A. Likewise, the feder-
al transfers to the provinces on the per capita formula
can be cal-culated by using equation (4.9). Then the an-
nual growth rate of federal transfers h'ithout the 15 per-
cent ceiling for each province can easily be obtained.

89

90
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TÀBLE 1 8

ÀNNUÀL GROT.¡TH RÀTE OF FEDERÀL TRÀNSFERS FOR POST-SECONDÀRY
EDUCÀTrON WITHOUT THE 15 PERCENT GROWTH CEILING, 1972-77

( in percentage )

Provi nces 1972-73 1973-'t4 1974-75 1915-76 1976-71

Nf ]d.

DFI

N. S.

N. B.

Que.

Ont.

Man.

Sask.

À1ta.

B. C.

15.76

15.76

10.07

15.76

25 .19

11 .34

11 .93

10. 55

10.11

13.20

11.78

17.78

13.64

1'7.78

21.58

16 .02

17.31

12.05

16 .92

23-88

21 .29

21 .33

17.92

21.30

26.25

15.30

18 .68

1 9.95

26 .08

34.94

21 .19

21 .27

15.93

al al

30.55

12.06

17.61

21.04

26 .68

32-65

À11.
Provi nces 15.84 18.51 22-12 22-16

Note: Growth rate is the percentage change in nomina'l
transfers over the previous fiscaJ. year.

Sources: Computed from Tabl,e 7; eguations (¡.1 ) and (À,9) in
Àppendix À; and Tables 1 to 10 of the Department of
the Secretary of State, Federal-Provincial Fiscal
Àrranqements Àcts, 1967 , Df2, Post-Secondarv
Education Àdiustment Pa-vments,: ! Statistical Review.
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cent.

In 1974-75, in the absence of the 15 percent growth ceil-
ing, all provinces except Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan would

have received federal transfers higher than a 1 5 percent in-
crease, resulting in a national growth rate of 18.51 per-

cent. In 1975-76, in the absence of the ceiling on post-

secondary education transfers, aII ten provinces would have

growth rates exceeding 15 percent and the national growth

rate would have been 22.12 percent. In 1976-77, in the ab-

sence of the 15 percent growth ceiling, aII provinces except

Ontario would have received an increase in federal transfers
higher than 15 percent.

Table 19 illustrates how the federal transfers to each

province were calculated for 1973-74 after the imposition of

the 15 percent growth ceiling. Column (1) shows the actual

federal transfers to each province in 1972-73. Co1umn (2)

represents the federal funds that would have been trans-
ferred to each province under the formul-a funding in 1973-74

had the 15 percent growth ceiling not been imposed.sl Column

(3) indicates the maximum amount of federal transfers to

each province for 1973-74 after the imposition of the 15

percent growth ceiling. Column (4) represents the excess

amount of federal transfers in 1973-74 to those provinces

whose growth rates exceeded 1 5 percent over the previous

e 1 Equations (e.l ) and (À.9)
pute the federal transfers
formula funding in column (

in Appendix À are used to com-
to each province under the

2).
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year had the 15 percent growth ceiling not been placed on

the federal transfers.e2 Note that in 1973-74 only four

provinces (¡¡ewfoundland, Prince Edward Island, New Bruns-

wick, and Quebec) would have received federal transfers in

excess of the 15 percent growth rate ceiling over the previ-
ous year.s3 In column (5), federal post-secondary education

transfers to each province in excess of 1 5 percent growth

rate between 1972-73 and 1973-74 are shown as a percentage

share of the total amount in federal transfers exceeding the

15 percent growth ceiling. Column (6) indicates the re-
quired ro11 back in federal post-secondary education trans-
fers to each province in 1973-74 based on the proportion of

the amount by which each exceeded the 15 percent growth lim-
it.sa Column 0) shows the actual federal post-secondary ed-

sz If the figures in column (2) exceed those in column (3),
then column (4) = column (2) column (3).

The other six provinces held the growth of their post-
secondary educatíon expenditures below 15 percent and
thus received federal transfers less than the 1 5 percent
growth Iimit.
As indicated in column (6), Newfoundland, PFince Edward
Is1and, New Brunswick, and Quebec vrere the four provinces
subject to a ro11 back in federal transfers in 1973-74
since their post-secondary education expenditures grevr by
more than 1 5 percent over the previous year. These four
provinces had their federal transfers rolled back in pro-
portion to the amount by which each had exceeded the 15
percent growth 1imit. The total amount of federal post-
secondary education transfers in excess of the 15 percent
growth ceiling was $8,582,100 (i.e. $1,177,737,800 -
$'1 , 169,156,000 = $8,582,'100 ) . Each province's roLl back
in federal tranfers can thus be determined by multiplying
S8,582,100 with the provincial percentage share of feder-
al transfers in excess of the 15 percent growth ceiling.
The other six provinces had no roll back in federal
transfers as their post-secondary education expenditures

s3

94
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ofucation transfers to each province in 1973-74 as a result
the roII-back to achieve Lhe 15 percent growth ceil-ing.tu

Tab1e 20 likewise shows how federal post-secondary educa-

tion transfers to each province in 1974-75 were determined

after the imposition of the 15 percent growth ceiling. Col-

umns (1), (2) and (3) are specified in the same vray as in
Table 19. Column (4) shows the excess amount of federal

transfers in 1974-75 to those provinces whose growth rates

exceeded 1 5 percent over the previous year had the 1 5 per-

cent growth ceiling not been placed on the federal trans-
fers.e6 Note that in 1974-75 all provinces except Nova Sco-

tia and Saskatcher.ran would have received transf ers in excess

of the 15 percent growth ceiling over the previous year.eT

In column (5), federal post-secondary education transfers to

each province in excess of the 1 5 percent growth rate be-

tween 1973-74 and 1974-75 are shown as a percentage share of

the total amount in federal transfers exceeding the 1 5 per-

cent growth ceiling. Co1umn (6) indicates the required ro11

back in federal post-secondary education transfers in each

between 1972-73 and 1973-74 felI below the 15
growth limit.

percent

It should be noted that the f igures in column Q) are the
same as those figures shown in Table 7 of Chapter II.
I f the f igures in column Q) exceed those in column ( 3 ) ,
then column (4) = column (2) column (3).

Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan held the growth of their
post-secondary education expenditures below 15 percent
and thus received federal transfers less than the 1 5 per-
cent growth limit.

95

96
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province in 1974-75 based on the proportion of the amount by

which each had exceeded the 15 percent growth lirnit.eB Col-

umn (7) shows the actual federal post-secondary education

transfers to each province in 1974-75 as a resuLt of the

roll-back to achieve the 15 percent growth ceiIing."

Federal post-secondary education transfers in 1975-76 and

197 6-7 7 can also be der ived in the same manner . I o 0 I n

1975-76, the 15 percent growth ceiling on post-secondary ed-

ucation transfers resulted in federal transfers to alI ten

provinces being rolled back proportionally ( see Table

D-1 ) . 1 o 1 In 1976-77 , all provinces except Ontario suffered a

roll back in federal transfers as a result of the 1 5 percent

growth ceiling. Only Ontario held the growth of its post-

secondary education expenditures below 15 percent and thus

As indicated in column (6), a]l- provinces except Nova
Scotia and Saskatchewan were subject to a roII back in
federal transfers in 1974-75 since their post-secondary
education expenditures increased by more than 15 percent
over the previous year. These eight provinces had their
federal transfers rolled back in proportion to the amount
by which each had exceeded the 15 percent growth limit.
The total amount of federal post-secondary education
Lransfers in excess of the 15 percent growth ceiling was
$41 ,046,200 (i.e. $1,385,575,600 - ç1 ,344,529,600 =
$41 ,046 ,200). Each province's ro11 back in federal
transfers can thus be determined by multiplying
ç41,046,200 with the provincial percentage share of fed-
eral transfers in excess of the 15 percent ceiling. Nova
Scotia and Saskatchewan had no roII back in federaL
transfers as their post-secondary education expenditures
between 1973-74 and 1974-75 feII below the 15 percent
growth Iimit.
Again, the actual federal transfers in 1974-75 derived in
this table also correspond to those figures presented in
Table 7 of Chapter II.

98
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1oo See Tables D-1 and D-2 in Appendix D.
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received the fulI 50 percent matching federal grant.

4.3 DETERMINATION OF THE MÄRGTNAL MÀTCHING RATES

Since federal post-secondary education transfers in ex-

cess of the -15 percent growth ceiling were rolIed back pro-

portionally, any provincial expenditures beyond 15 percent

growth would not be fully matched by the federal transfers.
Conseguently, provincial post-secondary education expendi-

tures in excess of the 1 5 percent growth rate would no long-

er resul-t in a 50:50 matching rate. One important question

is: what would the marginal matching rate be when provin-

cial post-secondary education expenditures grevr by more than

15 percent? The following example shows how the marginal

matching rate for Quebec v¡as determined in 1973-74.1o2 Among

those provinces operating under the 50 percent matching for-
mula, Quebec vras the only province which received federal

transfers higher than a 15 percent increase in 1973*74. Be-

cause federal post-secondary transfers were based on 50 per-

cent of the operating expenditures, federal transfers in the

absence of the ceiling were half the amount of the total el-
igible operating expenditures. Thus, by comparing the actu-

aI operating expenditures and the actual federal transfers

101 In the absence of the 15 percent growth ceiling, federal
transfers would have grown by more than 1 5 percent in
aI1 ten provinces.

1o2 The marginal matching rate is the ratio of the federal
transfers in excess of the 15 percent growth ceiling to
the excess in operating expenditures at the margin.
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in Quebec, it is possible to derive Quebec's effective
marginal matching rate.

Actual operating expenditures
incurred in 1973-74 - $395,414,000 X 2

( from Table 19 )

= 5790,828,000 (1)

Maximum operating expenditures Maximum federal
allowed by the 1 5 percent = transfers allowed by X 2
ceiling in 1973-74 the 15 percent ceiling

( from Table 19 )

= $363,220,000 X 2

= ç726,440,000 (2)

Excess of eligible operating
expenditures in 1973-74 = (1) (2)
with a 15 percent ceiling

= S790 ,828,000 5726,440,000

= S64,388,000 (3)

FinaI federal transfers
in 1973-7q = $386,921,400 (4)
( from Tab1e 19 )

Maximum federal transfers
allowed by the 15 percent = $363 t220t000 (5)
ceiling in 1973-74
( from Table 19 )

Excess of federal transfers = (4) (5)
in 1973-74

= $386 ,921 ,400 $363 ,220,000

= ç23,701,400 (6)

Excess of
Marginal matching rate federal- transfers
in excess of the f ederal = x 100e"
transfers beyond the 1 5 Excess of operat-
percent ceiling ing expenditures

(6)
= ----- X 100e"

(3)
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-Yt-!?!:199- " 1ooe"
$64,388,000

36. 81e.

Hence, the effective matching rate at the margin for Que-

bec in 1973-74 was 36.81 percent. The other six provinces

choosing the matching grant formula stilI had a 50:50 match-

ing rate in 1973-74 because their post-secondary education

expenditures greyr by less than 1 5 percent over the previous

year. Applying the same methodology to those provinces on

the matching grant formula, the marginal matching rates in

1974-75, 1975-76, and 1976-77 can be readily obtained.

The effective marginal matching rates for those provinces

on the matching grant formula are shown in Tabte 21.1o 3 For

example, in 1973-74, Quebec had a marginal matching rate of

36.81 percent as derived above. As mentioned earlier, among

those provinces choosing the matching grant formula, Quebec

l¡as the only province whose post-secondary education expen-

ditures were in excess of the 15 percent growth ceiling in

1973-74. For the other provinces, their post-secondary edu-

cation expenditures grev¡ by less than 15 percent in 1973-74.

Thus, the surplus federal funds up to the 15 percent growth

ceiling were available to match higher post-secondary educa-

tion expenditures by Quebec. loa As a consequence of the 15

1o3 It should be noted that
land, and New Brunswick
because they received a
uently the matching rate

Newfoundland, Prince Edward Is-
are not included in this table
nonmatching grant and conseq-

is not applicable to them.
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MÀRGINÀL MÀTCHING RÀTE

TÀBLE 21

FOR PROVINCES ON THE

( in percentage )

MÀÎCHING FORMULÀ

Provinces 1913-?4 19't4-75 1975-1 6 197 6-77

N. S.

Que.

Ont.

Man.

Sask.

Àlta.

B. C.

Sources:

50.00

36.81

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.0c

50. 00

50.00

2.05

2.05

2.05

50.00

2 .05

2.05

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 .27

6.27

50.00

6 .21

6.21

6 .27

6 -2'Ì

Calculated from TabJ.es 19, 20, D-1, D-2, andDepartment of the Secretary of StaEe, Federal_
EIgf _Fi scaÌ Àrr?nqemenr s ¡.tr, Lp_Sl_-S1l-t gl4,
!9-S.L-sgçondaf v Fduca t i on ¡d i uGtnren t pa vn'ent s : ¿
Statistical. Review,



percent growth ceiling, Quebec'

margin declined from 50 percent
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cost-sharing ratio at the

36.81 percent.

s

to

In 1974-75, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta and ¡rit-
ish Columbia had a marginal matching rate of 2.05 per-

cent. los This implies that in these five provinces a $1 in-
crease in provincial post-secondary education expenditures

at the margin would result in only 2 cents in federal trans-

fers. Thus, almost all of the stimulative effect of the

conditional matching grant on provincial post-secondary edu-

cation expenditures was lost at the margin. The 2.05 per-

cent matching rate was possible in these provinces because

Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan held the growth of their post-

secondary education expenditures below 15 percent. lo6 Hence,

surplus federal funds up to the 15 percent growth ceiling
were available for distribution to these five provinces.

1o4 Before each province undertook post-secondary expendi-
tures, it could not predict whether the other provinces
would spend less than the '15 percent growth 1imit, leav-
ing the surplus federal funds available to match its own
post-secondary education expenditures above the 15 per-
cent growth ceiling. It is quite likely Lhat each prov-
ince would presume the worst and not expect any matching
funds beyond the 15 percent grov¡th ceiling. Thus, each
province would try its best to hold its post-secondary
education expenditures belor¡ the 15 percent growth 1im-
ir.

1os These five provinces had the same marginal matching rate
because they had their federal transfers ro1led back
proportionally to the amount by which each exceeded the
15 percent growth 1imit.

1o6 Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan had a marginal matching
rate of 50 percent because their post-secondary educa-
tion expenditures did not grow by more than 15 percent.
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As shown earlier in Table 18, in the absence of the 15

percent growth ceiling, in 1975-76 all provinces would have

received federal post-secondary education transfers which

were more than 1 5 percent over the previous year because

post-secondary expenditures in each province grew by more

than 15 percent. Às a result of the 15 percent growth ceil-
ing, in 1975-76 aIl provinces had their federal transfers
rolled back in proportion to the amount by which each had

exceeded the 15 percent growth limit. Table 21 shows that
aIl seven provinces operating under the matching grant for-
mula had a marginal matching rate of zete percent in

1975-76. This implies that provincial post-secondary edu-

caiton expenditures in excess of 15 percent growth were not

matched by federal grants. Thus, the incentive effect of

the conditional matching grant completely disappeared in

1975-76.

With the exception of Ontario, the marginal matching rate

was 6.27 percent in 1976-77 tor all provinces whose post-

secondary education expenditures exceeded the 15 percent

growth limit.1oz 7t can thus be argued that the incentive

effect of the conditional matching grant on provincial ex-

penditures was largely lost in 1976-77 because t,he matching

rate at the margin was only 6.27 percent.

1o7 In the absence of the 15 percent growth ceiling, the
post-secondary education transfers in Ontario would have
increased by 12.06 percent from 1975-76 to 1976-77 (see
Tab1e 18). Thus, the 15 percent growth ceiling was not
applied to the federal transfers in Ontario.
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4.4 POLI CY IMPLI CÀTI ONS

The above analysis of the marginal matching rates results
in an important policy implication. SpecificaIIy, a margi-

nal matching rate of zero percent or cÌose to zero percent

implies that provincial post-secondary education expendi-

tures in excess of the 15 percent growth ceiling were not

matched by federal grants. In effect, the 15 percent growth

ceiling vras binding on the recipient province for the fund-

ing of post-secondary education. Based on the theoretical
anal-ysis of grants presented in the previous chapter, the

effective ceiling placed on post-secondary education trans-
fers convert.ed the grant from an open-ended to a closed-end-

ed conditional matching grant, and thus el-iminated the price

effect of the conditional matching grant.

In 1974-75, for example, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, ÀI-
berta, and British Columbia had a marginal matching rate of

only 2.05 percent. Since the matching rate at the margin

for these five provinces was so close to zero percent from

1974-75 on, it can be argued that the 15 percent growth

ceiling became effective in these provinces in 1974-75 rath-
er than in 1975-76.

In 1975-76, Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan had a marginal

matching rate of zero percent. This impties that the 15

percent growth ceiling became effective in these two prov-

inces in 1975-76.
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The main conclusion drawn from the effective ceiling is
that the price effect of the conditional matching grant vras

eliminated for financing post-secondary education in Quebec,

Ontario, Manitoba, ÀIberta, and Sritish Columbia after
1973-74 and in Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan after 1974-75.

4.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has focused exclusively on the analysis of

the 15 percent growth ceiling placed on post-secondary edu-

cation transfers in 1972. The analysis deals with the in-
stitutional arrangements of and the mechanisms by which the

15 percent growth ceiling to post-secondary education trans-
fers was applied.

With respect to the 15 percent growth ceiling, its actual

application vras rather complex because the ceiling was

placed on the national growth rate of the total federal

transfers rather than on the growth rate of federal trans-
fers to each province. For those provinces on the condi-

tional matching grant arrangement, the 1 5 percent growth

ceiling effectively transformed the previously open-ended

conditional matching grant into the closed-ended conditional
rnatching grant. It was estimat,ed that Quebec, Ontario, Man-

itoba, Alberta and British Columbia had a marginal matching

rate of 2.05 percent in 1974-75, and Nova Scotia and Saskat-

chewan had a marginal matching rate of zero percent in

1975-75. This implies that the 15 percent growth ceiling
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became effective in Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, ÂIberta and

gritish Columbia in 1974-75, and in Nova Scotia and Saskat-

chewan in 1975-76.

In view of the theoretical analysis of provincial budget-

ary response to federal grants in Chapter III, it is appar-

ent that the effective ceiling of a closed-ended conditional
matching grant would eliminate the price effect and result
in provincial spending restraint. The next, chapter will ex-

amine the budgetary impact of the 15 percent growth ceiling
on provincial- post-secondary education expenditures.



Chapter V

BUDGETARY IMPACT OF THE 1 5 PERCENT GROWTH
CE]LING ON PROV]NCTÀL EXPENDITURES

In Chapter IV, ít vras shown that the 15 percent growth

ceiling on post-secondary education transfers was effective
for all provinces on the matching grant formula. In theory,

the effective ceiling of a closed-ended conditional matching

grant would be expected to reduce the provincial spending

incentive because there was no price effect. Was the pro-

vincial government expenditure on higher education real1y

affected by the income and price effects? Did the 15 per-

cent growth ceiling on post-secondary education transfers
result in provincial spending restraint on higher education

as suggested by the theory? tf so, to what extent vras the

provincial spending on higher education curtailed by the im-

position of the 15 percent growth ceiling? This chapter at-
tempts to answer these three questions by examining an ob-

served pattern of provincial expenditures on higher

education before and after the imposition of the 15 percent

growth ceiling.

This chapter examines the link between the 15 percent

growth ceiling on federal transfers and the funding trends

in provincial post-secondary education expenditures. It is
designed to highlight the differential impacts of the price

134
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and income effects on provincial government expenditures

with respect to higher education. The provincial expendi-

ture data reviewed in this chapter cover a period of fifteen
years from 1967-68 to 1981-82, during which the federal con-

tributions to post-secondary education v¡ere first under the

conditional grant arrangement, then limited by the 15 per-

cent growth ceiling, and finally under the unconditional
grant scheme.log

5. ,1 ASSTMPTIONS

To maintain consistency, the theoretical model of provin-

cial expenditure response to grants presenLed in Chapter III
is applied to the analysis of actual provincial expenditures

on post-secondary education in this chapter. In order to
evaluate the budgetary impact of the 15 percent growth ceil-
ing on provincial post-secondary education expenditures, it
is important first to discuss three underlying assumptions.

First, as in the theoretical expenditure model of Chapter

III, the analysis of actual provincial expenditures on post-

secondary education is based on comparative-statics, in

which the pre-grant equilibrium (initial equilibrium state)

1oB In spite of a growing amount of literature on the feder-
aI funding of higher education, there is a total of only
two recent studies on the provincial contributions to
post-secondary education in Canada. See Constantine
KapsaIis, "BIock-Funding and Provincial Spending on So-
cial Programs", Canadian Tax JournaI, VoI. 30, 1982, pp.
219-227¡ and MaIcoIm C. Brown, Established Proqram Fi-
nancinq: Evolution or Resression in Canadian FiscaI Fed-
eralism? (Research Monograph No. 38), Cánbeira: the
Australian National University, 1984.
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is compared with the post-grant equilibrium (final equilib-
rium state). Thus, no attempt wiLl be made to deal with the

process of adjustment of the economic variables in examining

the funding trends in provincial post-secondary education

expenditures in this chapter.

Second, in observing the provincial expenditure response

to grants, it is important to assume that federal post-sec-

ondary education grant is the only variable that will change

the provincial expenditure decision. 1 os Under the ceteris
paribus (other things being equal) assumpLion, there are no

changes in any of the other variables that might influence

the paLtern of provincial post-secondary education expendi-

tures. For example, the provincial government revenues must

be held constant in order to explain the budgetary impact of

a change in the grant structure on provincial post-secondary

education expenditures. Thus, the analysis of actual pro-

vincial spending behaviour does not consider the combined

effects of the changing grant structure and provincial gov-

ernment revenues on provincial expenditures. It should be

noted that the occurrence of a recession is likely to result
in a reduction in provincial government revenues. I 10 This

10e This assumption is based on the theoretical analysis of
Chapter III that post-secondary education grant was the
only explanatory variable to change the equilibrium
situation from one position to another, atl other things
being equal.

1 lo In a period of economic recession, the provincial gov-
ernment is like1y to receive less revenues from taxes
and from other sources. Àt the same time, the federal
government is tempted to cut back its transfer payments
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implies that the introduction of a recession into the expen-

diture model violates the ceteris paribus assumption. For

this reason, this chapter is unable to explore the potential
impact of a recession on provincial post-secondary education

expendi tures .

Finally, since the provincial government's utility func-

tion v¡as used in the theoretical model, it is logical to use

the same utility function in analyzing the actual provincial
spending behaviour to maintain consistency. It should be

emphasized that the provincial government's utility function
reflects only the provincial government's preference over

the various expenditure combinations. I 1 r Thus, the provin-
cial government's utility function is unable to capture any

changes in public attitudes and sentiments in the provincial
funding trends. Because of such a theoretical limitation,
the analysis of provincial spending behaviour does not ac-

count for the change in the society's sentiments.ll2

to the provincial government in light of the growing
federal deficits. Because of the reductions both in tax
revenues and in federal transfers, the total revenues
received by the provincial government will consequently
drop. The reductions in provincial government revenues
can be illustrated graphically by a downward shift in
the budget line. Under these circumstances, the intro-
duction of a recession into the model wiIl violate the
ceteris paribus condition in such a way that the theory
of provincial fiscal- response derived from the behaviour
model can no longer be applied.

1 I 1 On the contrary, the provincial social welfare function
measures the aggregate welfare of the society.

112 For example, the growth of conservative sentiments in
the Canadian society cannot be explained by the use of
the provincial government's utility function.
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5.2 PATTERN OF PROVINCIAL EXPENDITURES

As noted in Chapter III, different types of federal
grants will result in different expenditure responses by the

provincial government in accordance with the income and

pr ice ef fects. According to the theoretical fiscal pre-

dictions, a combination of the income and the price effects
is expected to stimulate more provincial spending on higher

education than an income effect alone. The focus of this
section is to ascertain what the responses of the provinces

vrere to the 15 percent growth ceiling. It should be re-

called that Newfoundland, Prince Edward Is1and, and New

Brunswick chose the nonmatching grant for post-secondary ed-

ucation in the 1967-77 period. The remaining seven provinces

chose the conditional matching grant. For expositional con-

venience, the grant recipient provinces are thus grouped

into two main categories in the following discussion: (i)
provinces initially choosing the matching grant; and (ii)
provinces initially choosing the nonmatching grant.

The budgetary impact of the 15 percent growth ceiling on

provincial post-secondary education expenditures can be

measured by means of the provincial spending ratio on post-

secondary education. Tab1e 22 compares the provincial gov-

ernment spending on post-secondary education as a percentage

of total provincial government expenditures for the seven

provinces initially on the matching grant formula from

1967-68 to 1981-82. The year in which the 15 percent growth
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TÀBLE 22

PROVINCIÀL EXPENDITURE ON POST_SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION ÀS À
PERCENTÀGE OP TOTÀL PROVINCIÀL çOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES,

196'7 -824

( in percentage )

Yea r N. S. Quebec Ont Man. Sask. Àlta. B.C .bAve ra ge

196'7 -68
r 968-69
1969-'7 0
1970-71
I971-72
1972-73
1913-74
19'7 4-7 5
1975-76
197 6-7'7
197't -7I
1978-79
1 97 9-80
1 980-8 1

1981-82

5.30 8.88 9.14 1.
5.85 7.57 10.40 8.
6.60 8. 58 1 1 .00 8.
8.34 5.89 9,94 8.
8.46 7 .36 9.08 9.
8.88 7.60 9.61 9.
9.0'7 2.10 9_.13 2.g.9s 1 .37 8.3s 8.
7.34 7.96 8.13 8.
7 .93 7 .57 8.26 8.
6.94 8.4s 8.40 7.
6.65 8.17 8.31 6.
6.70 8.01 7.9'7 5.
6.30 7.60 7 .73 6.
5.68 7 .54 7.30 6.

43 5.51 15.1 1

93 7.86 14.89
83 8.62 14.08
22 8.51 14.18
31 8.59 14.32
98 8.13 13.49
14 7.49 10.76
32 1.19 9.80
99 7.38 10.17
09 '7.22 8.09
22 6.33 8.20
99 s.83 8.32'10 s.88 6.86
26 4.54 7.74
25 5. 34 7 .52

9.78 9.30
9.39 9.49
9.91 10.07
9.'73 L 86
9.21 8. 98
8.71 9.14
2.86 L 44
7.39 8.04
7.04 8.02
7.01 7.82
7.22 8.07
7.53 1.96
8. 10 7 .66
?.53 7.41
8.01 7.30

a
Notes: TotaL provincial government expenditures include expenditure

transactions of current and capital accounts that are spent
by the provinciaJ. government. Grants-in-aid and shared-cost
contributions are included in the total provinciaL government
expenditures.

x-Since the effecÈive year of the 15 percent ceiling differed
from one province to another, the effective year of the
ceiling cannot be determined on a national basis. Thus, the
underscore is not applicable to the national- average.

Sources: CalcuLated
Governmen t
( Various Issues )

f rom Stat i st ics Canada , Provi nc ial
Revenue and Expenditure
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ceiling on post-secondary education transfers became effec-

tive is indicated by the underscore.ll3 Thus, the underscore

breaks the funding trend of provincial post-secondary educa-

tion spending into two distinct time periods: the f i rst
period in which both the income and the price effects oper-

ate; and the second period in which the income effect oper-

ates.rra The data in Tab1e 22 suggest that all provinces ex-

cept Quebec, Saskatchewan, and British Columbia reduced

their expenditure shares on post-secondary education after

the 15 percent growth ceiling became effective. This is

suggestive, but not conclusiver €vidence that the stimula-

tive effect of the conditional matching grant on provincial

expenditures vras eliminated as a result of the 15 percent

growth ceiling. Accordingly, these data are consistent with

the theoretical- fiscal prediction that an income effect is

less stimulative of provincial post-secondary education ex-

penditures than a combined income and price effect.

A simple t-test is applied to the data in Table 22 to as-

certain if the percentage shares of provincial spending are

significantly different in the two time periods. l 1s Table 23

113 The effectiveness of the 15 percent growth ceiling has
already been discussed in great detail in the previous
section.

114 As noted in
matching grant
effect whereas
ing grant with
al grant have

It is assumed
periods are p1

Chapter III, an open-ended conditional
has an income effect as well as a price
both the closed-ended conditional match-
an effective ceiling and the uncondition-

only an income effect.

that the mean values for
and pz respectively. In

the two time
this analysis

115
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presents a statistical summary of the t-test for the two

time periods. The t value is statistically significant at

the '1 percent level f or Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, AI-

berta, and gritish Columbia and at the 10 percent level for

Nova Scotia. Quebec is the only province with a negative t
value which is statisticaJ-1y insignificant. This indicates

that six of the seven provinces spent a significantly higher

proportion of their budgets on post-secondary education in

the first period than in the second period. Thus, the re-

sults tend to support the theoretical fiscal- prediction that

a combination of the income and the price effects was more

stimulative of provincial expenditure than an income effect
alone.

For the three provinces choosing the per capita nonmatch-

ing grant formula, ít was shown in Chapter III that there

vras only an income effect for these provinces under both the

conditional nonmatching grant and the unconditional grant

funding arrangements. It is expectd that the funding trends

in provincial post-secondary education expenditures would

remain unchanged since these two types of grants involved

only an income ef f ect. Did the '15 percent growth ceiling
have any impact on the provincial expenditure response of

these provinces which received post-secondary education

grants exclusively with an income effect? Tab1e 24 attempts

the hypothesis is
pothesis is Hr:
determine whether
sis.

= P2. The alternative hy-Ho : u.l
tt1
to accept

The t-test is then used to
or reject the null hypothe-
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TÀBLE 24

PROV]NCIÀL EXPENDITURE ON POST-SECONDÀRY EDUCÀTION ÀS ÀPERCEN?ÀGE OF TOÎÀL PROVINCIÀL -GOVERNMENT CXPENóirú-NNS,t96l -82 ^

Yea r Nf ld.

( in percentage )

P.E.I . Àvè ra ge

1967-68
1 968-69
1969-70
i970-7 1

1911-72
1972-73
1913-14
1974-'t5
19'',t 5-'1 6
197 6-1'7
1977-79
1978-79
1 979-80
1 980-8 1

1981-82

4.84
6 .91
5.91
6 .02
6 .87
7.27
6.78
6.40
6.91
6 .44
6.39
5.08
5. 71
ç ôtr
5.76

2. 50
5 .07
s. 96
7.11
6.16
b.¿3
5. 04
4.58
5.30
5.77
6.33
7.00
6. 51
6.24
5.06

4 .11
5. bz
5.91
q. oi

6.24
5.31
5.99
tr tr/
7 .01
6.2'7
6 .47
5.86
6. 14
6. ¿¿
5.84

N. B.

3.69
4.55
5.03
5.61
Ê Êt

5 .46
5 .47
4.93
7 .59
6.19
6. s6
6.48
5. 50
6 .47
6 .07

Note: Total provincial govern,nent expenditures includeexpenditure transactions of current and capitalaccounts that are spent by the provincial governmentcranrs-in-aid and shared-èost cóntributionÃ aieincl.uded in the total. provincial. go";;;;;;; --
expendi tures.

Sources: Calculated from Statistics Canada, provincial
ço"yernmepr_Financç: Revenue and E"põãTEG!-( Various Issues)
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to answer this question by comparing the interprovincial
spending ratios on post-secondary education for Newfound-

Iand, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick between 1967-68

and 1981-82. The figures in Table 24 suggest that these

three provinces had no break in the pattern of provincial
spending on post-secondary education at the time when the 15

percent growth ceiling vras effective for the other seven

provinces choosing the matching grant formula, Conceivably,

these three provinces did not reduce their percentage shares

of expenditures on post-secondary education following the

introduction of the 15 percent growth ceiling. This implies

that the 15 percent growth ceiJ-ing did not affect the spend-

ing behaviour of these three provinces. Thus, the observed

pattern of provincial post-secondary education expenditures

is consistent with the theoretical fiscal prediction that
both the conditonal nonmatching grant and the unconditional
grant had only an income effect.

5.3 IMPLICATIONS

In view of the discussion in the last section, it appears

that there is a direct link between the provincial spending

restraint on post-secondary education and the 15 percent

growth ceiling placed on federal post-secondary education

transfers. Prior to the 15 percent growth ceiling, an addi-

tional dollar spent by the provinces on post-secondary edu-

cation attracted 50 cents of federal funding. At the mar-
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9in, the provinces contributed only half of the total
outlays on post-secondary education. Since the federal

funds were tied to provincial outlays, the provinces vlere

induced to increase their ov¡n spending on post-secondary ed-

ucation in order to receive more federal funds. As a conse-

quence, there is a strong incentive for the provinces to un-

dertake additional expenditures on higher education. The

observed pattern of provincial expenditures tends to support

the theoretical prediction that an open-ended conditional
matching grant is stimulative of provincial post-secondary

education expenditures because of the price effect.

I{hen the federal transfers reached the 1 5 percent growth

ceiling, an increase in provincial post-secondary education

expenditures beyond 1 5 percent per year did not result in

any significant extra grant from the federal government be-

yond the 15 percent growth ceiling. Às shown in Chapter IV,

the 15 percent growth ceiling reduced the matching rate at

the margin from 50 percent to zeto or nearly zeto percent.

Consequently, there was no incentive for the provinces to

incur additional outlays on post-secondary education. Based

on the interprovincial comparison of the spending ratios, it
appears that the 1 5 percent growth ceiling had eliminated

the price effect and become an effective constraint on the

matching of provincial post-secondary education expenditures

for those provinces choosing the matching grant formula.
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Perhaps the major qualification of the simple analysis

above is that factors other than federal grants were noÈ

considered.ll6 For example, the impact of the surge in post-

secondary enrolment in the late seventies was not incorpo-

rated in the provincial expenditure analysis on higher edu-

cation, nor was the impact of the recession on provincial
spending restraint in the mid-'1 970's. To incorporate other

factors that might influence the provincial spending behav-

iour, the economic relationship of provincial expenditure in

mathematical terms developed in Chapter III should be tested

with the application of econometric techniques. The follow-
ing chapter wilI therefore examine the budgetary impact of

the various determinants of provincial expenditure on post-

secondary educatíon with special emphasis on the income and

price effects.

5.4 SUMMÀRY

This chapter has been concerned with the budgetary impact

of the 15 percent growt,h ceiling on provincial post-secon-

dary education expenditures. It has examined the provincial
funding trends from a theoretical perspective in terms of

the income and price effects.

1 1 6 Given the ceteris paribus assumption in the theoretical
model, the pattern of provincial expenditures was able
to explain only the simple relationship between federal
granLs and provincial post-secondary education expendi-
tures. Thus, the analysis in this chapter should be in-
terpreted with extreme caution.
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An examination of the provincial expenditure ratios on

post-secondary education for the seven provinces initially
under the matching grant arrangement reveal-s that the pro-

vincial spending restraint started at a time when the 15

percent growth ceiling became effective. As welI, the data

indicate that the three provinces choosing the nonmatching

grant did not reduce their proportion of provincial budget

on post-secondary education following the introduction of

the 15 percent growth ceiling. These resul-ts tend to sup-

port the theoretical fiscal prediction that the 15 percent

growth ceiling eliminated only the price effect of the con-

ditional matching grant, but not the income effect of the

unconditional grant when the ceiling was reached.

To summarize, the provincial expenditure ratio on post-

secondary education had declined since 1974-75 in most of

the provinces which had initially opted for the conditional
matching grant. This suggests that the combined income and

price effects had been replaced by the income effect in such

a way that the provincial spending incentive on post-secon-

dary education was curtailed to a considerable extent. The

main conclusion drawn from this chapter is that the com-

mencement of the provincial spending restraint was caused

not by the switch of the funding arrangements from the con-

ditional grants to the unconditional grants in 1977-79, but

rather by the introduction of the 15 percent growth ceiling
in 1972-73.



Chapter VI

EMPIRICÀL ÀNÀLYSTS

In spite of a growing interest in the federal and provin-

cial funding of post-secondary education and other social
programs in Canada over the last few years, there has been

few empirical studies of these programs or of the provincial
expenditure response to federal grants for post-secondary

education or other programs funded under federal grants. In

a recent study, Brown (1984) considered the impact of the

Established Programs Financing (epF ) on provincial spending

of the three established programs involved: hospital insur-
ance, medical care, and post-secondary education. l 17 An im-

portant hypothesis examined in his study vras that EPF had

induced the provincial governments to reduce their spending

on the established programs. His empirical results, how-

ever, suggest that EPF had only a marginal effect on the

provincial spending of the three establ-ished programs.

In this chapter, the theoretical expenditure model devel-

oped in Chapter III is tested empirically against data on

provincial post-secondary education expenditures for the ten

Canadian provinces. The purpose is to examine the provin-

117 See Malco1m C. Brown,
olution or Regression
Research Monograph No.
National University, 1

Established Prosram Financinq: Ev-
in Canadian Fiscal Federalism? (

-3E---r¡a-nEG: Ee Australian
984, pp. 59-66.
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cial expenditure response to federal post-secondary educa-

tion grants in terms of the income and price effects.

The chapter is organized as follows. The first section

is devoted to the specification of the empirically-testable
model of provincial expenditure process and the discussion

of some specification issues. Four hypotheses generated

from the basic expenditure model are specified for later em-

pirical testing. This is followed by a review and evalua-

tion of the data for statistical estimation. The results of

the regression analysis are then presented and evaluated.

The chapter concludes with a summary of the major findings
of the econometric tests.

6.1 SPECIFICATION OF THE EMPIRICÀL MODEL

In order to ascertain how well the theory explains the

actual provincial government spending behaviour on post-sec-

ondary education, it is necessary to formulate a basic ex-

penditure model which wiII be used to test the explanatory
povrer of the theory in this chapter.

Before proceeding to the formulation of the basic model

of provincial expenditure process, it is important to con-

sider three gualif ications. First, the basic operational
model should be formulated in the form of a single equation

based on the expenditure equations derived in Chapter III.
This ensures that the empirical model is consistent with the
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theoretical rnodel. Second, íL is necessary to keep the num-

ber of explanatory variables in t,he basic model to a minimum

because of the small number ot observations available in the

samp1e. l 18 Introduction of more explanatory variables into
the operational model for later empirical analysis would

Iower the degrees of freedom and thus reduce the reliability
of the results.1 1s Third, as the income and price effects
are expected to differ in their impacts on provincial expen-

ditures, the operational expenditure model should be speci-
fied so as to separate the income and price components of a

grant.

The mathematical formulation of the theoretical expendi-

ture model developed in Chapter III is used as the basis for
an empirical study of provincial spending decision on post-

secondary education in this chapter. This is necessary to
maintain consistency between the theoretical model and the

empirical analysis. Based on the derived expenditure egua-

tions of Chapter III, the empirical model will be specified
in the form of a single equation for estimating the provin-

1 1 I Regardless of the estimation technique, the number of
observations are relatively smal1 in the sample. If the
cross-sectional analysis is used for statistical estima-
tion, it will allow only ten observations in the sample
since there are only ten provinces in Canada. Likewise,
the time series analysis involves fifteen observations
for the period 1967-68 to i981-82. The question of
whether cross-sectional or time series analysis is most
appropriate for estimation wilI be addressed later in
this chapter.

1 1 e The number of degrees
number of observations
independent variables.

freedom is equal to the total
the sample less the number of

of
in
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cial demand equations of. post-secondary education.

It is not an easy task to incorporate all the institu-
tional features of the various types of federal grants de-

scribed in Chapter II into a single-equation model along

with the periodic changes in grant structures. The expendi-

ture equations formulated in Chapter III showed that provin-

cial expenditure on higher education would be influenced by

four key determinants: the provincial government own source

revenues (R), the federal grant (G), the net price of higher

education to the provincial government (l - Mr), and the per

unit price of other public Aoods and services (pz ).1 2o In

the expenditure models presented in Chapter III, P2 is de-

fined as the aggregate price leve1 of public goods and ser-

vices other than higher education, but separate price data

for P2 are not available for the ernpirical estimation.

Price data are only available for all public goods and ser-

vices, post-secondary education and other public aoods com-

bined. In order to handle this problem, it is necessary to

assume that P2 is also initially egual to one and t,hat the

prices of post-secondary education and of other public aoods

parallel each other so that their relative prices remain un-

changed. Hence, Pz can be dropped from the basic model- and

the provincial expenditure equation for higher education can

120 Due to the periodic changes in
structures, there are four di
UG, OGr, CGr, and NGr. For
however, these four variables
federal grant (C) variable.

the post-secondary grant
fferent types of grants:
expositional simplic ity,
are generalized as the
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be specified

Er = f (

in a

R,G

simple functional form:

, IIlr ) (6.1 )

where ln1 = 1 - Mr r the net price of higher education that
the provincial government faces due to the conditional
matching grant. fhis variable is designed to capture the

price effect of the conditional matching grant on provincial
spending.

It should be recalled that the model developed in Chapter

III is based on the assumption that federal grant is the

only variable that wiIl change the provincial expenditure

decision; all other variables that might influence the leveI
of provincial spending on post-secondary education are con-

stant. Since data are used over a period of fifteen years

from 1967-68 to 1981-82 for later empirical analysis, it is
necessary to relax this assumption and incorporate some rel-
evant demographic characteristics of each province into the

model. Demographic variables can serve to account for dif-
ferences in the demand for post-secondary education across

the provinces resulting from influences other than federal
grants. An obvious demographic variable is post-secondary

education participation rate, which is IikeIy to affect pro-

vincial government expenditure decisions on higher educa-

tion.121 It is assumed that, the higher is the post-secon-

121 Demographic factors such as post-secondary education
participation rate, population density, and university-
age population (population aged between 18 and 24) are
1ikely to affect demand and provincial government expen-
diture decisions on higher education. Under normal cir-
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dary education participation rate, the higher will be the

leve1 of provincial spending on post-secondary education.

Consequently, the post-secondary education participation
rate is chosen as the key demographic variable for the basic

empirical model.

Incorporating the post-secondary education participation
rate (H) into consideration,

function can be extended to:
Er = f ( R, G, mtr N )

the provincial expenditure

(6.2)

Equation (6.2) specifies provincial expenditure on post-

secondary education (et) as a linear function of the provin-

cial government. own source revenues (R), the federal grant
(C), the net price of higher education to the provincial
government (mr ), and the post-secondary education participa-
tion rate (X). Thus, m1 captures the price effect whereas G

reflects the income effect in the basic expenditure model.

This formulation as a single-equation model permits analysis

of provincial expenditure responses v¡ith minimal observa-

tions imposed by the changing grant arrangements and the

participating provinces. The single-equation model of pro-

vincial spending behaviour is then used to analyze the ef-
fects of each of the expenditure determinants, and to assess

cumstances
secondary
populat i on
but rather
rate.

, however, provincial expenditures on post-
education are influenced neither by the
density nor the university-age population,

by the post-secondary education participation



the fiscal response of the

post-secondary education grants

(6,2) will provide the basis

the provincial expenditure on

this chapter.

122 The procedure for converting the GNE
cal year basis will be discussed in
6.3.
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provincial governments to

. As a conseguence, equation

for the empirical analysis of

post-secondary education in

deflator to a fis-
detail in Section

However, before proceeding to the actual specification of

the empirical model, it is necessary to deal with two speci-
fication issues. The first issue is whether the expenditure

equation should be estimated in nominal or constant do1lars.
The latter is preferred because provincial expenditures are

usually determined by real variables. In order to take the

price changes into account, all the monetary variables for
the empirical analysis in this chapter are expressed in

1971-72 constant dollars. The price deflator used for this
purpose is the GNE deflator, adjusted to a fiscal year ba-

si5.122

The second issue is whether the provincial expenditure

equation should be specified in total or per capita terms.

Again, the latter is preferred because it account.s for the

interprovincial variations in population. In this study,

the expenditure equation is expressed in per capita terms in

order to facilitate cornparison among the provinces.



Based on equation

education expenditure

(6.2), rhe

equation can

15s

post-secondary

as

(6.3)

provincial

be written

)
i

E f (R ,c

G

,N

where E per capita gross provincial expenditure on

post-secondary education in the i-th province

( in 1971-72 constant dollars )

per capita provincial government revenue in

the i-th province ( in 1971-72 constant

dollars )

R

m

conditicnal- or unconditional
per capita given to the i-th
1971-72 constant dollars )

net price of higher education

province ( in percentage )

federal grant

province ( in

to the i-th

N = full-time equivalent post-secondary educa-
I

tion participation rate ( in percentage )

The dependent variable E is the gross provincial expendi-

ture on post-secondary education financed from aII provin-

cial government revenue sources, the provincial government

revenues from own sources as well as federal transfers. l23

the gross provincial expenditure is chosen in the empirical

model in order to conform with the theoretical model devel-

123 It should be noted that net provinciaL expenditure on
post-secondary education is defined as the gross provin-
cial government expenditure on post-secondary education
less federal post-secondary education grants.
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expressed asoped in Chapter III. Equation (6.3)

a reduced-form linear equation:

E = ßo + þt R + 9z G + ßs m + ßq N
1111

(6.4)

where ßo is the intercept ( or the constant term ) of the

eguation, and þt , þ2, þs, 9q are the respective parameters

of the equation.

To test the empirical modeI, it is important to determine

whether a cross-section or time series analysis is appropri-
ate for the regression analysis. The cross-sectional analy-

sis examines how provincial expenditures varied among prov-

inces at a given point in time, whereas the time series

approach considers the provincial spending behaviour over

time. Since the empirical model is used to test the provin-

cial expenditure response to changes in funding arrangements

over time, it can best be approached from a time series per-

spective. In addition to the time series analysis, the em-

pirical analysis of the expenditure model wilt be extended

to the national level ( all provinces combined ) wittr pooled

cross-section and time series data.
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6.2 HYPOTHESES

Four hypotheses can

statistical testing in

eses is discussed below

be generated

this chapter.

from equation (e.¿) for
Each of these hypoth-

6.2.1 Provincial Government Revenues

The first hypothesis is concerned with the impact of pro-

vincial government revenues on the level of provincial post-

secondary education spending. À higher prov,incial govern-

ment revenue per capita generally l-eads to higher overall_

provincial government expenditures on all programs. This

implies that the relationship between the provincial govern-

ment revenue from own sources and the provincial expendi-

tures on post-secondary education is positive. Thus, it is
hypothesized that the parameter p.¡ wiJ.l have a positive
sign as an increase in provincial government revenue will
result in an increase in provincial expenditure if post-sec-

ondary education is a normal good.r2a

6.¿.¿ I ncome Effect of Post-secondarv Education Grants

The second hypothesis is concerned with the influence of

the income effect of post-secondary education grants on pro-

vincial post-secondary education expenditures.l2s The key

124 The income elasticity of demand for post-secondary edu-
cation wiIl be discussed in Section 6.4.

r2s As noted in Chapter III, the federal grant (C) variable
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question is to what extent the income effect of post-secon-

dary education grants has increased provincial expenditures,

i.e. whether the federal grants stimulated provincial post-

secondary education expenditures or had acted as a substi-
tute for provincial funds. From the theoretical model of

Chapter III, it is hypothesized that the relationship be-

tween the income effect of federal grants and provincial ex-

penditures is positive. It is therefore expected that the

parameter þz wilI have a positive sign, demonstrating that
provincial expenditure on post-secondary education is posi-

tively related to the income effect of the federal grant.126

6.2.3 Price Effect of Post-secondarv Education Grants

The third hypothesis represents the price effect of a

conditional matching grant on provincial post-secondary edu-

cation expenditures. The key assumption is that the federal

matching rate and the net price of higher education to the

126 If net provincial expenditure on post-secondary educa-
tion is used instead of the gross provincial expendi-
ture, the coefficient of the net provincial expenditure
would be exactly one less than the coefficient of the
federal grant in equation (6.4). The net provincial ex-
penditure, however, can be obtained by subtracting G.,
irom both sides of equation (6.4): I

is designed to capture the
grant and thus enters the
tion as an income variable.

income ef fect' of the federal
provincial expenditure egua-

) C + þs m + þq N
iii

of Gí in the above
coefficient in equa-

EG=
ii

It is apparent
equation wiIl
tion (5.4).

ßo + þt R + ( ßz 1

i
that the coefficient

be one less than the
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provincial government are moving in opposite directions.
For example, the federal matching grant for post-secondary

education will reduce the provincial share of total post-

secondary education costs and thus the net provincial price
of post-secondary education. As a result of the lower price
of post-secondary education, the provincial government is
expected to increase its spending on post-secondary educa-

tion. Thus, there is a negative relationship between the

net price of higher education to the provincial government

and the provincial expenditure on post-secondary education.

The parameter ps is hypothesized to have a negative sign,

i.e. the Iower the net price of higher education, the great-

er the provincial spending on post-secondary education. It
should be noted that the price variable is only applicable
to the seven provinces on the matching formula. The three

Atlantic provinces (Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island and

New Brunswick) which chose the per capita grant are not sub-

ject to the price effect of conditional matching grants.127

1 27 The federal transfers to these three provinces were not
tied to the provincial post-secondary education expendi-
tures. Thus, the provincial government contributed the
fuI1 costs to post-secondary education. This implies
that the provincial price of higher education was 100
percent. Under the EPF arrangement, the price of higher
education to these three provinces was not changed and
remained at 100 percent. Since the price variable is
constant at 100 percent both for the cost sharing períod
and the EPF period, it cannot enter the expenditure
equation as an explanatory variable and is thus excluded
from the empirical model.
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6.2.4 Post-Secondarv Education Participation Rate

The fina)- expenditure hypothesis introduces post-secon-

dary education participation rate aS a demographic factor to

explain provincial spending behaviour. When the demand for

post-secondary education increases, there wilL be public

pressure on the provincial governments to increase their

spending on post-secondary education. Consequently, under

this hypothesis a higher post-secondary education participa-

tion rate reflecting higher demand is expected to lead to

increased provincial expenditures, othe: things being equal.

The parameter þq j.s hypothesized to be positive, i'e' a

higher post-secondary education participation rate is likeIy

to result in increased demand for and increased provincial

expenditures on higher education.

5.3 DATA SOURCES

For the regression analysis, data are available annually

for the ten Canadian provinces over the fifteen year period

from 1967-68 to 1981-82.128 The data are primarily from Sta-

tistics Canada, supplemented by data from other government

sources such as the Ðepartment of Finance. The data used in-

clude five main items: (i) provincial expenditure on post-

128 From 1951 to 1967, the federal governnent gave direct
subsidies to universities. ConceptuaIIy, these federal
funds to universities h'ere not eouivalent to the federal
grants to the provincial governr,entS. For this reason'
[f,e data on direct payments to universities prior to
1967-68 are not used loi the empirical analysis in this
chapter.
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secondary education; (ii) provincial government revenue from

own sources; (iii) federal grants for post-secondary educa-

tion; (iv) net price of higher education to the provincial
government; and (v) post-secondary education participation
rate.

All the data on provincial expenditures, provincial gov-

ernment revenues, and federal grants for post-secondary edu-

cation are converted to constant dollars to account for
changes in the price leve1, and deflated by the GNE defla-
¡e¡. r 2e The ideat price index for deflating the provincial
expenditures, provincial government revenues, and federal
grants for post-secondary education would be price indexes

of provincial expenditures, provincial government revenues

and an education price index for the post-secondary educa-

t.ion sector respectively for each province. But such index-

es are not available. The GNE deflator is a broadly based

index and a reasonable proxy for these indexes.

The revenue, expenditure and grant data are converted to

a per capita basis in order to t,ake into account the varia-
tion in population among the provinces.lso The data series

12s The GNE deflator, which is published quarterly, can be
converted to a fiscal year basis by summing up indexes
for the second, third and fourth guarters of year t and
the first quarter of year t+1, and then divided by 4 to
obtain the "annual average" for the fiscal year.

I 3o The provincial population data on a fiscal year basis
are computed from the Ouarterlv Estimates of Populatiog
published by Statistics Canada. Since the population es-
timates are published at the beginning of each quarter
(January 1, Àpril 1, July 1, and October 1 ), they should
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used are each discussed in turn.

6.3.1 Provincial Expenditures on Post-secondarv Education

Provincial expenditure data on post-secondary education

are gross general expenditures which are financed from all
provincial government revenue sources. They are obtained

from Statistics Canada annual publication, Provincial Gov-

ernment Finance: Revenue and Expenditure over the twelve

year period from 1970-71 to 1981-82. Hovrever, data for the

period 1967-68 to 1969-70, were not available on a consis-

tent basis in the same publication.13l Data for the period

1967-68 to 1969-70 were taken from the public ÀccounLs of

the provinces. Expenditure data compiled from provincial

Pgþlic Accounts can be reconciled with Statistics Canada

be interpreted with extreme caution. For example, the
April 1 estimates represent population in the first
quarter (January 1 to March 31 ) while JuIy 1 estimates
represent population in the second quarter (apri1 1 to
June 30). Because the population estimates are normally
compiled for the previous period rather than for the
following period, the population data on a fiscal year
basis can be obtained by summing up the JuIy 1 and Octo-
ber 1 estimates of year t and adding it to the January 1

and Àpril 1 estimates of year t+1 and dividing it by 4.
I 3 1 Provincial expenditures on post-secondary education pri-

or to 1970-7 1 were classified as "universities, colleges
and other schools" rather than "post-secondary educa-
tion" in the Statistics Canada publication entitled pro-
vincial.Govern$en! Finance. They cannot be used for the
regression analysis because these data are conceptually
inconsistent with the data captioned "post-secondary ed-
ucation" from 1970-71 onwards in terms of data sources.
While the data captioned "universities, colleges and
other schools" include expenditures on vocational and
trade schools, the data captioned "post-secondary educa-
tion" explicitly exclude expenditures on vocational and
trade schools.
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data, the latter yrere in fact collected from the former.l32

6.3.2 Provincial Government Revenue from Own Sources

Provincial government revenue from own sources consists
of consumption taxes, real property taxes, pêrsonal and cor-
poration income taxes, Iicence fees, natural resources and

return on investment. This information is available from

the Provincial Government Finance: Revenue and Expenditure

and it is classified by revenue sources.133

6.3.3 Federal Grants for Post-Secondarv Educat i on

Federal grants for post-secondary education consist of

both cash transfers and tax transfers.l3a The data on feder-
aI grants are drawn from the Annua1 ReÞorts of the Depart-

ment of the Secretary of State and from the unpublished data

provided by the Department of the Secretary of State and

Stat i st ic s Canada .

132 These computed expenditure data were actually sent to
the PubIic Finance Division of Statistics Canada in Ot-
tawa for evaluation. It is confirmed that the expendi-
ture data computed for the period 1967-70 from the Pub-
lic Accounts are consistent with those for the perioa
1970-82 reported by Statistics Canada.

133 It should be noted that both the unconditional transfers
and conditional grants for other programs are excluded
from the revenue figures because they are revenues from
external sources. This is consistent with the Lheoreti-
cal modei of Chapter III Lhat the initial budget con-
straint excluded the unconditional transfers as well as
conditional grants for other programs.

t34 The calculation of cash transfers and tax transfers was
discussed in Chapter II.
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As noted in Chapter II, the revenue guarantee payments

int,roduced in 1972 r,rere financial compensations to the prov-

inces for revenue losses resulting from the tax reform.

Prior to 1977, the revenue guarantee payments vrere explicit-
Iy excluded from the calculations of federal transfers for
health and post-secondary education because they represented

separate payments to the provinces. After 1977, the revenue

guarantee payments were absorbed into EPF transfers. Thus,

the data on federal transfers from 1977 onwards include rev-

enue guarantee payments and are inconsistent with data for
the earlier period. To measure federal transfers on a con-

sistent basis, the revenue guarantee payments are subtracted

from the federal contributions over the EPF period.

6.3 .4 Net Price of Hiqher Education
Government

to the Provincial

The price variable represents the net cost of higher edu-

cation to the provincial government resulting from the con-

ditional matching grant. Data on the net price of higher

education over the period 1967-77 are derived from data in
Federal-Provincial FiscaI Arranqements Acts 1967, 1972 Post-

Secondary Education Adiustment Payments: ô Statistical Re-

view published by the Ðepartment of the Secretary of State.

Since 1977, the price variable becomes 100 percent because

each doIIar spent on post-secondary education costs the pro-

vincial treasuries one do1lar.
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6.3.5 Post-Secondarv Educat ion Participation Rate

The post-secondary education participation rate is the

total fuIl-time equivalent post-secondary enrolment ex-

pressed as a percentage of the total provincial population.

Data on both full-time and part-time post-secondary enrol-
ment are reported in the Statistics Canada annual publica-

tions entitled Education in Canada and Financial Statistics
of Education. They are compiled for each province and from

1967-68 to 1981-82.13 s Then the total fuI1-time equivalent

post-secondary enrolment can be calculated by adding the

fuI1-time enrol-ment Lo the fuIl-time equivalent of part-time

enrolment, based on a factor of 3 to 1.136 Data on provin-

cial population are collected from Statistics Canada annual

pubi-ication entitled Ouarterlv Estimates of Popul"ation.

135 For simplicity, enrolment data are expressed on an aca-
demic year basis (September 1 to April 30) rather than
on a fiscal year basis. It should be noted that the en-
rolment figures exclude the summer school enrolment for
simplicity. Àlthough the provincial expenditure and
federal grants for higher education are allocated on a
fiscal year basis, they are directed to post-secondary
institutions for the academic year period. For example,
provincial contributions to post-secondary education for
the fiscal year 1967-68 were designed to provide funds
to universities and colleges for the academic year
1967-68. Thus, enrolment figures on a academic year ba-
sis can be treated in the same manner as those on a fis-
ca1 year basis.

136 This is the conversion factor employed by Statistics
Canada. However, the ratio used to convert, part-time
enrolment into full-time equivalent enrolment will not
affect the trend if the proportion of full-time and
part-time students did not change dramatically over the
period. In fact, the overall trends of full-time and
part-time enrolment were quite similar in all provinces
over time.
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6.4 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Equation (6.4) is estimated for each of the ten Canadian

provinces using annual time series data and for all provinc-

es combined using pooled cross-section and time series data

for fiscal years 1967 to 1982. The estimation procedure

used is the ordinary least sguares (Of,S) method. Two-stage

least squares (2StS) were also used to check for possible

simultaneous equation bias due to the interdependence of

provincial expenditure and post-secondary grants.l3z the OtS

and 2SLS estimates are presented in Tables 25 and 26 respec-

tively.

À comparison of the OLS and 2SLS results reveals that the

estimates are quite similar. This implies that post-secon-

dary education grants and provincial expenditure are not si-
multaneously determined. Since the OLS estimates are relia-
ble for interpretation, the following discussion is focused

exclusively on the OLS results.

137 The 2SLS method involves two successive applications of
the OLS. In the first stage, ân OLS estimate is made of
the disturbance terms' variances and covariances. In
the second stage, this estimate is then used as an
exogenous variable in the regression by applying the
OLS. The 2SLS method yields estimators which are asymp-
totically more efficient than those obtained by the ap-
plication of ordinary least sguares if the disturbance
terms in different equations are contemporaneously cor-
related. Hence, the application of the 2SLS usually
avoids any simultaneous equations' bias of the OLS esti-
mates.
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In general, the provincial expenditure model performs

very well in explaining provincial post-secondary education

spending. The explanatory power of the empirical model in

most provinces is relatively high. The adjusted R2 exceeds

60 percent for seven of the ten provinces and the F statis-
tic is statistically significant at the 1 percent leve1 for
nine of the ten provinces. Às wel1, the Durbin-Watson

(O.W. ) statistic indicates that there is no positive auto-

correlation for eight of the ten provinces at the 99 percent

Ieve1 of confidence.l3s For the ten provinces combined, the

regression results are quite satisfactory: the F statistic
is statistically significant at the 1 percent level; the

Durbin-Watson statistic shows that autocorrelation is absent

at the 99 percent level of confidence. l3s

The coefficient 9t for the provincial government revenue

is positive in seven of the ten provinces as hypothesízed

but is positive and statistically significant at the 5 per-

cent leveI in only three: Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and New

Brunswick. In the three Atlantic provinces, for example, an

138 Autocorrelation is defined as a correlation between er-
ror terms for different observations. Since autocorre-
lation existed in the estimated equations in Prince Ed-
ward I sland, Nova Scotia and Ontario, the
Cochrane-Orcutt (COnC) iterative method was used to cor-
rect for autocorrelation. As a consequence, autocorre-
lation is absent in the equation for Prince Edward Is-
land. However, for Nova Scotia and Ontario, the
Durbin-watson test is still inconclusive. For a discus-
sion of the CORC procedure, see A. Koutsoyiannis, Theory
of Econometrics, 1981, pp. 222-224.

r3s The CORC method is also used to correct for autocorrela-
tion.
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increase of one dollar in provincial government revenue

would lead to an increase of about fourteen cents in provin-

cial expenditure on higher education. This reflects the

fact that in the Àtlantic provinces the provincial expendi-

ture decision on post-secondary education is influenced by

the provincial government's financial resources. In the re-
maining seven provinces, however, the provincial government

revenue is not a significant determinant of the provincial
expenditure decision. This may be attributed to the fact

that these provinces place a low spending priority on post-

secondary education in a tight financial situation. An in-
crease in provincial government revenue would not have any

significant impact on provincial expenditures in these prov-

inces. However, on the national- l-evel, the estimated coef-

ficient is positive and statistically signifícant at the 1

percent level. The overall results tend to support the

specified hypothesis that the 1eve1 of provincial post-sec-

ondary education expenditures is directly related to the

provincial government revenues. 1 40

The coefficient þ2, which measures the income effect of

the federal grant, is positive in nine provinces as hypoth-

esized but is statistically significant at a 5 percent level
for only one province. The income effect does not prevail
in the other eight provinces because of the smaIl sample

I 4 o The computed i
dary education
education is a

ncome elasticity of demand
is 0.1487, indicating that
normal good.

for post-secon-
post-secondary
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size. Nevertheless, the estimated coefficient is positive

for all provinces combined as hypothesized and is statisti-
cally significant at a 1 percent Ievel, demonstrating that
provincial expenditure on post-secondary education is posi-

tively related to the income effect of the federal grant.

Prince Edward Island is the only province with a positive

and statistically significant coefficient of 1.08. This

means that each $1.00 increase in federal grant per capita

is associated with a $1.08 increase in per capita provincial

expenditure, i.e. each added $1.00 of federal grant increas-

es provincial expenditures from the province's o$rn revenue

sources by only eight cents. The result suggests that fed-

eral grant to Pr ince Edward I sl-and does not st imulate pro-

vincial expenditure on post-secondary education. This is
not surprising as Prince Edward Island has only Iimited rev-

enues from own sources due to the small population size and

the agriculture-based economy. Newfoundland¡ on the other

hand, has a negative but statistically significant coeffi-
cient

Iead

tion.

141 For Newfoundland,
an inferior good

higher education is thus considered as
with negative income elasticity.

to
14

Specifically, an increase in federal grants would

a decline in provincial spending on higher educa-
1 This suggests that post-secondary education grant

in Newfoundland becomes a substitute for provincial funds.

With respect to the net price of higher education to the

provincial government, the coef f icient o"' price variable þs

is estimated for the seven provinces which had opted for the
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conditional matching grant over the 1967-77 period. The

coefficient of the net price of higher education is negative

in six of the seven provinces as hypothesized and is statis-
tically significant at a 5 percent level for five provinces.

This means that a decrease in provincial matching rate will
increase provincial expenditures on posL-secondary educa-

tion. The coefficient of m indicates the per capita in-
crease in provincial expenditure caused by one percent de-

crease in Lhe provincial matching rate. In the case of

Ontario, for example, each percentage drop in the provincial
matching rate will result in an increase in per capita pro-

vincial spending of twenty-six cents per capita. If the

provincial matching rate fell by 10 percent, then the per

capita provincial expenditure would increase by $2.60.

Thus, the conditional matching grant is proved to be stimu-

lative on provincial expenditure due to the price effect.
This tends to support the hypothesis that the net price of

higher education contributed significantly to the determina-

tion of provincial expenditures on post-secondary education.

Such a conclusion is reinforced when all the provinces are

pooled together. However, the coefficient of the net price

of higher education is positive in Quebec but is statisti-
cally insignificant at a 5 percent IeveI. This indicates

that the demand for post-secondary education in Quebec is
inelastic .1 4?

142 The computed pr
dary education

of demand for post-secon-
.08s6.

ice elast
in Quebec

icity
is 0
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The estimated coefficient of the post-secondary education

participation rate is positive in eight of ttre ten provinces

as hypoLhesized and statistically significant at a 5 percent

leveI for five provinces. In Newfoundland, for example, a

one percent increase in post-secondary education participa-
tion rate will result in an increase of $25 in per capita
provincial expenditures. This tends to support the hypothe-

sis that post-secondary participation rate is a significant
factor in influencing the provincial spending on higher edu-

cation, at least in some of the provinces. When the data

for all the provinces are pooled together, the results sti1l
support the hypothesis. The estimated coefficients in Nova

Scotia, Manitoba and Alberta are positive as hypot,hesized

but are statistically insignificant at a 5 percent level.
On the other hand, the coefficients in New Brunswick and On-

tario have negative signs; however, both are statistically
insignificant.

6.5 SUMMARV

In this chapter, the basic expendiLure model developed in

Chapter III has been applied and tested for the budgetary

effects of each of the expenditure determinants on provin-

cial spending with respect to post-secondary education in
Canada. Four hypotheses were generated from the single-e-
quation model of provincial spending behaviour for testing.
The major findings of the empirical analysis are summarized

as foIÌows.
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First, the availabitity of provincial government revenue

is an important determinant of provincial expenditures on

post-secondary education in only three Atlantic provinces

(Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick). In the oth-

er provinces, the provincial government revenue is not shown

to be a significant determinant of provincial expenditure on

post-secondary education. The model t,aken as a whole tends

to support the hypothesis that provincial post-secondary ed-

ucation expenditure is influenced by the provincial govern-

ment revenue.

Second, the income effect of the federal grant is posi-

tive and statistically significant in only one province.

However, the income effect is significant for all provinces

combined when the cross-section and time series data are

pooled together. These results are not surprising because

the pooling of data normally improves the estimates of the

parameters. The empirical results suggest that the income

effect does not stimulate the provincial expenditure on

post-secondary education and post-secondary education grants

merely become a substitute for provincial funds.

Third, the conditional matching grant for post-secondary

education does invol-ve a price effect as hypothesized. The

results indicate that price effect is a statistically sig-
nificant factor in influencing the level of provincial ex-

penditure on post-secondary education. There is also evi-
dence that the price effect is stimulative of provincial

expenditure with respecl to post-secondary education.
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Finally, the post-secondary education participation rate

is an important determinant of provincial expenditures only

in five provinces. The result suggests that the other five
provinces do not take the post-secondary education partici-
pation rate into account in determining the level of expen-

ditures on higher education. On the national level, how-

ever, the positive relationship between post-secondary

participation rate and provincial expenditures is generally

supported by the data.

In conclusion, the empirical results are not as strong as

hoped. In particular, some of the hypotheses were only

weakly supported by the data, i.e. the coefficient of the

provincial government revenue is positive and statistically
significant in only three of the ten provinces. This is be-

cause there were only fifteen observations for statistical
testing over the fifteen year period from 1967-68 to
1981-82. The smaII sample size limits the complexity of the

expenditure model and thus reduces the significance level of

the estimated coefficients. However, the estimates of the

parameters were greatly improved when the cross-section and

time series data are pooled together for all the provinces.

These results confirm that the basic expenditure model is
correct in explaining provincial expenditures with respect

to post-secondary education.



Chapter VI I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has been directed at a relatively neglected

area in Canadian public finance an empirical analysis of

the budgetary impact of the federal grants on provincial ex-

penditure decisions. The study focuses on a single grant

program in Canada: the federal transfers for post-secondary

education. The purpose of this study has been to review and

analyze the federal grants for financing post-secondary edu-

cation with special reference to the provincial expenditure

response to these transfers.

FolIowing an exlensive review of the historical develop-

ment of the federal grant program on post-secondary educa-

tion in Chapter ÍI, the theoretical model of provincial

spending behaviour was derived in Chapter III, using the

traditional utility-maximization process to separate out the

income and price effects of various types of grants. The

mathematical formulation of the theoretical model thus pro-

vided the basis for an empirical estimation of provincial

expenditure equation in Chapter VI. An analysis of the 1 5

percent growth ceiling on post-secondary transfers and its
impact on provincial expenditures were presented in Chapters

IV and V respectively. FinalIy, in Chapter VI, provincial

176
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expenditure equation derived from the theoretical model of

Chapter III vras estimated for the ten Canadian provinces us-

ing time series data as well as pooled cross-section and

time series data with the application of regression methods.

An examination of Lhe theoretical analysis in Chapter III
reveals that a conditional matching grant has an income ef-
fect as well as a price effect and is therefore likely to

stimulate more provincial expenditures on post-secondary ed-

ucation than an unconditional grant with an income effect
only. t^7hen a ceiling is placed on the conditional matching

grant, however, the price effect of the conditional matching

grant will be lost once the ceiling level of spending is
reached. The province then responds to the closed-ended

conditional matching grant as if it were an unconditional
grant.

An analysis of the 15 percent growLh ceiling in Chapter

IV reveals that the marginal matching rate declined from 50

percent to zero percent for alI those provinces choosing the

matching grant formula. Thus, the ceiling was effective for
all provinces on the matching formula and transformed the

grant from an open-ended conditional matching grant to a

closed-ended conditional matching grant.

An examination of the expenditure analysis in Chapter V

indicates that the 15 percent growth ceiling had removed the

price effect of the conditional matching grant and resulted
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in província1 spending restraint on post-secondary education

as early as 1974-75. It is conceivable that the provincial

spending restraint could have started in 1977 had the 1 5

percent ceiling not been placed on totaL federal transfers

in 1972.

The empirical results of Chapter VI indicate that the ex-

penditure response of the provincial government to post-sec-

ondary grants is contingent upon whether the grant has an

income effect or a combination of the income and price ef-
fects. It is shown in Chapter VI that the unconditional

grant becomes a substitute for provincial funds because of

the income effect. On the other hand, the conditional

matching grant stimulates provincial expenditures on post-

secondary education as a result of the combined income and

price effects. The result is thus consistent with the theo-

retical fiscal prediction that a conditional matching grant

is more stimulative of provincial expenditures than an un-

conditional grant.

One may ask which type of federal grant is appropriate

for financing post-secondary education in Canada. However,

there is no simple answer to this question. If the objec-

tive of the federal government is to ensure a national stan-

dard in post-secondary education, then the federal govern-

ment has a greater ability to influence the provincial

spending patterns by use of an open-ended conditional match-

ing grant because the price effect is, overa11, significant.
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Unconditional grants are less effective in inducing changes

in provincial spending patterns since the income effect is,

overa11, insignificant. More importantly, when a condition-

al matching grant is usedr rìo ceiling should be placed on

the conditional matching grant since the ceiling will effec-

tively remove the provincial spending incentive on post-sec-

ondary education. Likewise, both the unconditional grant

and the conditional- nonmatching grant are lump-sum transfers

whose sizes are not determined by the leve1 of provincial

expenditures on post-secondary education. Since the provin-

cial government bears the full cost of any marginal expendi-

tures on post-secondary education, there is no incentive for

the provincial government to increase its spending under

these grants.

In view of the above discussion, it is apparent that the

present EPF arrangement for funding post-secondary education

is less effective in maintaining a national standard in this

area. Thus, a return to the conditional matching grant

would enable the federal government to have a greater impact

on provincial expenditure in this area. Given the provin-

cial opposition to the previous cost-sharing arrangement,

however, it is unlikely that such a funding scheme is polit-

ically feasible in the foreseeable future.

There is much that can be done to modify and extend the

analysis presented in this study. À major Iimitation of

this study stems from the fact that the theoretical frame-
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h'ork is a comparative static analysis, in which one equilib-
rium position is compared with the other. While the federal

grant is a significant determinant of provincial expendi-

ture, the change in society's view on public spending and

the recession in the 1970 's may have also affected the pro-

vincial expenditure behaviour with respect to post-secondary

education. It would be interesting to examine the effects
of these phenomena on provincial expenditures, particularly

on the magnitude of provincial spending restraint. In order

to attempt an analysis of this nature, it would be necessary

to have a dynamic model which is much more complicated than

the one adopted in this study. However, the limited number

of observations and data limitations do not permit analysis

of such a model at this point in time.

As well-, the approach used to analyze the provincial ex-

penditure response to post-secondary grants is based on a

simple utility maximization process rather than a political
process of collective choice under majority rule. Perhaps

the problem associated with the utility-maximizing approach

is that it oversimplifies the budget determination process

of the provincial government. In reality, the politicians

are tempted to choose the tax and expenditure levels that

are pref erred by t,he median voters i f they want to get

elected in a democratic process. The political model-, such

as the median-voter model, êllows the transformation of vot-

ersr different demands into a single community demand func-
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tion. If additional information and data could be obtained

in the future, it should be possible to extend this study by

using a pol-itical model.

Nevertheless, this study has shed light on the expendi-

ture response of the provincial government to federal grants

in financing post-secondary education. The empirical re-

sults suggest that the provincial expenditure responses to

federal grants are consistent with the theoretical pre-

dicticns developed in this study. It is hoped that this
study has stimulated more interest in the provincial spend-

ing behaviour on higher education and consequently wiII lead

to further research in this area.
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ÀpPendix A

FUNDING FORMULÀS

coNDrrroNAL GRÀNTS TO THE PROVINCES, 1967-77À.1

\t
i

Q=

143 The fixed proport
Federal-Provinc ial
Thus, the proport
entire period.

Because the funding arrangements for this period vlere

rather complex, the mathematical expressionS are developed

to clarify the verbal explanations of the funding formulas.

For the period 1957-1977, the 50 percent formula can be ex-

pressed as folLov¡s ( unless otherwise stated, the subscript

i and subsript t may be omitted for the i-th province and

year t respectively for simplicity ):
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where
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the funding formula for the per

the 1 5 percent ceiling ) can be

equat i ons :
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total eligible operating expenditures of

post-secondary institution in Canada

annual growth rate of the eligible
operating expenditureE in all provinces

combined from year (t-l ) to year t
total eligible operating expenditures

of post-secondary education in Canada

in year t
total eligible operating expenditures

of post-secondary education in Canada
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(a.o)

var I es
a varl-

a con-

to the i-th province
i

P = provincial population in base year
i

1967146

Equation (e.Z) represents the total eligible operating

expenditures in all provinces combined. Eguation (e.g) for-
mulates the national- g;owth rate of the eligible operating

expenditures for financing post-secondary education. Equa-

tion (e.¿) is the compounded interest per capita grant in

year t. Hence, equation (e.S) expresses the per capita grant

formula for financing post-secondary education.

The ful-l formula for the per capita grant option can be

developed by substituting equation (e.¿) into equation (a.S)

which is given as follows:

G

t976
c = n (l+E)ß P

i ù'1968 t

144 Since the growth rate of operat
from year to year, the per capi
able rather than a constant.

The per capita grant in 1967 i
stant.

ing expendi tures
ta grant is also

s $15, which is145

146 The provincial populations in the base year 1967 were
500,000 in Newfoundland, 109,000 in Prince Edward Is-
land, and 520,000 in New Brunswick. Thus, the 1967 popu-
lation in any given province can be considered as a con-
stant.
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For provinces choosing the per capita basis, the total
federal contributions for a given year is the compounded na-

tional growth rate of operating expenditures multiplied by

the per capita grant and the provincial population in 1967.

In the initial year 1967 of the program the federal contri-
bution to the i-th province was simply equal to the product

of per capita grant and the provincial population in the

base year 1967. For subsequent years, the per capita grant

in equation (e.¿) can be rewritten as the product of rel-a-

tive ratio of operating expenditures instead of its growth

rate in the two consecutive years:

E (t)
T

(¡.2 )
E (t-l )

T

t976P=n
t crgcs

Finally, the federal grant to the

ing post-secondary education can

eguation (e.Z) into equation (¡.S)

E (t)
t976

G=n
i ù=1968 E (t-l )

T

i-th province for financ-

be derived by substituting

(A.8 )

i

a more general form:

Pp
T

Equation (e.g) can be simplified into
E (t)

(e.g)Pp
T

G

E
T

where E
T

is the total eligible expenditures in the base year
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1967. That is, the federal grant to the i-th province

depends on the relative ratio of total eligible operating

expenditures in year t to that of in the base year 1967. An

example may clarify vrhy equation (a.g) can be simplified to

equation (a.g). If. the federal grant for the i-th province

in 1971 is to be determined, equation (e.A) can sequentially

be expanded into:
E (1971) e (1970)
TT

E (1969)
T

E (1968)
T

G= ß P (À.10)
i E (1970) e (1969) E (1968) s (1967) i

Because the equation is expressed in a seguence, identical
terms in equation (e.lO) can be eliminated, and equation

(e.ll) reduced to:

TTT

E (1971)
T

G=pP
i E (1967) i

T

(A.11)

À numerical example may illustrate how equation (À.11)

can be used. For example, the data on total eligible oper-

ating expenditures in Canada and the provincial population

of New Brunswick in the base year are given as follows:

E (1971) = $1,810 million
T

i = $1s ; = 620, o0o
i

(1967) = $832.6 million
T

Àpplying the formula in equation (a.ll) to the above data,

the federal grant on post-secondary education for New Bruns-

wick in 1971-7 2 will yield:



Such a formula would

for New Brunswick for
1971-72. This amount

in Tab1e 7.

x $15 x 620,000

200

= 520,217.6 million

estimate a grant of 520,217.6 million
f inancing post-secondary education in

matches exactly the one that is given

G (1971)
1

= -11:319:91
$832.61

After the

tal federal

constraint:

where

15 percent ceiling
transfers were then

vras imposed i n

subject to

1972, the to-
an expenditure

=(l+c)c(t-1)
TT

= total federal grant

education in Canada

(À.12)

to post-secondary

in year t

c (t)
T

c (t)
T

G
T

c (t-1) =
T

a maximum annual growth rate of total
federal grant in all provinces combined

from year (t-l) to yeav ¡147

total federal grant to post-secondary

education in year (t-l )

Àfter the imposition of the 15 percent ceiling in 1972, a

province whose growth rate was below the 15 percent limit

continued to receive federal contribution according to the

formula stated either in equation (À.1) or equation (a.g).

147 The ceiling on the total
secondary education in all
cent.

federal contributions to post-
provinces combined is 15 per-
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As noted earlier, provinces which had federal transfers

exceeded the 15 percent ceiling were subject to reductions

in proportion to the amount by which each had exceeded the

15 percent limit. Hence, the funding formula for those

provinces on a 50 percent alternative after the 15 percent

ceilinE are expressed as follows:

=eE-C
i

where c

T

Total- excess in federal transfers to

all those provinces whose growth rates

exceeded the 15 percent ceiling
Àmount of the i-th province's excess in

federal transfers beyond the 1 5 percent

ceiling
TotaI amount of alI those provinces' excess

in federal transfers beyond the 15 percent

ceiling

The latter portion of equation (e. I g ) specifies the federal

transfers rolled back proportionally to the amount by which

each had exceeded the '1 5 percent cei l ing. Furthermore, the

reductions in federal transfers caused by the 15 percent

ceiling also applied to those provinces on the per capita

option. Hence, the funding formula for those provinces

whose rates of increase exceeded 1 5 percent vrere subject to
reductions in federal transfers can be expressed as:

G (À.13)
ltT

T

p
T
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E (t)
T

G = pp C (À.14 )
l-

t¡
iTtt

T

lf the 15 percent ceiling lras not reached, the }atter part

of equation (a. l¿) would become zero. Conseguently, the

funding formula would be identical to equation (e.g).

A.? UNCONDITrONÀL GRANTS TO THE PROVTNCES, 1977-82

Às the mechanisms of the EPF arrangements are :-ather com-

plex in nature, a mathematical formulaticn of the 1977-82

funding arrangement,s can be developed from the following

equations'14I

F = Ç + M + H (A.'15)
1111

F = Ç + M + H (À.16)
TTTT

l0c = E G (4.17)
Tl=ti

l0
M = E M (4.18)
TÞIi

IO
H = E H (4.19)
T'FIi

l0
F = E F (À.20)
Tl=li

G = Àr F (A.21)

148 Since the two territories are not included, the summa-
tion notations in the equations represent the figures
for the ten provinces on1y.

T

11
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I

M

H

F

= trz F

= trs F

=c +R
ii

-*
= ( 1/2t

(A.22)

(A.23)

(A.24)
1

1

l0
P-EP
Ti=ti

+T
i

)xSxP (A. 2s )

(A.26 )

(A.27)

(A.28 )

Y

__!_1_
*

Y
L-4

(À.29)

federal contributions to the three

programs in the i-t.h province

federal contributions allocated to

post-secondary education in the i-th
province

federal contributions allocated to

medicare in the i-th province

federal contributions a]located to

+L

+A

-*
F

T

s

T

T

T

P

Y

Y
P

where F

M

H
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hospi tal insurance in the i -t.h

province

F = total federal contributions to the
T

three established programs in Canada

G = total federal contributions allocated
T

to post-secondary education in Canada

M = total federal contributions allocated
T

to medicare in Canada

H = total federal contributions allocated
T

to hospital insurance in Canada

ì.r = proportion of the federal contributions

allocated to post-secondary

education 1 4 s

Àz = proportion of the federal contributions

allocated to medicarel so

Às = proportion of the federal contributions

allocated to hospital

insurance 1 s I

C = basic cash contributions to the three
i

established programs in the i-th province

R = transitional adjustment payment to the
i

three established programs in the i-th

14e This is a fixed proportion. 32.1 percent of the total
federal contributions is designated for post-secondary
education.

1so 17.4 percent of the total federal contributions is des-
ignated for medicare.

1sr 50.5 percent of the total federal contributions is des-
ignated for hospital insurance.
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T
1

-*
F

T

province

leveIling adjustment

established programs

tax transfers to the

programs in Lhe i-th

payment to the three

in the i-th province

three established

province

per capita federal contributions to the

three established programs in the base

year 1975- 761s2

s

P

P

F

cash equivalent of one equalized personal

income tax point per capita in the base

year 1975- 76153

GNP escalator

population in the i-th province

total population in Canada

total federal contributions to the

three established programs in the

base year 1975-76

P = total population in Canada in the base

1s2 The per capita federal contributions to the three estab-
Iished programs in the base year 1975-76 is ç212.65.

1s3 The cash equivalent of one equalized personal income tax
point per capita in the base year 1975-76 is $7.63.
This is part of the negotiated seLtlement, intending to
provide compensation for the Revenue Guarantee program
which was terminated in 1972. The compensation $tas giv-
en to the provinces on the condition that they agreed to
combine the hospital insurance progran into the EPF ar-
rangements in 1977.

L

À

1

T

T

T
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Y
!
L

Y
t

year 1975-76

nominal GNP per capita in year t
nominal GNP in year t

= GNP per capita in year (t-1 )

= GNP per capita in year (t-¿)

Y

*

r-1
*

L-4

The federal contributions to post-secondary education,

medicare, and hospital insurance under the 1977-82 fiscal
arrangements for each province and total can be derived from

equarion (e.ls) to (À.29). Equarion (e.ll ) to (À.19) Aef ine

that the total federal contributions to each of the estab-

Iished programs in the country are equal to the aggregate

transfers of all provinces combined. The total federal con-

tributions to all provinces are summarized in equation

(À.20). Equation (À.21) specifies the proportion of federal

transfers allocated to post-secondary education for each of.

the province. However, it does not necessarily mean that the

i-th province would actually spend the allocated percentage

for higher education. Similarly, eguations (¿,.22) and (À.23)

indicate the corresponding proportions of federal transfers

to medicare and hospital insurance. Equation (e.Z+) states

that the federal payments to the three established programs

are distributed in the form of basic cash contributions,
transitional adjustment payment, levetling adjustment pay-

ment, and tax transfers. the basic cash formula is ex-
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pressed in equation (4.25). Equation (e.ZA) simply specifies

the national population. The per capita federal contribu-

tions to the three established programs in the base year

1975-76 and the nominal GNP per capita are stated in egua-

tion (A.27) and (e.ZA) respectively. Equation (À.29) shows

that the GNP escalator is a three year compound moving aver-

age of nominal GNP per capita.

As discussed in Chapter TÍ, the basic cash contribution
occupied half of the federal transfers t.o the three estab-

Iished programs. However, it is unlikely that tax transfers

would be exactly equal to half of the federal transfers be-

cause the value of the tax transfers depends on the tax base

of the province. Hence, the transitional payment ( together

with the levelling adjustment payment ) make up the differ-
ence between the basic cash contribution and the tax trans-

fers. Specifically, half of the federal contribution is
paid in the form of transitional adjustment payment, Ievel-
ling adjustment payment, and the tax transfers. Thus, the

sum of transitional adjustment payment, levelJ-ing adjustment

payment, and the tax transfers have the same value as the

basic cash contribution.
as follows:

The relationship can be expressed

c =Q +L +T (A.30)

Substituting equation

have the following equat

(À. 30 )

ion:

into equation (A.24), we can



F 2c (e.

208

sr )

Combining equations (¡.ZS) and

the result into equation (A.21),

for calculating the federal grants

educat i on :

= Àr S P ( r
iT

Substituting equations (A.27)

(À. 32 ) , the federal transfer (

transfers ) formula for the i-th

+2A) (À.32)

and (À.29) into equation

both cash transfers and tax

province would be

__!_1
*

Y
t-4

(À.31 ) and

we can obtain

for province

substituting
the formula

i on higher

\t
1

;
T

=[Àt P(---
l_¿

P
T

+ 2À)l x 3 (A.33)

where Àr is 32.1 percent.



Àppendix B

MÀTHEMÀTICAL NOTES

8.1 ]JNCoNDIT@ GRÀNT

First-order conditions for a maximum foIlow from differ-

entiating with respect to Qr, Qz, tr and setting its partial

derivatives equal t'o zero.

-::--- = ---l:---- - tr P, = o

ôQr Qr 7t

-::-- =----2:--- Àpz=o (8.1)
ôQz Qz 7z

ôL
= R + UG Pr 9r Pz Qz = 0

6T

The second-order conditions for a maximum can be ex-

pressed in terms of the bordered Hessian determinant:

o gt 9z

9r Ltr Ltz

9z Lz t Lzz

>0

ôI ôÀ
where 9r = 9z =

ôQr , ôQz

6 21, 6 2L 62f, ô 21,

and Lll= Ltz= Lzt= Lzz=
ôQl2 , 

'- 
ôQrôQz , ôQzôQr , 6Qz2

209
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8.2 OPEN_ENDED CONDJTIONAL MÀTCHING GRANT

Àgain, the f irst-order conditions for a maximum follow

from differentiating r.¡ith respect to Qr, Qz, À and setting

its first partial derivatives equal to zero:

-::- = ----!:---- - ì ( r - M, ) p, = o

(8.2)

R - ( I - Mr ) Pt Qr Pz Qz = 0

er conditions for a maximum can be ex-

f the bordered Hessian determinant:

6À ôÀ
where 9r = gz =

ôQ' , 6Qz

ô2L ô2L ô2L ô2L
and Llr= Ltz= Lzt= Lzz=

ôQrz , ôQrôQz , ôQzôQr , õQzz

ôÀ

The

presse

ï:

sec ond-ord

d in terms o

9r 9z

r Lr: Ltz

z Lzt Lzz
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8.3 CLOSED-ENDED CONDITIONÀL MÀTCHING GRÀNT

In maximizing a nonlinear programming problem, there ex-

ists a similar type of first order conditions, known as the

Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for max-

imization are:154

ôL ßt

(8.3)
ôL ßz

Àtal z ìtzazz s0
ôQz Qz 7z

ôL ßt
9r = Qr t -------- Àrârr - ì.2 ( I M1 ) art I = 0

ôQr

ôL

Qr 7t

nP2

(s.¿)

(B.s)

(8.6)

6Qz

ôL

Qz ^tz

= R + CGr ârrQrr arzQz > 0
ôÀr

ôL
= R ( I - M1 ) azrQr azzQ2 2 0

6Àz

ôL
trr = Àr ( n + CGr arrQr - atzQz ) = 0

6Àr

ôL
Àz = Àz I n ( I - Mr ) azrQ, - azzQz ] = 0

ôÀz

ls4 In fact, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary and
sufficient for a maximum'
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Given that tt
because Qr

fect, rules out the two feasible solutions located on the

horizontal and vertical axes respectively. In solving the

nonlinear programming problem, special emphasis is placed on

equations (n.¿) and (9.6) of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. rf

Qr

fore, it follows that Àr

Àz

6L/6)rz = 0. Hence, the two expressions õL/õì,'t = 0 and 6L/6ì\z

= 0 may be written as

R + CGr - alrQr ãtzQ.z = 0

R - ( I - Mr )azrQ1 - âzzQ,z = 0

Rearranging the terms in both equation

yields

al rQl

azzQz

= R + CGI atzQ.z

= R - ( I - Mr ) azrQr

Alternatively, equation (s.lO) can be expressed as

R - ( I - Mr ) azrQr
Qz=

ãzz

Substituting equation

following

ârlQl = R + CGI ârz

(g. I I ) into equation (8.9) gives the

(8.7)

(e.e)

(a.z) and (s.e)

(n.g)

(8.10)

(8.11)

R ( I - M1 ) azrQr
t ------ l

ãzz
(8.12)
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Rearranging the terms yields the optimal value of Qr

( azz - ãtz ) R + azzCGr
(8.13)

èt.tãzz ( I - M1 ) dtzazt

Àlternatively, eguations (g.Z) and (8.8) can be rewritten

AS

dtzQ.z = R + CGr - allQr (8.14)

R - dzz Qz
d21u1 - (B'15)

( I - Mr )

Equation (s.lS) then becomes

R azzQ.z
(8.16)

( I - M1 )azt

Substituting equation (n.tg) into equation (s.l¿) and rear-

ranging the terms yields

R - azzQ.z
ãtzQ.z = R + CGr êrr t----------------] (8.17)

( t - Mr )azt

Simplifying the terms in equation (n.lZ) gives rise to the

value of Qz

t( 1 - t'tt ) ãz.t arrl R + ( I - M1 ) azr CGr
Qz = (8.18)

( I - Mr )az rar z â,t tãzz

It is interesting to note that the solutions for Qr and Qz,

which are given in equations (n.lg) and (g.lg) respectively,

are a corner solution.

Qr

Qr
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¡*
Department of Finance
Canada

Otlawa. Canada
KlA OG5

Ministère des Finances
Canada
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^t$ I 5 Bgg

Hr. Yuk Shing ttru,
DeparLment of Economícs,
The UniversitY of Hanitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
R3T 2N2

Dear Hr. [.lu:

f write in reply to your leLter of July 30, in r¡hich you
sought an explanation of how the 15 per cent ceiling on posl-secondary
education transfers was applied for the perioð 1973-74 to L976-77. I
hope that the following, together vsith Table 4l aud 42 of the enclosed
document, might clarify the natter.

The 15 per cent ceiling on post-secondary transfers, which
came into play in each of the four fiscal years beginning erith 1973-74'
lras an upper liioit on the annual increase in the total federal contribution.
As a result, annual increases in several province*t. allowed Lo

exceed 15 per cent, and in fact did so in 3 of the 4 years in question
because growth Ín the remaining provinces bad fallen short of 15 per
cent- lrlben the total federal contributÍon called for in the absence of
the ceiling exceeded 15 per cent, provínces whose rates of increase
exceeded this level had their federal contribution rolled back in proportion
to the amount by which each exceeded 15 Per cent

A more detailed explanation of the application of the ceiling
and tables showing the amounts trlostrt and t'gained" (increases above
15 per cent) in each province can be found beginning oD Page 59 of
t'Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arra s Acts. 1967 . L972"Federal-Provincial FiscaI ArranBements AcÈs ' I9b
Posi-Seconda rv Education Ad.j us tment Payments, A Statistilel-Ieti3vr
which is enclosed. i" p"perJrot" the Department of the Secretary of
State, contains much additional information you may find useful in your
work. If you have questions, of course, do not besitaLe to phone or
write again.

Sincerely yours t

'qt{"'&'
Bif f lfurpby,
Fe{era I-Provincial

Relations Division.

Canadä
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Actual Tra¡¡fcre lranefer¡ Tron¡fer¡ phal
Fcdcral llndcr tb¿ Hitb f5f Cauacd W l.Jf Prorlncial Cut¡ in Federal

lranaler¡ Forzr¡la hndtog Cotling Cct ltng Sh¡rc of Federal Transler¡
I974-Tj t975-76 tg7f-?6 19?5-?6 thc E¡cc¡¡ Tra¡¡tcr¡ tg?5-76

Provinces (0'ooo) (1,000) (3,000ì (8'oooì Vl (6,ooo) (í;óoòl

Nfld. 2\Jr8.2 4,n6.7 n,É8.9 1,517.8 L.r862 I,517.8 27,75a,9

p.E.r. ,t26o,t 6.t82.t 6,otg.t ttt.z o.ln82 JtJ.z 6,0qg.l

N.S. q6,6s6.6 55,052,5 5J,æ9.6 11162.9 l.tr244 rtJ62.9 j1,689.6

N.B. g,g27,t 16,10l.0 Jl,trt6.a 1,886.6 1.9?u 1,886.6 lt,t16.rr

Quc. r¡t6,o0J.t 56r,081.9 ,L2tgoJ.6 50,180.J 52.\\25 50,180.J 5t2,got.6

ont. tßg,62r.o st¡,ulg.l 5t0,066.5 t,J8g.0 r.t5r6 rrJSg.o 540$6.,

lra¡. 55,h9\.5 65,861.2 6l;etS.? 2$\4.5 2.1J67 2,ú4.5 6t,8L8.?

Sa¡k. t$,J5\,0 5tt't00.J 52,157.t 2,241.2 2.titq, 2t2ttt.2 52,157,1

Âltâ. 1o7,6n.8 lr5,T5h.8 ltt,Ûn., tl¿z1.t r2.t6l0 1r,9?'.5 Va,Ìr .J

B.c. lrq,l6¡.7 - r5\,tu.t D1,5r9.4 z2tloz.g cl.Blto 22,Boz.g ul, jlg.rr

(r)

TAIII.E D.I
IIEDEII¡IL TÎANSFEÌS 10 POSÎ-SECOHD nY EDIICâTI(I{| tgTJ-?6

(z) (t) , (r) ¡ l.l5 (rr) = (z) _ (1) (:)
nBrcc¡en of

Feder¡l Fedcral Federal

Âll
Prorlncc¡

Sourcee: Coleulnted from Table J of.Chopter II ond Tables I to Il of the Secretary of iìtate,
,Â,1 ju e tme ¡r t lqIlg¡r.qs :_,! rqj4|q.þ t i ca I Revi crr.-_-

I , Jtt ,52g .h

(6) (7) . (z) - (6)

t,64t,89{.5 I, rl¡6r 208.8 95,685.? 100.0000 95,ær,7 l'5116,208.8

N)
J
\¡



TABI,E D.2
FÐEÌAL DìANSPDRS 10 posr_sDc(nlmnt EDUCÂÎI0il, lg?6_n

(l) (z) (:) . (r) ¡ t.l5 (r,) - (2) - (l) (¡)

Þorlnec¡

Ntld.

P.E.I.

N.S.

N.B.

Qua.

(hlt.

Hân.

Sa¡k.

^lt¡.
B.C.

All
Þovlncce

Fcdcral Fcitcral
Âetu¡l Tran¡ler¡ Tra¡¡lcr¡

Pedcral Under thc Vith fjflran¡fer¡ Ponn¡la Fundtng Cclltng
1975-76 Lg?6-n - D?6-ñ(i'ooo) (S,oool ($'oooì

n.7J7.6 tt,6t9., Jlgzt,z
6,0\7.2 1,JJJ.\ 6,g1'q.t

51,6s8.8 6Z,t5g.g 61,?q2.1

J\ ,\lJ.l r¡l ,71J.0 t9 ,57, .l
512 | 899 .8 669 ,67 .5 t8g , Srrr .8

540.06).5 6ort2o6.2 62tr07J.o

6t,Ezz., ß,o6o.j Tt,t9j.6

,2,t 2.J 6tttz5.8 59,975.\

ItJt8?9.5 t 6,872.6 l¡zrtor.g

rtt,5tr.6 t7\,\r2,8 t5tt2\2.9

iE¡ce¡an ol
Fcdcr¡l

lran¡lcrr
Cau¡cd q Df

Ccil tng

Soru'ees:

t,5l6,lgo.o 1,88gr25t.2

I ,718.J

tn.r
¡97.8

2,1t7.9

79,n2.?

I 
' 
66,¡ .9

J,rto.t
tt,t68.7

t\)w.9

hovtnetal cur¡ tn *::i:t
Sùrrc of Fedcral Trantfer¡

the Þcr¡e Trau¡fcr¡ l9?ÇTl(f) (9'oool (S;ooói

(6) (z) . (z) - (e)

l.ltl0
0.2985

0.t920

r .68llr

62.Ùrtt

r.]r09

2.t806

rr.t927

18,m6

1,778, ll8.'

t,5ol.6

J3t.7

ttii,6

I ,870.8

69,806.2

0

I,t56.8

2,756.8

12,661 .o

2ÐtJto.2

ltt,lJz.g126t999.?

t2,tJ5.9

7,0o1.7

6l , Bot .J

J9,8tl2.2

5gg,80t.l

6oj,m6.2

Tt,60t.7

60,169.0

Itt,2lt.6
I5t,lt2.6

100.0000 1,778ril8.J

t\)
J
@
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C.¡

¡T5õTF¡¡ õiif FJ TDõTI 76¡ üõi5ii¡ffi:¡ fC fm¡ifq ¡i-tT¿mü ¡rprur¡ .¡l¡¡l¡.¡¡ þr¿ pt¡n.trc¡ r.r¡¿nes

.l ¡q l¡ ôu¡9¡a¡9 u.ta¡ 9{¡t .¡+¡ ¿ao^ ¿c¡ .¡¡¡¡l¡rt t ¡l¿dl F¡t I ¡Jtn¡¡tl. c¡ ¡¡ lu¡ppr ps. ¡ ¿.tÁ ¡o ¡¡¡.sl¡¡r
¡ ¿tqc¡ro F¡t | ¡tnf ó,n !u¡rr. ¡l Da¡r¡dDÐ !q u¡¡ lllrl ¿¡¡¡ l¡¡at¿ ¡ uc t¡ct¡¡¡ndd.,l¡ .lldr.r. .rc¡ .¡[ ¡>.rry
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ol'lgt'lt 3¡'fg¿'t ff.ì¿l"t
f('(5r'lt o¿'ìo¿'t 16'¡6t.t (t'95¡'(¡ 03'lt9't 06.¿60.t
ot'6fg'f¿ ¡6'ìgf'¡ oo.5ro. t
ft'tot'(¿ 50'otf't o¡'g16'¡
5r'¿fl'f! ¡l'¡¡l't ot'f¿¡'¡
o¡ '( l¡ ' l ! eo' t ll'l oo'gog ' t
of'f tf't ! gf '¿ol 't l¡' ¿l¿' t
o¡'06r'¡l 5t'¿ff'1. oo'fo¿'¡
o('ol6't¡ 89'6tt't f¿'t¿t'¡
fr'519'tl 5o'Ílt'l ot'll9'r
oo'¡lt'tl o0'8fl'l f¿'0¡g't
l¡'n¡'t¿ 00'f 60'l lt'5tí'l
5t'5t8'o¡ l¿'oso't of'ol5'¡
05'9(f'o¡ oo'9¿6'I o5'fo5'¡

o6'tl6
ff'rr5
¡Í'95.6
or'¿t6
f9'6t6
fo'¡16
lg'lt6
5o'lo6
ff'¡06
l¡'¡06
fro¿6
ol'r(6
It'056
5r'ot6
fr'¡f6

lü¿0r '¡'I

¡t'5lo'
fl'l to'
16'tlo'
gg.6lo.
9t'6t0'
f!'llo' gf'¿to'
(¿'600'
(5'000'
lf't66
ft'6s5
l¿. fs6
o5'6¿6
ol't¿6
00'996

r g('¿19.¡ fl.ftt.g
¡ 3l'f6l't fl'I tì'g
t ff'fff'¡ o5'fg(',
r 8¿'t¿l'3 lt'Írf'g
t fo'ool'g lt'96!'t
t g¿'gof'¡ ff'lgt't
I (l'3¡!.¡ o¡.lol.g
t fl'60r'l oo'5ìl'9
¡ ot'¿¿6'¿ 89'¿60'g

fe'96¡'¿ ff'lgo'g
oo'15¿'¿ tf'6fo'g o5'5t9'¿ f¿'gto'9
5t'lrl'¿ . f¿'966'É
oo'otf'¿ oo'lf6'f
fl't6r'l oo'16l'5

'f¡'¡r't¡r¡

or'¡69 3o'o5g
0l'169 f¡'lrg
ol'169 o¿'(l¡
06'06, 5o'olg
ft'lg9 t.'5tl (l't¡9 09'r(g
8r'1¿9 ft'r¡g
ol'619 Él'fr8
f0'059 36'lo¡
f¡'fl9 gl'66¿
f l.tÍr fi'r6¿
tl'6t1 oo'58{
çl'ju ol's¿¿
oo'¿a9 oo'¡¿¿
0l'r3t 00'f9¿

'ltY '¡¡o '¡nù
( rF¡r¡m{¡ ul }

¡¡-¿t6¡ .¡¡2r¡^ota lt mtttuaoa

l-¡.l.qrl

og'rrr tL'6jS t8- I 86t
09'l¡l 0g'995 ¡g-096r
oì'rrr fr'rg5 og-6¿61
35'r¡r f¿'¡95 6¿-¡¿6t
o¿'o¡¡ f5'rrS 8t-tt6r
5o'5rr t('655 ¿¿-9¿5t
¡l'1t t 5r'f55 9t-fl6r
f!'91 t ¡r'5,¡5 5l-116r
oÉ'rrr or'6(5 rl.ft6r
ff'fr¡ fC'Ífl fl-il6r
fr'¿r¡ 9l'9!5 t¿-l¿61
fl'or r 5t'6r5 t¿-0¿6¡
95'or r 5L'StS 0¿-696 r

5l'o¡ ¡ oo'o¡f 69-196t
05'60¡ 0f' ¡05 89-¿96 I

'l't '¡'r' r ' ¡'¿ '01¡tr tü ¡^



I 96?-6E 206.4 1

1 968-69 253.60
1969-70 268.17
1g?0-?t 330.19
19?1-72 356.70.
1 972-?3 400.53
t9?3-?l {35.61
1t't{-?5 138,05
19?5-?6 501.16
19?6-?? 538.1 5

19?7-78 57?.75
I 9?0-?9 626.52
1e79-80 612.50
r980-81 614.32
1991-82 605.31

NFLD. P.E.I.

Trblc t'2

REAL PER CAP¡ÎÀ PROV¡NCTTI GOVERNI{EIII REVENUE FNOil OI;II

s0üRcEs

221.?5 213.83
266.06 238.11
294.6? 316.52
3s3.16 356.90
{1{,08 381.88
t76.?0 132,83
501.57 {61.81
r69.93 {51.83
504 .32 {5{.67
t?0.00 185.03
520.33 198.01
535.80 5t 2.'l 3

s28. 05 522 .91
568.84 538.06
602 . s8 s60.9 I

N.S.

( in 19?1-?2 conslsnt dollars I

N.9. QuE. 0M. l{Àll.

Notct Àll thcse llguret 0r! ltprts3tdt on t Ílscal itlr btsl¡.

271.19 3?6.1{
297 ,32 111.89
355.1? {{1.21
t02.55 580.91
132.32 631.0.|
168.86 ?00.29
lgi.g2 731.23
t05.61 773.81
{98.65 ?97.35
198.5? 858.31
t99.?6 902.20
5{3.08 910.{0
s51.88 929.28
572. ? I '956.59

5?5.8? 1,027.75

Sourees: Conputeit fron Stetlstlcs C¡naita, ProvlncidI Govarnn?nt Flnaner: Rcvenuc ¡¡¡! Eroentliture, T¡bles t-1 anil t'7.

38t.65
il 3.9?

.530.89
586.15
587.56
619.?1
662.51
6?9.11
6ô8.92
6?1.9{
712,16
?{ 3.52
152,77
?31.38
?59.12

309.09 391.06
35t.01 128.6{
{2{.91 129,16
{76.51 {30.58
{71 . 58 .122,q6
539.35 l?s.s{
539.03 529,76
553. ?? 753 .59
562.51 812.11
61?,t5 058.66
602.99 920,22
61 ?.?l 915,23
622,99 98?.51'
622,77 I,090.99
660.51 991.29

sÀsl(. ALlÀ.

399.62
s08.66
514. 1 6

577,t7
603.88
657.03
801.59

I , 1 35.36
I ,202.00
I ,336.33
1,635.92
1 ,866,52
1 ,82? .3!'r
1 ,853.97
1r82'1.?5

B.C.

t1{.ll 36?.06
(?? .93 n20,21
5(8 .32 l?5. ??

572,qq 5(8.3?
610.62 571.72
653.?9 619.80
732,74 668.16
117 ,17 722,5J
716,62 ?26.5?
831.il ?al,53
89? . ,19 813 . 7l
9 I 6.9 I 891 .6?
9?6.20 901.9+
935. l8 900.38

I ,003.09 9t2,79

lolAL

N
N)



YI TR

r 967-68
I 968-69
r 969-70
r 970-7 r

rgTr-72
l97r-71
l97l-71'
t97t-75
I 975- 76
I 976-7 7
I 977'78
I 978-79
ì 979-80
r g8o-8 r

r98r-82

r{rLD P.t.r.

,,679 I,560
6,ll.l. 1,7[l
6,600 t,819
7,798 2. r05
8,625 2,tr5
8.8o0 2,07 I
8.056 2 , 269
?,818 I, 1 85
I,llr5 2r17l
8.659 2.?Jo
8,8t1 2,J02
8,t21 ¡,160
8,6t7 2.1l¡
8,966 l, t l. I

lo,0ì5 t,281.

T¡bt¡ E_l

lult-1 I rit P0s1-3Ec0x0rRY

x. s.

t 2,7¡6
t ¡,17,
t6.67¡
r 8,18 ì
tg. t8¡
t8,57t
t 8,07 I
l g,5Ég
20. 788
21,22ì
1l,2ll
l0, ?00
20 | 199
¡trl2l
l l ,925

llotc: All thc llgurc¡ r?G GtprGl¡cd ln rn rcrdcrnlc ycrr.

il.r. QUE .

t0,558
I l,7lr2
I 2, J6l
I J,278
r l, &58
t¿,198
I I,7t I
I I ,688
1 2 ,176
n,5t6
r t ,659
n,560
t 2 ,670
ll. t¡o
II,ool

gourcc¡: Strtl¡tic¡ C¡nrd¡. !!9EU-9! ln C¡n¡dr
St.tlttlcr C¡n¡d¡, f tnenclJi St¡tl¡tic¡ ol [duc¡tloñ

I 18.28t
r tg, tg8
t28,trt
r l6, t89
I1 7.028
l66,t7l
r 75, ¡85
I 82. llt
I 9¡. t00
rg8,7l¡
ll5'106
22r,770
llt,2l,
226. ll7
2!5,olt

ilrRott,tExT, tg67-E¡

offi. nAN.

I rl, rot t5,68t
r t7, 960 t 7,6!2t51,787 tg,5tg
t75.5t¡ 20.1t8
tB¡,761. 2lr 159'187,716 20.lgl
I 96.952 lg,8 I I
206,776 20, ¡86
ltg,3ìt lt,g07
ll¿,901 lt.7r0
ll0,lt6 10,951
lt8,8g5 lo, t27
121,768 rg.t85
l16,06l 20,Ol¡
2¡8,179 ¡t,t7l

srst. ttTA.

t t,602 26,579
I 5,75¡ JJ. !t0r6.8q5 17,289r6,965 to.g67
t7,2J7 lr. lg6t5,8¡t lt,ogl
t6,056 ¡1,620
r5.926 b¡, t55
16,7lt ¡7, ¡52
l7,J5r ¡9.000
17, 192 ¡9,090
t6,81't 18,581
16,7t0 18,¡t¡
l6,g96 &9, t20
t8,J72 5¡,5q0

t. c . To'rrt

tt. t02 152,896
17,187 l95, tt t

!9,629 l.16, 888rl,6ll r.75,518
l. l , 599 1.96, 805
10,20r 5tl.J58lr,7!r ,tt,5l5
17,216 558. tgt
18,775 5g2,OrO
18, J22 602,667
!8,008 6 t g.85o
17.98l 6t7,7¡t
¡8,095 6zt,ro'
¡9.517 6¡ J. l¡r
5r, t5t 675,060

r\J
Ì\)
N



YtAR

r96t-68 6,ol g

r968-69 6,565
t969-70 7.298
rgTo-7t 8.752
I 97 r -72 9,86 I

t972-71 9'959
l97l-71 9,129
l97l -75 9'029
r975-76 9,21. I

t976-77 9,71t
1977-78 9,9 1 7

t978-79 9,190
t9?9-Bo 9,789
lgSo-81 lo,281
rgSr-82 lt,J27

T¡bl c E-l

ruLt-Trttt tQUrvAttt{Î P0S1-SEC0H0ARY [NRotLäEHÎ, 1967-82

IIF Lf) P.t. r. H.s.

ì,717
t ,886
2. r08
2,b6t
2.15\
2, ]77
2,621
2,1.56
2, t67
2,5t5
2,570
2,I l2
2,)55
2, Jg2
2,5¡q

t l, r85 ì l .8Jo
15. Jll. l2 .996
r7.57t lJ.82J
19, ¡.¡0 I l. .856
¡0,298 l5,olq
r g.760 l ],809
lo.Jt6 lJ,L2l
2l,J6t lJ,Ll6
12,7tJ 11,290
2t,zfl ll,ooo
rl,ll7 l¡,197
l2,9ll lt'91.¡
12.67¡ lh, lo7
2r.2J6 ll,t27
¡1. llo I 5,5¡¡

N.8. QUt . 0llr.

Notar P¡rt-tlnc cnrolñGnt ¡?r coñvc?tad to lull-tlnr aqulVal.nt anrolli'ñt
tll thc figurcr ¡rG GrP?G¡¡cd ln ¡n ¡Grdeillc y.rr.

Sourcc¡: Stttittict Cen¡d¡, Educ¡tion ln C¡nrd¡
St¡ti¡tic¡ C¡n¡d¡, f inancl¡l Strti3t¡ct ol gduc!tion

lJ],07 I
rrr,8l0
I Ir J, 105
158; l. ]9
t 67, U67

I 8t. 208
r gt,556
too,¡27
2ll,Jt8
2t0,J9L
lltl,2lt|
2q8,787
251.555
258, r8t
266,7¡0

t t3, ¡1.6
I 50, 559
t7J,0l0
l9l' 

' 
556

201,9 I 5
208 .06 ¡
2 r8.9]2
129,705
2¡l|,o]7
¡l7,ll5
2h6,551
215,607
r52.915
265, ll5
278,87 1

tuI .

ì7,0J2 15,60?
I g,50¡ I 6.7¡9
2r.?9] 18,08r
1t.826 l8.l9l.
21..012 l8'1.6,
tJ,llì l7']¡¡
2],oJ¡ 17.898
r1,779 18, lo5
15, ¡,1 t9,056
15,68? 19,81¡
l¡,99, 19.976
2J,815 19,¡16
2],025 l9,tll
11.819 t9,696
25.5t6 21.178

slsR. r[TA.

28.085 
", 

106

J5. rt] 18,70]
39.117 Ll 'o¡l¡J.J62 l.¡,858
lt,9lt 1.2.905
¡],819 Ll,790
¡5,21.9 l J.9]2
t 6,8tg lg.8l7
50,176 51,80J
51.88¡ 5l ,too
91.125 51.580
51 ,752 5 1 ,98 1

5r,8J9 52.516
tr,r55 5¡'tl2
56,6t9 96,125

t.c. 101rI

185.5t?
¡ 2g, l60
\71 ,9r1
52t.7¡0
5t8,60 t

56r.151
587,296
6t1,9¡l
65r.761
666,]t9
686.11¡
689, ttt
700. ll7
tr5. I 5l
799.0rt

bt u¡lñg ¡ l¡Gtòr o? t'

N)
N
(¡J



YT AR

I 967-68
I 968-69
¡ 969- 70
I 9?0-7 |
r97r-72
t972-71
197l'71.
l97r-7t
I 975-76
r9t6-11
1977-78
| 978-79
r 979-80
r g8o-8 r

r98r-82

f¡bl¡ E -j

FULL-Ttñt posÎ-stcoHoARy iltRotlnExT ts

A ptRc$tlAct 0F toT¡L popurAltotl. tg6t-92

( ln pcrccntrgrr )

x. s. N.l. Qut. 0llT. ñttl. s^sl(. ALIA.HFLD. P.t.r.

r.rl0r r.t2tt
I .201.7 I .5720
1.2797 1.661.]
r.50r8 r.9007
l .6192 2. r0o2
I .6199 I .8271.
l.¡91.1 1.9817
r.ll9] r.8799
r.¡7r7 r.8¡t!
r.5180 r.8712
r.5696 r.907r
r.¡rlr r.7766
r.5267 r.7271
1.582r' l.7l6t
r.7578 r.8599

r .6705 r .696r l.oo6t
r .8772 r .8727 2.0020
1.r¡r8 r.9726 2.rlg0
2.t5rt 2. ro85 r. r6tt
2.1231 2. I r ll 2.¡r¡5
2.l2lo r.8966 2.7q60
2.1156 r.80r6 2.87t8
r.1995 r.7721. 2.965r
2.5209 r.857¡ t.llo0
2.55r8 r .8]7' t. r?25
2.5t95 r.8¡22 t.il682.16il r.8r79 1.507!
2.¡297 I .8116 l.l.91l
2.¡9r.1 t.8868 1.5298
2.5792 2.0057 !.6¡ I t

tlot.¡ All th. flguror rro crp?.¡t.d ln ln ¡c¡drnlc 7orr.

Sourc¡¡: Cornputcd fron T¡blr¡ l-l ¡nd E-!.

r.5720 I .6rt6 l.5rt8 | ,7655
r .8817 I .8091 ì .6¡06 2. 16l.?
r.illg r.9958 1.7718 2.1672
r.loo5. 2.0651 l.8rll 2.5r,ll
1.1828 2.rt8g l.87ll 2,522'
r.1892 2.0550 1.7¡lo ¡.¡56t
2.1688 r.g8o& l.78lt 2.1997
2.5\97 2.0289 I .7655 2.5262
2.6690 r. rSlt l.8llo 2,6215
2.6828 2.til6 1.8697 3.6151
¡.6216 2.011.8 1.8509 2.5225
2.5s15 I .9tll I .t78¡ ,t.&062
r.6t3¡ r.8895 1.7¡?2 2,roll
¡.716¡ 1.95¡6 t.1625 2.2r'09
2.870r 2.0661 1.88t5 2.1099

8.C. Xrl I 0HrL

r.7158 t.7r8b
1.81. l0 1.8967
I .8911 2,0665
¡.02t9 2.219'
r.8797 2.29r6
r.77il 2.1!lo
r.7860 2.lo¡5
r.g62r 2.¡781
| .9900 2 .59 I 6
| .9q68 2.6017
r .9050 2.611 !
r .8707 2 .6 I l¡
r .832! r .6092
r.8lr5 2,6596
r .8507 r.759¡

N
r\)
rÞ



YT, AR

I 967-68
I 968:69
r 969-70
r 970-7 I

l97l-7¡
r97r-71
r97l-t¡
l97l-75
r975-76
I 976-77
I 97?-?B
I 9?8- 79
r 979-80
rg8o-8I
r96t-8r

Lote: ll

Ì¡bl¡ E-6

rutt-lltrt ¡Qulvrttfll PosÎ-StCorDrRY ttlRo[tt{tffi rs

A PtRCEIÍIAGE Ot TOIAL POPUIlTlOt{' 1967-8r

xft0.

r.20r6
I .2871
t.¡r50
r.685t
1.87¡r
r .867 l
l.7lot
r .6558
1.6697
ì.7¡0t
t.7660
l.6lrl
t.7l¡]
t.8tl.9
r .988 I

P.t.l.

I .5680
r.7029
t.9077
1.2221
2. ¡56r
1.09?¡
1.2891
2.1l rl
¡.091.6
1.tt26
2. I 291
t.0o0l
r.92¡0
r.9129
2.0717

i.3.
t.75¡l
I .9875
2 .2570
r . ¡76¡
2.56¡0
2.\12t
2.51n
2.6197
2.75r.1
¡ .7967
2.791' I
2,72'l'
2.687¡
r .71' t9 .

2 .8¡9 I

il.1.

r.gool 2,2511
2.0?2? 2.2lll
2,2o5, ¡.1906
r.r59o r.612¡
2,r55\ 2.7129
2.r¡71 l.ot86
r.o6L8 !. I 578
2.ottr t.2r9,
t.t2t9 

'.b5¡6r.o55t l.5l8r
r.0602 t.8]0!
2.0182 l.9t15
2.olr5 1.9518
2.0? I 7 ¡.0265
2. r26l r: I llt

ln ¡n ¡c¡dcnlc Yorr.

( ln Þ¡re¡ntrgc¡ )

QUt . 0111.

gourca¡: Cornputcd fîoil lrbter [-l ¡nd t-l'

thr flgurcr rra crPrcllcd

r.?t56 r.76lr
r.0568 l.oorl
r. I | 78 r. r2¡9
1.5900 r.32ol
r.6298 r.qr7l
r.61182 2.1¡00
r.?¡Ll r.1020
¡.8!15 ¡.1550
r.9695 ¡.1i997
2.9766 2.5079
r.9l5r 2. ¡2]t
r.8988 r., I 2¡
2.961r. 2.rrtl
1.0869 2.127 t

t.12r2 2.t783

ttAI . stsi.

r.6207 I .8695
r.7t¡2 2.28rt
r .90r9 2.5019
r:9512 2.6920
l.0066 2.6156
r.9o8l 2.6196
r.9857 2.6519
2.007 r 2.6801
r.o8le 2 .7891
l.rt72 2,1692
2.1r59 2,678¡
r.05t9 r.5612
2.01t¡ 2.¡?lo
r.0t25 1.¡ltl
r. r 7rl r. [906

ltTr. t. c.

t.7867 r.877t
r .9058 2.0591
r.960g 2.2589
r.0787 2. ¡629
r .9t87 2.1789
ì.8tr I 2,5757
1.8797 2.6¡66
r.069l r.7lot
2. r rl5 r.86¡0
¡.0828 2.8799
r.0&68 2 .9t28
2.0266 2.9r8]
2.OOO8 2.929E
¡.0il8 2.9971
1.01r9 ].1025

Hrl r otlrt

t\)
N
(n



226

T¡btc Ê-l

GI¡I. DI.ftATOR fOR CANAD^

( 197 I -72- lo0)
t cxt oEttlloRbf r scrl Ytln

I 967- t 96E
lg68- 1969
r969- l97o
r970- 197 I
r97¡-I972
| 972- I 971
r9i!- 197¡
r97&- | 975
1975- | 976
t976-t977
| 977- | 978
¡ 978- I 979
r 979- I 98o
ìg8o-1981
rg8¡-1982

85.5
E8. ¡
92.7
96.5

too.0
t05,I
r r6.9
r31.6
t¡8.0
r6r.5
r72.2
t8l. I
2o1.9
226.6
250. ¡

rotc: rThe GHt defl¡tor ( lnplicit pricc lndcx ) ¡rc ¡ll

convcrtcd ft;-; ttit"øtt ycrr brrir to ¡ fi¡c¡l
yeer brril. r¡t-tiitl¡t tttttgt i.r riaply dividcd

by rdding tnc"iour qu¡rtcrly i-ndercr GoncGrñcd

( ic. Apr¡r I åi-onì-itii tå ñ¡rch Jl of thÊ follotrine
yclr ) rnd t¡tn ¿ì"i¿t ¡t Þy four' fhe ¡nnurl ¡vcr¡gc

¡¡ tòcn .onttlltl into fircit ycrr u¡lng l97l-72

¡3 thc bllc Period'

btll ttt. figurcl ¡rc roundcd to thè ñG'rG¡t deci¡¡l
po I nt.

¡ourcc3: Strt¡3tic¡ G¡nrd¡' N¡tion¡l lncome ¡nd fxÞendi ture

^ccount 
3



;;;;; 
--;:;--

1968-69 6.51
1 969-?0 8.56
19?0-?l 11.31
r9?1-?2 12.58
19?2-?3 11.12
1 9?3-?l 8.69
19?l-?5 ?.?3
1 9?5-?6 6. t 3
r 9?6-?? 6.55
1 9?7-?8 20. l6
1 9?8-?9 32.12
1 9?9-00 33.79
1 900-81 32.65
1 981 -82 32.55

TETR

Table E-t

REAL pER c^Ptlt ctsH ÎnÀrs?Eåi,tÎlriliì-clHc Posr-sEco{D^Rl

N?LD. P.E.T.

g.6t 11.65
6.59 11.??
g.g1 18.68
r1.81 22.18
1 3.25 2l .36
12,26 23.98
9.5? 1 9.1 0
8.25 1 7 .3?
6.93 16.31
?.53 17.33
26.3t 30.2?
31 .1 t 33.03
33.?l 33.02
32.81 32.66
32.59 32.s?

( tn 19?1-I2 eonstrnt dollars )

H.l. QttE' otfl'
H. s.

r.02
6.61
8.8?

11 .06
13.2?
12.30

9.66
8.33
6. 91

1 ,29
28 .55
32,21
33.?9
32.?2
32 .59

Sourer¡t C¡leul¡teit tror thc Sceretary of St¡tc'

1 2.83
1t.32
1 ?.56
22,66
2? .08
28.62
29.9s
28.?1
28 .06
30.71
23.00
21.27
22,81
21 .31
2f .01

8.3? 9.lt
12.1 { t 2.1?
1 5.68 1 3.81
r 9.16 1 9.1 6
21 .09 I 9.r8
r 8.1 5 20.25
1 3.?6 t 6.76
12.81 15.51
13.22 t1.58
1 3.26 I 5.73
28.91 31.56
31.3? 33.?7
!t.?2 31.00
30.?9 t2,16
30. 18 32.5?

nÀN. srsi.

1 t.??
12,68
1t.?9
16.83
16.6?
1?.11
l 3.?1
11.86
11 .81
.1 1 .62
29,62
32.?3
33.?l
12,62
3s.09

ltlÀ.

Ànuu¡l Btpgll!, ¡nit Î¡bles [-t ¡nll Ê't'

I 8.56 5.33
2r.89 6.29
26.62 6.t 2

30.60 9.1 5
31.21 !0.03
2?.39 1 3.02
21.82 1,71
tl.gl 6.32
t.l8 5.t3
8.98 5.'?6

2s.23 21.69
27.1 6 2?.66
28.20 28.?8
2?.81 21,97
21.91 21.23

r.e. 1ûlÀL

10.36
r 2.69
r5.62
19.60
2'1.??
2t.0?
18.22
16.92
r 5.lt
r6.62
26,11
28.?0
29.t0
2r.01
2t.00

N
N\¡



T¡ble t-9

R?ÀLPEREÀPI1ÀîÀXTRÀNSFERSPOR?INANCTNGPOST-SEEOI¡DÀRI
EDUCÀTl0N' 196?-82

( ln 19?l-?2 constant dollars I

ITAR

1 967-68
r 968-69
1 969-70
r 9?0-7 1

19?1-?2
1 972-73
19?3-?l
19?r-?5
1 975-?6
1 976-??
1 977-78
1 9?0-? 9

1 9?9-80
r 980-01
r 981 -82

N?LD. P.E.I. II'S'

12.55 ?,80
1{.l1 11,33
1 5. ?2 1 5.9?
1 6.61 1 6.71
18.10 18.{{
20.86 20.8s
2l .58 2l . s8
25.1 6 ?5.3?
27 .'t5 21 ,16
28.?5 28.62
21.89 21.?0
23.1 7 23.02
23.20 23.1?
23.96 21.0?
?t .0? 2{ .1 2

12.6? 12.63
lt.tt 11.38
15.81 15.08
16.65 16,12
18.1? 18.15
20.33 20.09
2{.{0 21.56
25.1 6 25. 19

2?.60 27,71
28.69 28 .65
21.19 21.?9
22,96 23.05
2t.22 23.20
23,91 21.01
2t.1 t ?1.12

Sourecs¡ Calcul¡tcd frorn the S?cretrrt of St¡te'

and Table ?-1 ¡nd Î¡ble E-?

N. D. QUE.

12,12 1 5.01 I 2.63 0.98
1 I .28 1 0. {0 1 {. {6 11,22
15.60 20.25 15.89 15.67
16.58 21,21 16.?{ 16.?3
18.50 23.15 18.51 18.68
20.81 26.1 3 20.93 21.1 I

2.,32 30.01 21.16 21.70
25.18 10.t8 25.32 2s.19
21,19 3r.18 2?.01 25.69
28.6f 31.81 28.76 28.66
32,23 2l .1 0 21 .78 2l .73
33.82 2s.00 21.00 22,95
3{. I 2 25,21 23.31 23. t 7

35.22 25. 81 2l .01 23 .91
35.60 26.16 2r,ll 20.58

0N1. t{tH. sÀsi. ALÎA.

Ànnual RÊporÈs and Unoubllshed- R?Dort3,

t2.30 r{.?r
I 3.99 r 6. ??
15.52 t9.11
16.r8 18.61
18.15 21.13
20. B1 23.58
25,12 28.52
26. 85 28.97
r1.85 30.83
38.?0 32,72
27 .3r 25.35
29. I 3 26.7t
10.81 27 ,59
32.35 28.88
31 . 12 28.80

r.c. TÛlAt

l].6]
I 5.91
r ?.61
r8.il
20. t8
22,93
26.85
21,a1
10. l2
10.96
26.28
2?.55
27 .99
28.91
28. 96

N
N
æ



Or
C\
C\¡

il;üï;
tìt'tft'f
8¡l'055 rl
Ir('t5r'ì
6rl'61¿'(
5tt'6lr'Í
391'066'¡
o5o'5ìl'¡
995'16t'¡
lo8'r rg'¡
ff8'(69't
f8Í'l¡5't
99ì'8¿¡'l
o5o'rgr't
5ll'616
roo'(08

gfo'5t6'f lft'96Í'l
¿or' t l,
og¿'ìlf
f ¿¿'951
tf9'Í ¿[
5 ¡5'il[
ìo['9¿l
¿ì5'99t
9f¡'fr¡
5¡ I'99t
r95'¿5 t
9r6'6Ct
5l g'gt I

9t8'9rt
¿50' 69
I ¿!'0¿

'FÍEnõt5¡ täqñ¡
¡ñlr--iFü.frî Fü- ¡ñffi¡ rffijl ¡ffi'ã ÎÎffioi¡

lr5'or9
g l 3'ft5
I t0'ggt
!¿9,56[
ooo'otÍ
t5ì '¡ooc
595'50[
¡¡¡5, t[¡
gf5'¿g r
¡t[ '66 r

lt¿'t0t
llt'ltt
Ì¿o'fì r
t 95'6¡ r
[(l'5rr

t !8'l5l ' t

5[f 'tg t
889'5¡ I
fg¡'tIt
tl6'Itt
9ll'5r t
5t¿'f r t
¿Í5' ¿6
o[r'lL
0¿6'65
95¿'95
(gr'[5
5 r ¡'lt
t65'¡ì
9r¿'gI
I t5'[ ¡

ìr¡0r

:::::::::
0lt'l¿ t
oto'oít
5¿o.llt
5¿o'6t r

¿Cl'gÍl
t5l 'o( ¡

ìto'¿¡t
656,56
lf 5 '99
I f¡ 'og
0¿t ,gg

6(0. r5
t55'5¡
t g6'¿Í
lI r 'gl

'1'8

t56'lfo'f I

¡60'Ít5't
log'fol ' I
066'f¡f'l
[ì6'tgt't
9Íf'5¿ r ' I
¿¿g' t5o' t
l[5' ¡t6
(69'5og
9¿ r 'lo¿
¿¿t'ììg
( t r'555
E5t'1,t5
lg¡'69¡
o¡t'51.[
96['il¡

't tìr

ïi:iilii
¿6¿'¿99' t
ffg't¿,t'l
t65'tt['¡
t¡r'l6t't
ftl'690't
8tg'¿90
ot( 'g¿¿
6oo'¿05
5tj'05ì
5¡5'9¿¡
06¡ 'o¿[
I to'6,¡l
.6¿5'99¿
¡6f'glt
[6¡'5Ct

. 
T¡fS

|¡a¡ul,loJd ¡noIJ¡r\
..grur¡ ¡¡llr l¡.¡5 ¡a¡¿not

l8o't5¡

l¡-¿t6¡'ilo¡rttno¡'ÀUtotro¡¡¡-Ito¿ l{O llnrloxldl¡ ìl llilÀoud 5s0U!

0¡ -l ¡ì¡lÀ

'itY .Àilo

( lrlllop ¡o

169'g t t
55r'6ot
Í ¡6'56
l,¡5'tg
l(l'oB
t¿t'69
09t'¿¿
ll9'lì
olg'gf
516'rI
lll'g¡
56r'l¡
B1¿'gl
t9l'5 t

95['¡ r

tf5.t5t, I 955'ogr 965'lrg ltror

f96'lr t
5¿5'g¿ I
5(['ttt (f o'ot t
to8'oot
Irl'86
f50'¡8
¡95' rB
16t'tt
[ 99'95
tr6'tl
gg0r¡ì
r [[ '6¡
(¿t'¡l
9ot'¿t

Itg'gt
¿fl'tl
gr9'6t
ì5t'6t
195 '9 t
ll¿'lt
g¿g'0t
,¡65'I
¿00'¿
566,9
o¡l'9
t 5o'9
¡90'ì
¡ì0'l
g[[' r

úPsr¡nc¡{¡ ¡u.JJnâ ul )

rnù

t r 6'16
5 n'15
05¿'59
lo't'ì¿
989 '0¿
ttr'69
690'99
519'05
858'¡ ì
¡ l5'B(
Stg' Lç,

0¡¿'fl
065'tz
rf5'r¡
9a¿'lt

'¡' tr

¡8-186I
rg-oB6r
08-6¿6 r

6¿ -g¿5 r

8(-(16 t
It-11,6 r

9t-516 t

5L-¡L6t
ì¿-f¿6t'
( ¿-¿¿6 ¡
¡¿-r¿6t
r ¿-o¿6 r

ol-616 r

6l-gl6 r

89-¿96 r

'5'd'¡'¡'d 'Oljlt UV¡A



C¡rh l¡¡n¡?or

Brrie c¡¡h 12,9!2 7, t!o 19,26¡ to,itJ 3tl'19! ¡97't tt 60.225 ,r.115 lto,t22 l5t,t?o
i.""iriionrì rdj. '¿:ííi t',r19 9,151 7,521 68'980 56.9ü5 ll,l9o lõ,1¡'l 0 -!,20r,

Lcvcilingrdj. ó o o o o o o o 7ll o

Qù.¡.c lurtcient -l&2'239

Tot¡t crrh rr¡nrfer Jg.05t 8.1.55 58,1.17 t8,o¡o 298.008 5tl,l89 7l,l.t5 66,06? l2l,lt5 I5t.67t

T¡¡ 1r¡nrfcr

ll., p.1.1. potntc lJ,7o7 2,q!? ?2,155 18,8?9 2t8,6t2 ¡07'9t2 39'191 !5.269 ll5.l6l lJ7'to!
p.f .r. r,qurl¡rrtion ll,016 2,59t tr,liíl ;\'.tií -ió.óai '- 

9 
-l'tll 6'558 o o

r c. r .r. pornt 900 169 r.ðií i:éíi i7.',,6' t2'5'1- 1'!ll 2'112 l7'l0l 10'96r¡

c.r.r.t,qurrIrrtron t,TüË ;öi i:t'i' 'isa ð.zgg '.--o l'207 821 o o

Qucbcc lbrtQñent

Tot¡t Tr¡ lrenrfcr 26,8t3 5,806 ¡O.ltO !2,985 ¡bI,526 ¡tO.l99 19'036 ¡5'362 lJ2'¡62 tt8'265

lot¡t C¡rh ¡nd
T¡¡ Tr¡nrfcr¡ 65,86¡ l¡,261 98,r27 81,025 7¡2,5tt 995,888 t20'¡5t lll't29 29''997 t02'919

Notr! Totrl include¡ fcdcr¡l tr.ñr?cr! to both Yukon ¡nd llorthHr3t Tcrritorlc¡' Hcnec' thlr totrl l!

grcrtar th'ñ thc ¡un oi ¡tl the provlncar al ¡hovn iñ the Trble'

Source¡: Co¡rputcd frofi thc Drprrtir?ñt ol tin¡ncc, E3tåbl¡shed Procr¡rn¡ Fin¡ncino - Fin¡l Celculation'
l çlq-80.

labtc r-t I

clsH rND llx TRANSÍtRS TO PROVlllcts 0ll Posf'sEcoNoARY

( ln thourand¡ ol rloll¡r¡ I

ttild. P.t.l. tl .S. N.B. Qut. 0nt. lîln.

EDUCITl0l¡, l9?9-80

3¡¡1. ll tr. l. c. lot¡ I

l.rg0.Jlg
r75. r68

7r,
- t &2. ¡tg

r.!2J,96t

l.0l.l.l¡7
82. tt5
88. t t9
r I,996

tqt,ltg

I . 

'69.6!6

2,79t.t97

N)(,
o


